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1. Introduction
This survey of destinations for gourmet and wine tourism in Bulgaria was carried out
for the purposes of project No CB005.1.22.046 "Development and promotion of
gourmet and wine tourism in the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey"
(TransGourmeTour) with a grant agreement № RD-02-29-238/ 31.07.2017, cofinanced by the EU through the CBC Program INTERREG-IPA Bulgaria-Turkey 20142020, CCI 2014TC16I5CB005, under Priority Axis: Tourism, Specific Objective: 2.2
Increasing the potential for cross-border tourism by developing of common
destinations.
The project is implemented within 12 months from the Haskovo Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, in partnership with the Odrin Chamber of Commerce and
Industry and the Thracian Sustainable Development Association.
The main objective of the project is to: Increase the capacity for cross-border
cooperation between Bulgaria and Turkey in the field of sustainable tourism in order
to improve the territorial cohesion in Europe by promoting alternative forms of
tourism.
The specific objectives of the project are:
1. Increasing the capacity to develop sustainable tourism in the cross-border region
of Bulgaria and Turkey by developing and promoting common destinations for
gourmet and wine tourism.
2. Use of IT technologies to develop and promote specific gourmet tourism in the
cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey as an alternative form of tourism.
The main activities are:
1. Project management
2. Information and publicity
3. Study of destinations for gourmet and wine tourism in Bulgaria and Turkey
4. Creating a Multilingual Tourist Gourmet Guide to the cross-border region of
Bulgaria and Turkey, in two versions: Online Platform and Mobile Application.
5. Organization of culinary exhibitions, presentation of the Tourist Gourmet Guide
and the new tourist packages in Bulgaria and Turkey
Project target groups are:
• 100 SMEs - hotels and restaurants, wineries, dairies, bakeries, food markets, farms,
etc. of the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey.
• 1000 representatives from the tourism sector - tour operators and tour agents,
information centers, community centers, vocational schools for tourism and catering,
tourist associations, NGOs, etc. of the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey.
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The expected results from the implementation of the project are:
1. 4 meetings were held.
2. Prepared dossiers for 6 tendering procedures.
3. Developed visualization, information and publicity.
4. Two surveys of gourmet and wine tourism destinations in Bulgaria and Turkey, and
a common database of 100 destinations.
5. Developed 6 new general tourist packages for gourmet tourism in Bulgaria and
Turkey.
6. Created Online Platform of Tourist Gourmet Guide in three languages - Bulgarian,
Turkish and English.
7. Developed Mobile Application of the Tourist Gourmet Guide.
8. Organized 2 one-day culinary exhibitions in Bulgaria and Turkey.
9. Two press conferences held in Edirne and Haskovo.
2. Scope of the survey
The survey of destinations for gourmet and wine tourism in Bulgaria was carried out
on the basis of service contract No CB005.1.22.046-01 of 05.12.2017. The contracting
authority of the study is Thracian Sustainable Development Association, Kolarovo
Municipality, Harmanli, and performer is Denisi Consult Ltd., Stara Zagora.
The survey was carried out in the period 05.12.2017 - 03.05.2018, covering objects
from the Haskovo, Yambol and Burgas districts located in the cross-border region of
Bulgaria and Turkey and falling within the territorial scope of the Cross-border
Cooperation Program INTERREG IPA Bulgaria - Turkey 2014-2020.
The survey included all public and catering sites, food and wine production, tourist
information from centers of the three areas, gastronomy events and culinary recipes,
identifying suitable destinations for culinary and wine tourism. Hotels, restaurants,
wineries, farms, dairies and processors, bakers and tourist information centers from
the districts of Haskovo, Yambol and Burgas were studied. Culinary and wine festivals,
as well as traditional culinary recipes from the region, have been researched.
Appropriate sites have been identified and proposed to be included in three new
one-day tourist routes for gourmet and wine tourism.
Numerous sites and events have been identified, including 27 festivals, fairs and
exhibitions, 19 traditional dishes, 25 wineries, 5 dairies and farms, 9 bakeries, 151
restaurants, 184 hotels, 25 markets and 15 tourist information centers. Three oneday tourist routes (one in each area) are proposed, with a total of 23 sites included.
3. Methodology of the study
The study consists of three main stages:
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I. Organizational preparation
a. Clarify the essence of the study by setting goals and objectives.
b. Drawing up a timetable for exploring information sources.
c. Determining the methodology for conducting the study.
d. Preparing for the collection of information.
e. Technical preparations for the collection and processing of information.
II. Conduct the survey
a. Desk-research - collect information, text, photos, maps, travel notes, and more. for
hotels, chalets, restaurants, wineries, dairies, bakeries, markets, farms, traditional
local dishes and drinks, tourist information centers, festivals and fairs held
throughout the year in the three areas.
b. Field-research - traveling, capture GPS coordinates (where applicable), photo or
video capture, interviewing.
c. Systematization and generalization of collected information in a database in
Bulgarian and English - processing of texts, pictures, audio or video materials,
extraction, selection, systematization, presentation in an appropriate form of 50
objects from the Bulgarian cross-border territory, which can be defined as
destinations for gourmet tourism and can be included in the online platform and
mobile application of the Tourist Gourmet Guide.
III. Creating new tourist routes
a. Selection, mapping, description of sites from the Bulgarian cross-border territory
designated as destinations for gourmet and wine tourism and combining some of
them which are appropriate in 3 new tourist routes.
In the first stage, the purpose of the survey was identified, namely to identify sites in
the Bulgarian territory of the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey (Haskovo,
Yambol and Bourgas districts) suitable as destinations for gourmet and wine tourism
development.
Tasks are defined, namely to provide the necessary computer, photo and videoequipment, to provide GPS, to compile questionnaires, to provide the necessary
sources of information.
A timetable for conducting the study was prepared:
Tasks
Organization of the study
Desk-research
Field-research
Systematization and
generalization
Creating new tourist
routes

Duration
3 work days
17 work days
50 work days
10 work days

Period
05.12.2017 – 07.12.2017
08.12.2017 – 08.01.2018
09.01.2018 – 20.03.2018
21.03.2018 – 03.04.2018

20 work days

04.04.2018 – 04.05.2018
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Total 100 work days

05.12.2017– 04.05.2018

The methods used in the study are: systematic collection, recording, documentation,
sorting and selection of data related to culinary, tourism and wine production.
For the collection of information, invitations to participate in the survey and various
types of questionnaires were developed.
Information about the conducted survey and the opportunities it provides for
participation in it is also published on the website of the Thracian Sustainable
Development Association in order to allow the maximum number of people willing to
join.
For collecting and processing the required information, there are laptops, a
multifunctional device (printer, copier and scanner), a digital video camera with the
ability to create digital photos, a car with GPS device, and graphic design software
products.
During the second stage, a desk-research was carried out, during which, by collecting
information, text, photographs, maps, travel notes, etc. the potential sites for
gourmet tourism in the areas of the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey Haskovo, Yambol and Burgas have been identified - hotels, chalets, restaurants,
wineries, dairies, bakeries, markets, farms. Traditional local dishes and drinks,
traditional festivals and fairs related to food and wine, which are held throughout the
year on the territory of the three districts, have also been identified. Information is
also collected for tourist information centers.
A field-research was done by capturing GPS coordinates (where possible) of objects,
interviewing and photo taking.
All texts, photos and audio materials are processed. The collected information is
systematized and summarized in 10 types of databases in Bulgarian and English. The
selected sites are identified as gourmet destinations and are designated for inclusion
in the Tourist Gourmet Guide, in two versions - an online platform and a mobile
application.
During the third stage, 3 new tourist routes were created for one-day trips on the
territory of the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey (Haskovo, Yambol and
Burgas districts), including objects and events from the figures in the data bases. In
the selection of sites it has been worked in close cooperation with specialists and
representatives of tour operators, taking into account accessibility to the site
(infrastructure), potential tourism, opportunities for accompanying activities (visits to
cultural, historical and archeological monuments, natural landmarks, water pools,
shopping centers, etc.), etc.
For the future, these packages will be popularized at tourist fairs and trade fairs,
through tourist information centers, and will be offered to tour operators from
Bulgaria and Turkey.
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4. Tourism in Bulgaria
Bulgaria is located in Southeastern Europe and the northeastern part of the Balkan
Peninsula. It is a European, Balkan, Black Sea and Danube country. Its geographical
location and cross-country position to Europe and Asia also determine its strategic
position on the political map of Europe and the Balkan Peninsula in terms of the
international tourist flow.
Bulgaria occupies only 110,994 square kilometers, but natural and cultural treasures
make it a preferred tourist destination with an impressive variety of tourism types
and with significant potential for tourism development. The country has 378 km.
Black Sea coast, over 209 beaches, picturesque bays and dunes; 7 cultural and two
natural sites included in the UNESCO World Heritage List, and two under the
Convention on Intangible Cultural Heritage, more than 600 mineral water sources.
In recent years, international tourism in Bulgaria has witnessed a steady trend of
constantly increasing both the number of foreign tourists, choosing Bulgaria as a
holiday destination and the revenues from international tourism in the state budget.
According to the number of foreign tourists per capita (LPT), Bulgaria ranks 10th
among the leading European countries. Bulgaria is still not competitive enough in the
tourist services market. The opinion is shared that it is more known as a country for
mass tourism, and the popularity of alternative forms of tourism is still limited,
despite the favorable conditions for their practice. Only in 2016, over 8.2 million
foreign tourists visited Bulgaria, while Bulgarian citizens, using tourist services in the
country, are more than 3.8 million. In the first quarter of 2018, 1002.0 thousand
Bulgarian citizens have made travel trips. The majority of them - 84.2% - traveled only
in the country, 13.2% - only abroad, and 2.6% traveled both in the country and
abroad. Compared to the same quarter of 2017, the total number of people aged 15
and over grew by 8.2%.
Tourism is a major contributor to the growth of the country's economy and GDP
(about 14%) because Bulgaria is a safe and peaceful destination, which is a great
advantage in the context of the global environment for the development of the
sector. Another reason is that the Bulgarian tourist product has improved its quality
and has been very innovative in recent years. The country's tourism product is
extremely competitive as products are increasingly diversified. Recently, the forms of
tourism sought in Bulgaria are related not only to recreation but also to acquiring
new knowledge - trips to cultural and historical sites, visits to cultural and sporting
events, combining student camps with foreign language learning and other.
5. Tourism in the cross-border region of Bulgaria and Turkey (Haskovo, Yambol
and Burgas districts)
The cross-border cooperation area between Bulgaria and Turkey covers a territory of
29032.9 km2 with a total population of 1 561 984 people. The corresponding area in
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Bulgaria represents 14.99% of the total territory of a country, respectively, the area in
Turkey represents 1.58% of the total territory of the country.
The region includes the territories of the three districts - Burgas, Yambol and Haskovo
on the Bulgarian side, and the Villeets of Edirne and Kirklareli from the Turkish side.
The built road network on both sides of the border contributes to a great extent to
the level of accessibility to the territory and influences the process of integration of
the cross-border region.
The Bulgarian part of the cross-border region is rich not only in terms of nature, it
includes mountainous massifs and the Black Sea coast but also in cultural terms. The
region is rich in cultural and historical monuments, numerous testimonies of rich
architecture from the deepest antiquity, preserved to our day traditions and customs
that make it an attractive center for the tourist flow, not only from foreign tourists,
but also from Bulgarian citizens from other parts of the country.
The cross-border region has significant potential for development of various forms of
tourism - mineral springs, numerous monuments of cultural and historical heritage,
cultural and entertainment sites in major cities, natural resources and landmarks,
wineries, traditional crafts. Their full use makes it possible to diversify the tourist
product and to include more parts of the territory of the region. Achieving a unified
tourist identity is the basis for developing innovation and creating a positive image of
the region.
The implementation of projects in the field of sustainable tourism provides
opportunities for developing new tourist destinations in the region with different
directions - visiting cultural, natural, archaeological and historical landmarks,
familiarizing with traditions and customs, wine tasting and traditional dishes. All
these activities aim to increase the capacity of the region to attract more tourists and
hence to increase the economic well-being of the population on both sides of the
border.
6. Conventional tourism
The conventional, mass tourism is the result of economic development, progress in
communications, technology, the media, the use of high-capacity vehicles and a
number of other factors that have created opportunities for travel also the lowincome people. Mass tourism relies entirely on tour operator programs. It is
connected with the large tourist resorts, which are characterized by the
concentration of huge tourist flows, standardized tourist products (similar amenities
and services), with a seasonal character, with intensive exploitation of unique tourist
resources and others.
a. Cultural Tourism
In Bulgaria, a country with thousands of years of history, there are about 40,000
objects - monuments of culture (7 of which are on the UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage List), 36 cultural reserves, 160 monasteries, about 330 museums and
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galleries. This includes prehistoric finds, Thracian tombs, objects from the Greek
epoch, Roman fortresses, historical monuments from the time of the First and
Second Bulgarian kingdoms, as well as architectural landmarks from the Renaissance.
b. Sea tourism
The Black Sea coast of Bulgaria creates excellent conditions for the development of
sea tourism. The coastline is 378 km long and has 209 beaches with a total area of 16
km2. Many of them are vast, others are small and nestled in scenic sea bays. The
beaches and the sea offer conditions for practicing various types of water sports
(surfing, water skiing, diving, underwater archeology) and fishing (including
underwater). Over the last two decades, many of the coastal towns and resorts have
got marinas, which further provides opportunities for foreign tourists to take
advantage of the country's benefits.
c. Camping tourism
In Bulgaria there are well-equipped campsites that attract tourists from the country
and abroad looking for an alternative holiday in touch with nature. They are situated
mainly on the Black Sea coast, in close proximity to some of the most beautiful
Bulgarian beaches. On the northern Black Sea coast there are also nice places where
you can stretch tents or park your caravans under a shady forest near the beach. In
the nature parks there are also places for bivouacking. So tourists can follow their
route and every day to stretch a tent in a different place.
d. Mountain tourism
About 30% of Bulgaria's territory is occupied by mountains. They are extremely varied
in relief and offer visitors a wide range of opportunities for recreation, sports and
entertainment. In them there are wonderful conditions for tourism both in winter
and summer. The duration of the ski season in the medium and high mountain
resorts is about 130 days. They offer excellent conditions for practicing winter sports
and recreation during the summer in the coolness of centuries-old forests. Hotels and
places of relaxation are numerous and provide accommodation for guests' taste and
preference.
e. Balneo and SPA tourism
Bulgaria is famous all over the world with its thermal springs and muddy fields. In
number and diversity, it occupies one of the top spots in this type of tourism. More
than 550 fields with 1600 springs with a total flow of 4900 l/s have been studied.
Slightly mineralized mineral waters predominate - 66.7%, mineralized mineral waters
- 14.4%, and gas waters - 17.9%. In the country there are also valuable deposits of
liman healing mud and curative peat. The country has 48 climatic mountain resorts,
15 climatic sea resorts, 38 spa resorts with excellent accommodation options and a
variety of services including: massages, mineral water baths, pearl baths,
reflexotherapy, traditional acupuncture, healing gymnastics, acupuncture, laser
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therapy, acupressure, treatment with paraffin, apitherapy, phytotherapy, mud
treatment, aromatherapy, antistress programs, diet programs and programs for
weight loss, balneo-cosmetology, sauna, solarium, fitness, medical cosmetics etc. All
this can be combined with various tourist programs, presenting the cultural heritage,
the traditional cuisine or folklore and the traditions of Bulgaria.
f. Business tourism
The strategic position of Bulgaria in the heart of the Balkan Peninsula, its crosscountry position between three continents, the rich historical and cultural heritage,
natural resources and preserved traditions are prerequisites for the development of
business tourism in Bulgaria, which can be a congress, fair and exhibition. The capital
Sofia, as well as some of the larger cities (Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas, Stara Zagora) have
numerous hotels with good halls as well as congress centers. Many world coryphaeus
in various fields gather a lot of audience for their lectures on marketing,
management, IT technology, and more. Mountain and sea resorts are regular hosts of
seminars, training workshops, conferences, presentations, etc.
7. Alternative tourism
The alternative forms of tourism combine tourist packages or individual tourist
services, which are defined as an alternative to the mass tourism product in a way of
offering, running and engaging human resources. Alternative tourism is a complex of
tourist activities, other than those of mass, conventional tourism, related to the use
of various natural and anthropogenic tourism resources, attracting a specific market
segment, satisfying a specific consumer interest other than that of traditional mass
tourism. The focus is on the quality of tourism consumption and not on quantity.
Tourists travel individually or in small groups, are not interested in the place they visit
and the people they meet, learn local language, folklore, morals and customs.
Alternative tourism does not ruin the community, promote more jobs and revenue
generation, provide more opportunities for local entrepreneurs to participate in the
tourism sector, there is less competition in the use of infrastructure, and most of the
revenue remains in the region. Helps to preserve the authenticity and uniqueness of
the region and community. Tourists do not outnumber local people, avoid stress, the
market is relatively constant without sharply falls and spikes.
a. Ecological tourism
By biodiversity, Bulgaria ranks second place in Europe. The plants have over 12 360
species, of which 3700 are crowning. About 750 medicinal plants are registered, with
70% of them being economically valuable species, and the country exports about
15,000 tonnes of herbs per year. In Bulgaria, 27,000 species of invertebrate fauna are
spread, and the vertebrae are represented by over 750 species, including 397 bird
species, 207 freshwater and Black Sea fish species, 94 viticultural species, 52 varieties
of landfill and vents.
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The nature of Bulgaria is extremely rich in biodiversity, nature parks, unique sights,
impressive caves and canyons, glacial lakes. The country has created excellent
conditions for all ecologically-minded activities - walking, mountain walks, bird
watching, animals and plants, visiting nature landmarks and much more.
Three national parks ("Pirin", "Rila" and "Central Balkan") and 11 natural landscapes,
89 reserves have been created and 2234 sites have been declared as natural
landmarks. Over the last decades, hundreds of kilometers of eco-paths have been
marked, with a total length of over 37,000 km.
b. Rural tourism
Rural tourism is one of the most widespread ways to explore the traditions in
Bulgaria. The hospitality of the Bulgarians, the unique local cuisine, the preserved
folklore, customs and crafts, the settlements of architectural reserves and the
beautiful nature make this type of tourism a preferred way of spending the holiday.
Rural guest houses can be found throughout the country, built mainly during the last
10-15 years under the Rural Development Program. Village holidays allows to visit
many folk festivals and festivals related to the country's traditional lifestyle and
culture.
c. Adventure tourism
The mountains in Bulgaria cover one third of the country's territory and offer
opportunities for mountaineering, caving, horseback riding, buggy driving, jeep safari,
mountain motorcycling and bicycle trips, forest orientation, survival programs,
rafting, water and river canoeing, yachting, underwater safaris and underwater
archeology, bungee jumping, photosafari, paragliding and hang gliding. In the last few
years Bulgaria has established itself as a serious golf destination. Modern golf courses
designed by world-renowned experts operate in the country. Hunting and fishing
tourism are also well developed in the country.
d. Religious tourism
The main resource for this form of tourism are monasteries and temples, cultural
historical sites, calendar and church holidays, rituals and customs. More and more
people have a pure religious urge to visit holy places, religious worship, or participate
in certain religious holidays, to satisfy religious needs. Depending on the purpose,
religious tourism is subdivided into: missionary (specialized travel to disseminate
Christian doctrine), pilgrimage (religious worship), educational (specialized trips,
educational purpose and qualification of the participants), festival (visits to organized
parties with a religious motif, having a mass character, often to saints or religious
events).
e. Hobby tourism
Hobby tourism is organized around various clubs of interest - eg. ornithological
tourism - for lovers of raptors, or lovers of a particular butterfly species, or for lovers
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of endangered plant and animal species. Excursions can be organized for hobby
courses to study traditional crafts - eg. knitting a basket or beehive, carpet, pottery,
cutlery, carving, furry, and more attractive activities such as gold mining, searching
for precious and semi-precious stones, searching for hidden treasures, etc.
f. Wine tourism
Wine tourism is a specific product structure that combines wine-tasting and winedrinking travel with culture, history, beautiful nature and good cuisine. The term
"wine tourism" appeared in the early 1990s in the United States – California, and
later in Australia. There is a small volume of wineries (with an annual production of
between 100 and 300 thousand bottles), which, through the organization of wine
weekends and tours, are able to increase their direct sales.
In Europe, the inclusion of famous wine regions and cellars in tourist trails is a much
older practice, but it is not developed as a separate business and type of tourism. The
wine tours with fascinating talks on the technology of wines exported by the
oenologist, culminating in tasting, carried out under all professional rules, are
becoming popular tourist products in Argentina, Chile, South Africa, as well as in old
wine countries such as France, Spain, Italy and Germany.
Bulgaria has the necessary conditions and resources to make it an attractive
destination for wine tourism. The traditions in the wine-making and wine culture on
the Bulgarian lands are far away in the past, long before the establishment of the
Bulgarian state itself. The wine was part of the culture of the Thracians who believed
that the wine was the very God who entered man and took the place of the
"outgoing" soul.
In the 20th century, the foundations of the wine industry in Bulgaria were built.
World-wide varieties such as Cabernet, Merlot, Muscat Ottonel, Sauvignon Blanc,
Chardonnay, Traminer, Rkacitelli are widely planted. After the privatization, the wine
industry has declined and ruined. Many wineries are looted and neglected. With the
accession of Bulgaria to the EU begins the process of revival of wine production.
Thanks to the European programs SAPARD and the Rural Development Program, the
abandoned wine complexes have been restored in recent years and many new ones
have been built. Wine production has grown considerably and has become a serious
sector with a significant economic share. Today over 600 thousand vineyards are
grown in Bulgaria and over 260 private wineries have been built, with their number
growing steadily. Only in the border region of Strandzha-Sakar wine cellars are over
30. They offer wines that are unique in their qualities, which receive recognition not
only on the Bulgarian but also on the world market. Proof of this is the numerous
medals from international festivals and competitions, as well as the increased
consumption of quality wine in the country and increased exports. The wineries
become a center of attraction not only for wine lovers but also for ordinary tourists
who want to immerse themselves in the magic of wine making and enjoy tempting
drinks accompanied by no less delicious meals.
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g. Culinary tourism
Culinary tourism is a rapidly growing and fresh trend worldwide, because food is the
main focus and the most important attraction for every trip. This is an activity that
has the greatest potential to make long-term impact on visitors.
Culinary art is the only form of art that speaks to all five human senses (vision,
hearing, smell, taste, touch). Nearly 100% of tourists have lunch when traveling. And
every opportunity to eat is a chance to explore local food, people and traditions.
Cuisine and Culinary are the only attraction available throughout the year, under all
weather conditions, at any time of the day and on holidays.
Eating is always in the top 3 of the favorite tourist activities. The interest in the
kitchen during a trip is not only to a certain age, gender or ethnic group, it is for a
lifetime. Culinary tourists are "explorers". Each kitchen has the potential to create a
new discovery with every meal. Culinary tourism is an instrument for the economic
development of the community. It unites everything nice, traditional and modern,
locally and internationally, restaurants and producers under the hood of delicious
and healthy food.
Gourmet tourism, including culinary and wine tours, are currently one of the fastest
growing tourism trends. The experience of "authentic" prepared local dishes from the
local cuisine is actually the essence that distinguishes culinary tourists from other
types of tourists. The motivation to visit certain places is solely or mainly food and
beverages. Attractive for tourists can be all or only individual characteristics of the
food - its type, origin, history, taste, way of preparation, way of serving, etc. Over the
years, tourists have become more educated in terms of culinary delights and are
looking for opportunities for richer impressions of the tourist place with the dishes
and wines offered there. Among the top destinations in the world of culinary tourism
are Italy, France, Portugal, Spain, Ireland, Belgium, Mexico, the USA, the Maldives,
Japan and many others. Bulgaria, with its culinary traditions, has become a favorite
destination for lovers of fine food in recent years. More and more restaurants are
being opened, more and more food is available, more and more culinary festivals,
competitions and meetings are being organized. New tourist culinary destinations are
being developed even at the state level, as an example of this is the project "Share
Bulgaria", implemented by the Ministry of Tourism.
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Culinary festivals and events in the cross-border region

Annex 1

January
Feast of homemade sausage in Kosharitsa
Coordinates:
Kosharitsa village, Nessebar municipality
Community Center "Svetlina"
+359 556 611 15, +359 556 611 12
January
One of the masterpieces in the Bulgarian national cuisine, along with the pies and banitsa, the
yoghurt and the Shop’s salad, is the home sausage. In her honor, annually, around Ivan’s and
Yordan’s Day in old style, in Kosharitsa village, Nessebar municipality is held a holiday. The event
is part of the initiative of Nessebar Municipality to create a culinary map of the region. There is
a competition for best master-sausage. One hundred pounds of fresh soujuk, donated by the
Municipality of Nessebar, are baked in the center of the village. The inhabitants of the village
are famous as unsurpassed masters of soujuk, so Kosharitsa is called "The Capital of the
Sausage". Hundreds of guests at the feast taste raw or dried sudjuk, abundantly irrigated with
wine. During the holiday amateur groups from the village dance and sing and then serpentine
horo is dancing, garnish with delicious homemade sausage and a glass of red wine. Culinary
celebrations are an interesting and entertaining way for tourists to experience the lives of locals
and crafts that are developing in the region. Through the holiday, local producers are
encouraged, and restaurateurs and meat processors can get acquainted with old culinary
recipes that can change or give a whole new look to their restaurants.
Trifon Zarezan in Sungurlare

February

Coordinates:
Sungurlare, Burgas district
Center for Support for Personal Development
February
On February 14, Sungurlare celebrates not only Trifon Zarezan, but also the city's holiday. Those
who participate are inviting with "Whoever is happy, let takes bunch of flowers and become the
king of the vine," a coronation of King of the vine is carried out in the courtyard of the Museum
of Viticulture and Wine Producing. A crown of vine rods is given to the person wishing to take
the role and the bunch of flowers is given. The rest put the king on a cartful and start
ceremoniously circulating the vineyards, blessing them for more fertility.
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Guests of the holiday are greeted with red wine. Many
wine producers compete in a competition for the best white wine. At the Will of the King of the
Vine, "The Dry Fountain" comes to life, and wine is rushed from it. On the "Ichmyata", in royal,
organizes a feast with thick appetizers, grill, wine and schnapps.
Carnival of wine in Veselinovo village
Coordinates:
Veselinovo village, Tundzha municipality
+359 46 662 532
oldcellar@dir.bg
February
The traditional "Carnival of Wine" is held on February 14 (or the closest weekends) at the
stadium in Veselinovo village, Tundzha municipality. The organizers are "Old Waiter - 1924" AD
and the Community Center Veselinovo. The carnival is of a competitive nature. Kuker groups
from all over the country take part in it. Giant costumes, enormous masks and rumble of
polygamous bells represent our folklore richness and create a unique sense of empathy for each
of the hundreds of viewers who attend the festival.
Feast of the young wine in Gyulyovtsa
Coordinates:
Gyulyovtsa village, Nessebar municipality
+359 556 382 20
February
Every year, at 11.00 am on February 14, the Day of Wine and Love, in the center of Gyulyovtsa
village, Nessebar municipality, gathers residents of the village and guests to celebrate the feast
of the young wine in a pleasant atmosphere, sipping a sip of wine and enjoying delicious
appetizers.
Feast of wine in Skalitsa
Coordinates:
Skalitsa village, Tundzha municipality
+359 4795 2228, +359 895 506 922
Gala66_1966@abv.bg
February
The wine festival is held in the second Saturday of February, in Skalitsa village, Tundzha
municipality, in front of the Community Center. It is organized by the municipality of Tundja, the
town hall of Skalitsa village and the Community Center "Svetlina 1928", and aims to show the
traditions related to the wine production in the municipality and to create emotional
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experiences for the people from the region, to give the
guests information on the wine tasting, the expressions of fertility and good harvest. In the
holiday can be included farmers from all the settlements of the municipality. Various
competitions are organized - for best red wine, best white wine, best schnapps, and literary
poem, essay or story about Wine and Love.
Holiday „For Our Bread ...“ in Simeonovo

April

Coordinates:
Simeonovo village, Municipality Toundzha
Community Center „Iskra 1931“
+39 893 329 937, б359 4772 2234
Iskra.simeonovo@abv.bg
April
Every year, in Simeonovo village, Tundja municipality, is organized a holiday called "For our
Bread ..." in honor of Earth Day. The holiday is organized on the closest day before April 22nd.
With carts and cars, the numerous guests and residents of Simeonovo village head to the fields
for the ritual tillage of the Tundja black earth. All those present have the opportunity to taste
the wonderful banitsa, pumpkin pies, cakes, muffins and all kinds of delicacies cooked by the
villagers. The festival is accompanied by a rich program with folklore performances of amateur
groups.
May
Assembly in Shiroka Polyana
Coordinates:
Shiroka polyana village, Haskovo municipality
+359 3707 2360
shiroka_polyana@haskovo.bg
May
Every year, on the 6th of May (St. George's Day) in Shiroka Polyana village, Haskovo municipality
a meeting is held for the Hudrlese Muslim holiday. Thousands of Muslim aliens, at dawn, visit
the religious temple and pray. At the national Assembly, beside the teke (ritual complex of
buildings) of Ali Baba dating back to the 14th century, candles are lit like Christians. Women and
children go out into the meadows and roll three times in the dewy grass for health.
On this day the saints Hadir and Ilyaz symbolize life, death and immortality. Confidence says
that on the 5th to 6th of May, between the first cocks and the sunrise, the saints meet after one
year of their journey on the earth. At the time of their encounter, immortality and reincarnation
of the new beginning were created.
The inhabitants of the village adhere to the 500-year-old tradition, and on this day they are
slaughtered kurban and cheerful. The traditional pilaf "keshkek", which is distributed to the
believers, is also prepared.
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"Together of Gergyovden" in Gorski Izvor
Coordinates:
Gorski Izvor village, Dimitrovgrad Municipality
Town Hall of the village Gorski Izvor
+359 3936 2220, +359 3936 2224, +359 391 682 82
May
The regional folklore assembly "Together of Gergyovden" is held every year since 2005, on May
6, in the courtyard of the church "St. Georgi" in Gorski Izvor village, Dimitrovgrad municipality.
The day of Saint George, named the local church, is celebrated. Organizers are Dimitrovgrad
Municipality, Gorski Izvor Municipality, Probuda Community Center, Bodrovo Town Hall and
Community Center Bodrost 1885.
Various festive events are organized - church services, spring flowers exhibition, florist club,
playground, presentation of folklore groups. Prepare a kurban, which is sanctified by the local
clergy and then distributed for the health of the guests. For this purpose a large shelter with
tables and open kitchen is built.
Assembly in Tsareva Polyana
Coordinates:
Tsareva polyana village, Stambolovo municipality
Community Center "Hristo Botev 1929"
+359 885 223 708, +359 879 635 776
nikolina.toneva@abv.bg
May
Every year, on the 6th of May in The Cross area near to Tsareva Polyana village, Stambolovo
municipality, there is a feast dedicted to St. George the Victorious. Next to the church stands a
large metal cross that was made in 2007. The people in the area gather around the hill to
celebrate the saint and taste the illuminated kurban for health.
Summer Niculden in Zdravets village
Coordinates:
Zdravets village, Dimitrovgrad Municipality
+359 3921 2234
May
Annually, on 9th May, in Zdravets village, Dimitrovgrad Municipality is held an assembly called
"Summer Nikulden". The celebration dates back to 1087. It is not necessary to work on this day
so that the saint is not angered and punished people with natural disasters. Women should not
sew, because with the needle they will strike St. Nicholas' eyes. The worshipers carry icons and
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led by the priest walk through the fields with songs. There
is a flood of sacred trees, springs and wells.
At Summer Niculden, as well as other spring holidays, another ancient rain ritual - Butterfly is
performed. The girls choose a little girl who must be an orphan and they call it a "butterfly".
People believe that by asking and crying the orphan will touch the heavens and they will send
rain. In the village there is a fountain called "Bitter Fountain", which is believed that the spring
water is useful for the eyes. Finally, in the village is made a kurban for St. Nicholas.
Festival of the greenflower in Strandja
Coordinates:
Malko Tarnovo, Strandja Nature Park
1 Yanko Maslinkov Str.
+359 5952 3635
Stranja_park@abv.bg

May

In May, the period of flowering of the Strandzha greenflower, a Greenflower Festival is being
held, which is a symbol of the park of the same name. The festival takes place every year in a
different village and gathers hundreds of guests from all over the country. The rich program
includes competitions in culinary skills, dances and handicrafts, photo competition and playoff.
Performances of folklore groups and demonstrations of local customs and traditions together
with a bazaar of Strandzha products are part of the temptations for tourists. Guests of the event
are immersed in the authentic atmosphere of the mountain.
Bread Festival in Orisare

July

Coordinates:
Orizare village, Nessebar municipality
+359 893 303 604
July
Traditionally, the holiday of bread is organized on the first weekend of July in Orizare village, in
the square in front of the town hall. The village has established itself as the granary of Nessebar
Municipality. Bread is among the traditional Christian symbols, a mandatory part of the rituals
accompanying the Holy Communion, the baptism, the ecclesiastical caretaker service.
During the holiday, craftsmanship bread products made by skillful local craftsmen are
presented. The event is accompanied by a rich musical program.
Bourgas Wine Festival
Coordinates:
Burgas, Sea Garden, Flora Expo Center
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28 – 30 July 2018
Every year at the end of July, the most important wine event for the region is held in Burgas.
Over 300 brands of quality wines, including Bulgarian, Spanish, Italian and others, are presented
on it. Winners of prestigious awards from world competitions present to the residents and
guests of Burgas selected products.
An attraction of the festival is the tasting of orange wine. All represented brands can be
purchased on site, at production prices. Specially designed Wine Craft Bar offers wine-based
cocktails.
The festival is organized by the National Vine-Wine Chamber and Expo GIM, with the
cooperation of the Burgas Municipality.
Festival "In Malko Tarnovo way - From the source of Strandja"
Coordinates:
Malko Tarnovo, Community Center Prosveta 1914
+359 5923 105, +359 879 059 816
chitalishte.mt@abv.bg
July
The festival presents unique crafts, traditions and other elements of the intangible cultural
heritage of Strandja. Organized by the Community Center Prosveta 1914 in Malko Tarnovo,
Bourgas District, with the support of VMRO Foundation and the Municipality of Malko Tarnovo.
The festival is held annually on the weekend of the third / fourth week of July. The program of
the festival includes craftsmen's workshops such as basketry, carpets, pottery, wool processing,
knitting and weaving, training of the Hymn of Strandja "Bright moon", exhibitions, concerts and
culinary bazaar.
Festival of Manna Honey in Tsarevo

August

Coordinates:
Tsarevo, in front of "N. Vaptsarov" School
August
The Festival of Strandja’s manna honey is held annually since 2004, from 1 to 10 August, in
Tsarevo under the motto "Tsarevo - the kingdom of manna honey". All kinds of honey and bee
products from the whole country are presented on festival days. The organizer is the
Municipality of Tsarevo.
Manna honey is mainly harvested in the Strandzha region because of the favorable climatic
conditions. It is obtained from the manna on the leaves of oak and lime. This manna is obtained
with the help of insects that pierce the leaves of the plants. Insects feed on one part of the
sweet juice that flows out, and the rest is shed on the leaves as a sticky liquid. When around the
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bees there are no nectar plants, they gather the manna and
turn it into honey. Manna honey is rich in minerals, carbohydrates, vitamins, monosaccharides,
folic acid and is known for its beneficial properties.
There are a number of discussions on topics such as the possibility to develop and fund
beekeeping, prophylaxis and bee health care during different seasons, technologies and
innovations in the medical application of honey.
Feast of the watermelon in Zavoi
Coordinates:
Zavoi village, Tundzha municipality
August
The holiday is usually held on weekends, in the second half of August, in the village of Zavoi,
Tundzha municipality. According to the inhabitants of Zavoi village, their land gives birth to the
largest and sweetest watermelons. Annually, more than 500 decares of watermelons are
planted in the village's land.
During the holiday, various competitions are held - the biggest watermelon, the most beautiful
watermelon lantern, the fastest eating of a piece of watermelon. For the youngest is organized
a beauty competition "Mini Miss Watermelon" and "Mini Mister Watermelon".
Farmer's Day in Tankovo
Coordinates:
Tankovo village, Stambolovo municipality
+359 887 831 026
sunfarmcamp@gmail.com
http://sunfarmcamp.eu/
41.744317, 25.772960
August
In the beginning of August, Farmer's Day is organized in the Stambolovo’s village, Tankovo. The
aim of the festival is to popularize the production of the farmer in the Eastern Rhodopes, as well
as to stimulate the communication and cooperation among the farmers in the region. The event
is organized by the Municipality of Stambolovo, the Solar Farm and CVS Bulgaria.
Vegetables and fruits, sunflower, corn, bio humus, winemakers, beekeepers as well as breeders
from the Stambolovo, Madjarovo, Kardzhali, Krumovgrad and Ivaylovgrad regions participate in
the exhibition.
Fertility Festival in Krum Fertility Festival in Krum
Coordinates:
Krum village, Dimitrovgrad municipality
+359 3925 2220, +359 893 464 652
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August
Every year, on the last Saturday of August, a folk festival celebrated in honor of the fertility of
the earth and a bazaar of the largest fruits and vegetables "The gifts of nature" are organized in
Krum village. Organizers of the event are the Municipality of Krum, the Municipality of
Dimitrovgrad and the Community Center "Prosveta 1926".
The children have a drawing competition on the topic, and amateur groups, bands and
individual performers from all over the country are included in the folklore program. The festival
presents unique vegetables and fruits in different kind, sizes and shapes.
Honey Festival in Nessebar
Coordinates:
The Old Nessebar, Messambria Square
August – September
The Nessebar Municipality and the National Branch Organization "Bulgarian Apiculture Union"
organize in the end of August and the beginning of September a two-week honey festival, on
the Messambria Square in the Old Town of Nessebar. In addition to beekeepers, other
producers of organic products also take part in the festival.
The laureates of the festival are already announced at the official gala - for "Best Performance"
and for "Most Aesthetic Standing". The Queen of Honey is also chosen.
September

Fish fest in Tsarevo
Coordinates:
Tsarevo
September

Every year, in the beginning of September, the Tsarevo Municipality organizes a fish fest, where
traditionally the famous culinary enthusiast Uti Bachvarov prepares its delicacies in the
Guinness - worthy vessels. Uti prepares a fish soup in a huge kettle that is sanctified by the local
cleric and distributed to those present. During the festival the participants in the "Vasiliko" sport
underwater fishing are awarded. Also is organizing a cycling marathon "Ribovelo", in which
small and large cyclists ride wheels from Tsarevo to Lozenets and vice versa. There is a culinary
team race, for which a different theme is set each year – for example, preparing the most
delicious mussels with rice. Typically, the festival is garnished with lots of live music.
Feast "Banitsa is rolling, two times rolling" in Elhovo
Coordinates:
Elhovo, Yambol District
+359 478 880 15, +359 478 880 04
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kmet.elhovo@infotel.bg
September
Every year, in the second half of September, Elhovo hosts the fest of traditional Thracian banitsa
"Banitsa is rolling, two times rolling", organized by the Municipality of Elhovo and the
Community Center "Development". Residents from all the settlements in the municipality of
Elhovo are flocking to take part in the race for the most delicious banitsa.
The goal of the organizers is to present the enormous variety of traditional banitsa in the Elhovo
region. Together with the culinary diversity, the life and culture of local communities, crafts and
folklore, the past and the future are illustrated.
In live, different types of banitsa, by authentic recipes for which prizes are awarded - for the
most authentic, most versatile, the most traditional, the most attractive, etc., are presenting in
front of the guests.
„The culinary heritage of Thrace “ in Ivailovgrad
Coordinates:
Ivailovgrad, on the central town square
https://goo.gl/kZfSRk
September
From 2012, on the first weekend of September, Ivailovgrad hosts an international festival of
traditional food, livelihood and crafts "The culinary heritage of Thrace". Organizers are
Ivaylovgrad Municipality and Community centre "Probuda-1914". The festival includes
producers of sweet, herbs, spices, fruits, vegetables, bee products, tahana, wine, schnapps,
pastry products and typical dishes from the region of Ivaylovgrad as well as regions of France,
Greece, Turkey. Many craftsmen, sculptors, artists and others also participate in the festival.
Autumn Fair in Simeonovgrad

October

Coordinates:
Simeonovgrad, 3 Sheynovski Square
Municipal Administration of Simeonovgrad
+359 3781 3083, +359 3781 2368,+359 887 733 386
October
Every year, in October, the Municipality of Simeonovgrad organizes an autumn fair, during
which the Golden Autumn national folklore festival is held with the participation of folklore
ensembles and individual performers, exhibition of pigeons and exotic birds, pehlivan struggles,
concerts and other events. During the two days of the feast, local food and beverages are
offered. The winner in the Fighting competition is awarded a prize-winning calf.
Fisheries Festival "Autumn Passages"
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Coordinates:
Nessebar, the Old Town
October
Every year, in October, within three days, a fish festival is organized in which the restaurant, fish
processing workshops and local fishermen take part. The festival is accompanied by a rich
folklore program, and the Nessebar artists exhibit their works. Guests can enjoy fish specialties,
special discounts in restaurants, fishing and walking in the sea, a „Fish soup“ competition,
culinary exhibition, fish eating, beer, entertainment for small and large, surprises and awards.
Organizer is the Municipality of Nessebar.
December
Niculden in Burgas
Coordinates:
Burgas, Atanas Sirekov Square
December
Nikulden (6 December) is the official celebration of Burgas. Traditionally, the celebration begins
in the square in front of the municipality with raising the flags of Burgas Municipality and the
EU. Plays the Brass Orchestra. A ritual festive table is being prepared for the feast, including a
fish kurban, which is consecrated by representatives of the Bourgas clergy, after which the food
is distributed to the citizens of Burgas and the gests. The festive atmosphere in the seaside city
is complemented by charm, sketches, songs and dances. Organizer is Burgas Municipality.
Niculden in Simeonovgrad
Coordinates:
Simeonovgrad
December
On December 6th, each year, Simeonovgrad celebrates his holiday, which starts with liturgy in
the church "St. Nicholas". Prepare a fish kurban, which is distributed to the attendees. For the
feast is organized a solemn concert with different performances.
Niculden in Primorsko
Coordinates:
Primorsko
December
Every year, on December 6th in Primorsko is celebrated the holiday of fishermen, sailors and
bankers. Organizer is Primorsko Municipality. The holiday program starts with a solemn Holy
Mass in the church "St. Cyril and Methodius" and a lithological procession to the port, where
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wreaths are erected in memory of the dead sailors and
fishermen. In front of the building of the Municipality is distributed consecrated fish soup,
baked fish and wine.
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Annex 1
Recipes of traditional Bulgarian dishes from the cross-border region
Name of the dish: Kartalatsi
Information: Kartalatsi are
a kind of banitsa, typical
for the region of Sakar
Mountain,
which
are
prepared in the village of
Dothievo,
Harmanli
municipality.
Ingredients:
500 g of flour
200 ml of water
1 cube of yeast
150 g of white cheese
2 eggs
A pinch of salt
1 tablespoon oil

Method of preparation:
In cool water add a little of the flour and the pinch of salt. Mix a soft dough and leave to rise.
Divide it into 4 parts, each rolled into a small flat loaf and smeared with oil. The loafs are
lined up on one another and rolled again on a large, thin crust. Cut into squares of desired
size. In each square bark is put a mixture of scrambled eggs and crushed cheese. Each
square is folded in the shape of an envelope and gently pressed so that the stuffing does not
leak. The Kartalatsi are baked on a electric stove plate or Teflon pan.
Source: Tinka Lecheva, Dositeevo village, Harmanli Municipality
Name of the dish: Guzlemi

Information:
Goulashmei are pastry products
typical of the kitchens of the
Rhodope, Strandja and Sakar
Mountains, as well as northern
Turkey. They are differ from the
Kartalatsi rather in the way of
layout. The Guslemi are folded in
four and rectangular, while the
Kartalatsi are round.
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Ingredients:

500 g of flour
200 ml of water
1 cube of yeast
A pinch of salt
200 g of cheese
½ tea cup molten mass

Method of preparation:
Flour poured on the hob and made a well. Hot water is poured into it. Add a pinch of salt.
The yeast is poured with a pinch of sugar. After splashing, dissolve with a little warm water.
Add to flour. Mix a smooth dough and leave to rise. It is divided into parts and balls are
formed. Each ball is rolled out. Melt the melted butter and put cheese. Folds as an envelope 4, then rolled again. Bake in clay sauce or Teflon pan. After baking, it is re-smeared with fat.
Source: Jelka Yanakieva,Polyanovo village, Harmanli municipality
Name of the dish: Katmi

Information: The Katmi is a typical Strandzha-Sakarsko-Rhodope pastry dish that is found
in the kitchen and other parts of Bulgaria. It differs from the popular American pancake in
that the yeast mix is put in the katma mix. The Katmi can be eaten hot or cold, with a sweet
or salty, filling or natural. Prepare a ring of sack on wood charcoal. The old grandmothers
say the more holes the katmi has, the more fluffy and tasty.
Ingredients:
500 g of flour
600 g of hot water
(approx.)
1 cube of yeast
A pinch of sugar
A pinch of salt
Butter or melted grease for
spreading

Method of preparation:
Flour is sifted and placed in a large bowl. A pinch of salt is added to it. Place the yeast in a
cup and sprinkle with a pinch of sugar until it jolts. Then add warm water to it and stir until
the yeast dissolves to form a homogeneous mixture. Add the leavened yeast to the flour.
Gradually and with constant stirring, warm water is added until a dense as a boza mixture
is obtained. The mixture is allowed to rise. The ladle is taken from the mixture and poured
into a pre-oiled piece of bacon clay sachet. The katma is baking on both sides. When ready,
it is lubricated with oil. It can be consumed with jam, honey, cheese, etc.
Source: Kalinka Kostova, Cherepovo village, Harmanli municipality
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Name of the dish: Chicken livers in rustic

Information: The preparation of chicken liver is typical for the whole of Bulgaria, not only
for the south-eastern part of the country. The dish was born hundreds of years ago when
every Bulgarian family had grown mainly hens. The use of all parts of the animals in the
culinary is influenced by the modest lifestyle of the people in the Strandzha-Sakar Region.
That's why inwards dishes are very
popular in Bulgarian cuisine.
Ingredients:
1 kg. chicken livers
3 large red onions
1 coffee cup Red wine
Salt, red pepper, black pepper,
cumin

Method of preparation:
The onion is cut into half-moons and stew in a little oil in a deep dish. Add the chopped
chicken liver to it, too. Put a little red pepper. Mix and immediately add wine to avoid
burning pepper. Season with salt, pepper and cumin. Allow to boil on a low heat for about
40 minutes.
The dish can also be prepared in a clay pot in the oven, but the onions and the liver should
be pre-fried.
Source: Neli Maneva, Cherepovo village, Harmanli Municipality
Name of the dish: Stuffed lamb

Information: The dish is traditionally prepared
in Dositeevo village, Harmanli municipality for
St. George's Day - May 6th. Everything is
prepared from the day before and on the feast
from early dawn is to be baked in a large clay
oven.

Ingredients:
1 lamb (10 to 15 kg clean)
1 lamb laver (set of inwards)
4-5 linseed green onions
2-3 connections fresh gosum
1 kg. rice
Salt, red pepper, black pepper
Butter or grease for spreading
Method of preparation:
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The lambs liver is cut into retails and
boiled in salted water. The rice is washed to make the starch fall and dry. Onion and gosum
are chopped finely. Put the boiled inwards in the oil and add the onions, the gosum and the
rice. Season with salt and pepper. Add warm water to soften the rice (the rice should not be
placed in the lamb unprepared!). The lamb is filled with the stuffed, sutured with a thick
suture and spread on all sides with salt, red pepper and oil (melted fat). The lamb is
wrapped in aluminum foil and placed with a tray in a furnace or a large oven. Bake for
moderate fire 4-6 hours or more, depending on the size of the lamb. Finally, the foil is
removed to seal the lamb.
Source: Tinka Lecheva, Dositeevo village, Harmanli Municipality
Name of the dish: Zelnik

Information: The Zelnik is a kind of banitsa, which dates back to the Bulgarian national
cuisine for more than 100 years and is a typical representative of the traditional pastry for
the Strandzha-Sakar Region. Prepared with cheap and easily accessible products (so-called
poor cuisine), while being very tasty and energizing. The name comes from "greenies", ie.
green plants that are used for cooking in spring - dock, spinach, nettle, sorrel, lettuce and
others.
Ingredients:
500 g of flour
200 ml of water
A pinch of salt
1 kg. spinach
2 green onions
2 tea cup bulgur
200 g of cheese
Oil for spreading

Method of preparation:
Flour is sifted, a pinch of salt is
added to it. With constant stirring, water is added. Mix the batter in balls and leave for half
an hour to rest. Each ball is rolled into a thin crust of the size of the pan in which it will be
baked. Then put it in a pan, smeared with oil and put in the oven to be baked. The bull is
cooked in water (better in broth) at a ratio of 1: 1 in about 15 minutes on low heat, then left
in the pot for another 10 minutes. Spinach and green onions are stewed in a little oil. Mix
with the cooked bulgur and season with black pepper. Add to this mixture crushed cheese.
Throw a large pan with oil and put one of the baked peel. Top up with oil and put it on top
of the stuffing. This places one on all the bark. Top is also topped with oil. If desired, it may
be coated with a yolk with a little bit of warm water. Bake for about 40 minutes in an oven
at 180°C.
Source: Neli Maneva, Cherepovo village, Harmanli Municipality
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Name of the dish: Bulgurrena
winding banitsa
Information: The use of Bulgur in
Bulgarian dishes in the villages of
the Strandzha-Sakar Region dates
back many years. Bulgur is honored
for its nutritional qualities and is
used as a substitute for rice. It gives
an extraordinary taste not only to
traditional lamb dishes but also to
hand-made bakers.

Ingredients:
500 g of flour
200 ml of water
A pinch of salt
2 tea cup bulgur
Oil for spreading

Method of preparation:
Flour is sieved and mixed with a pinch of salt. It is made a "well" and water is added thereto
under constant stirring. Mix the dough, which is divided into balls and left for half an hour
to rest. Each ball is rolled into a thin crust. The bulgur is boiled in salted water at a ratio of
1: 1 in about 15 minutes on low heat, then allowed to stand in the container for another 10
minutes. Throw a large pan with oil. Each bark is smeared with oil and is poured on it by
the cooked grocer. Each bark is rolls on rolls, then rolls again on "snail". Placed in the
middle of a large tray. The remaining peels are also rolled up. Turn the spiral around the
snail in the middle until the tray is full. The pan is topped with oil and baked at 180°C in an
oven for about 40 minutes.
Source: Dimka Krasteva, Harmanli

Name of the dish: Maslenitsa (butter
cake)
Information: Recipes for making
Maslenitsa has a lot, but the secret is to
roll the bark. He wants a master and
patience. Maslenitsa is preparing for
church and family holidays in almost
every home in the southeastern part of
Bulgaria. Recipes are passed on from
generation to generation through
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today.

older women in families and are popular

Ingredients:
1 bucket of yogurt
5 eggs
1 cube of yeast
A pinch of sugar
A pinch of salt
1 kg of flour (as much as you can)
200 g of cheese
Oil or melted grease for spreading

Method of preparation:
The yeast is poured with sugar and left to smell. Dissolves with a little warm water. Eggs are
crushed by leaving 2 yolks per side. The yogurt is mixed with the broken eggs and the presifted flour is gradually added to the mixture. Add a pinch of salt. Mix a soft dough, which is
divided into 9 balls. Each ball is rolled over a large bark. Top sprinkle with oil or grease and
with crushed cheese. The bark is rolled. Thus, 9 rolls are prepared. Three rolls are tangled
in a braid and the three braids so prepared are placed next to each other in a oil-melted pan.
They remain stuck. Finished yarns are smeared on top with broken egg yolks and a little oil.
The Maslenitsa is baked for about an hour in a preheated oven at 180°C.
Source: Tinka Lecheva, Dositeevo village, Harmanli Municipality
Name of the dish: Maslenitsi
(Butchers)
Information: Maslenitsi is popular
in the village of Biser, as well as in
many other villages in the Harmanli
region. Prepared as a daily meal for
the whole family.

Ingredients:
500 g of flour
1 tea cup milk
1 cube of yeast
1 egg
200 g of cheese
200 g of yellow cheese
½ lemon zest
A pinch of salt
A pinch of sugar
Oil
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Method of preparation:
Flour is sieved and mixed with salt. The yeast is sprinkled with sugar and after stirring it is
mixed with hot water until it is completely dissolved. Fry the fresh milk and stir. Dilute
yeast is added to the mixture. The dough is allowed to rise. Once it is ready, it splits into
several balls. Each ball is rolled out, put a stuffing of crushed cheese, grated yellow cheese
and lemon zest. Rolls on roll and placed in a tray. All baking trays are rolled up and placed
in the tray. Top with a broken egg and sprinkle with grated cheese. The Maslenitsi are
baked at 180°C for 40-50 minutes.
Source: Evdokia Todorova, Biser village

Name of the dish: Sweet banitsa with walnuts

Information: Sweet banitsa is typical of Central Asia, where it is believed that the thin bark
is coming. The Strandzha-Sakar culinary culture has absorbed the tastes of Anatolia and
many of these dishes have settled permanently in the recipes of the women from the
mountain villages.
Ingredients:
1 bucket of yogurt (400 g)
500 g of flour
1 p. baking powder (or 1 tea
spoon of soda)
½ tea cup oil
2 tea cup chopped walnuts
1 tea cup sugar
About syrup:
500 g of sugar
600 g of water

Method of preparation:
In a deep pan stir the yogurt with 1 baking powder. Add a portion of the oil. The other is
reserved for spreading. Flour is sifted and added gradually to the milk. Mix until smooth
dough is obtained. Allow a little to rise. Dough is divided into balls. From each ball is rolled
out a crust, smeared with oil and topped with the stuffing (walnuts and sugar). Throw a
large pan with oil. In the center of the tray, one of the stuffed baking barks is roll up in a
"snail". The next bark is also wrapped in snails and placed around it until the pan is full.
Bake the pan for about 1 hour in the oven at a temperature of 180°C. After it is cooked it is
allowed to cool. Prepare a syrup of sugar and water. If desired, vanilla or other essence can
be added. The syrup is allowed to cool slightly and is not very hot on the cold pastry. She
leaves for a few hours, and best for one night.
Source: Neli Maneva, Cherepovo village, Harmanli Municipality

Name of the dish: Winding banitsa with sesame and walnuts
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Information:

Ingredients:
2 tea cup flour
½ l of fresh milk
4-5 home-made eggs
1 cube of yeast
A pinch of salt
1 table spoon vinegar
1 tea cup sesame (raw, slightly
chopped)
1 tea cup walnuts
About syrup:
2 tea cup sugar
2 tea cup water
1 vanilla

Method of preparation:
The flour is sifted and mixed with the
stirred milk and eggs. Leave 1 egg yolk
to spread. Add a pinch of salt and
vinegar to the mixture (for dough
elasticity). The yeast is sprinkled with
sugar. When it swells, a little warm
water is added to it until it dissolves.
The yeast is added to the remaining
dough products. Allow to rise. When
ready, balls are formed from the
dough. Each ball is pulled to a thin crust. In each bark, add the stuffing - sesame (leave a
little to sprinkle on top), walnuts and sugar. The bark turns on a "snail" and is placed in the
center of a oil-crushed pan. Around it is arranged the rest of the coarsely stuffed bark with
stuffing. On the top are smeared yolk, mixed with a little warm water and sprinkled with the
remaining sesame. Bake in a moderate oven (180°C). when the banitsa is ready, it is left to
cool completely. At that time, syrup of sugar and water is prepared. Add the vanilla. Stir the
syrup over the pastry and leave for a few hours.
Source: Dimka Krasteva, Harmanli

Name of the dish: Mussels in Burgas way

Information: This is typical of the Bulgarian Black Sea dish, which is served in different
restaurants in different way, but its taste is always excellent. In the past, it was preferred
because of the affordability of the products and the easy way to prepare. Nowadays, the
meal is preferred because of its dietary nutrition.
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Ingredients:
1 kg. fresh Black Sea black mussels
2-3 stalks of green onions
3-4 cloves of garlic
1 tomato
Olive
Pickles
Spices - dry devisil, bay leaf,
salt, pepper
130 ml. white dry wine
3-4 tablespoons olive oil
3 sprigs of parsley and 1/4
lemon for decoration

Method of preparation:
The mussels are brushed and
placed in a deep saucepan. Sprinkle with water to cover and boil. The mussels are ready
when they open. If a clam is not open, it is thrown away. The mussels are cleaned from the
shells, leaving several shells for decoration when serving.
Onions and garlic are chopped finely. Tomatoes are cleaned from the seeds and cut into
cubes, and the olives, after being cleaned from the stones, are cut into rings.
In a deep pan stew onions and garlic to golden. Add cleaned mussels. When they get a
golden color, add tomatoes and olives. Add some white wine and a little of the broth in
which the mussels are boiled. Add spices. The dish is allowed to simmer on low heat. Once
the liquid is boiled, add pickled pickles.
The mussels are served sprinkled with fresh parsley and slice of lemon.
Source: The Mill Restaurant, Burgas

Name of the dish: Peas with rice and minced meat
Ingredients:
For the dough:
500 g of flour
1 cube of yeast
½ tea cup milk
½ tea cup lukewarm water
1 egg
1 tablespoons salt
2 tablespoons oil
1 tablespoon butter
For the stuffing:
500 grams of calf mince (maybe
pork)
100 g rice
250 g of yellow cheese, grated
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1 onion

2 red peppers
2 tomato
1 tablespoons pepper
1 tablespoons paprika
salt to taste

Method of preparation:
Flour is sifted. The yeast is poured with a pinch of sugar. After spitting, dissolve with a little
warm milk. Add to flour. Add egg, oil, water and salt. A dough is formed that blends until it
becomes smooth and ceases to stick. Allow to warm up. The dough was mixed and spread to
the bottom of the oil-greased pan.
Rice the rice in salted water in a ratio of 1: 1.5 and mix with the minced meat. Add chopped
peppers, peeled and sliced tomatoes, half of the cheese, grated onions, red pepper and black
pepper. The mixture is well mixed and then spread on the dough. Sprinkle the wheat with
some oil and bake at 180°C for 30 minutes. Remove from the oven and grate the remaining
cheese. The pie goes back into the oven to melt the cheese.
Source: Kalina Polionova, Lyubimets
Name of the dish: Haidushki kebab

Information: Like many other dishes from the Strandzha-Sakar Region and Haidushki
Kebab is influenced by Turkish cuisine. Rape, yogurt or sheep meat is used as the basis.
Ingredients:
1 kg. Lamb
2 bunches fresh onion
5 potatoes
3 tomato
100 g mushrooms
6 cloves of garlic
5 chili peppers
100 g butter
1 pinch of savory
1 tablespoon paprika
8-10 vine leaves
Salt and pepper to taste

Method of preparation:
Cut the meat into small cubes and pour it
into a deep clay pot with lid. Add to it the
finely chopped onions, mushrooms, potatoes, garlic, chilli peppers and savory. Tomatoes
are peeled, cut into cubes and added to the rest of the vegetables. The oil melts and the
other products are poured with it. Season with salt and pepper. At the top, arrange the vine
leaves and place the lid. The Haidushki kebab is baked in an oven at 160°C for about 2
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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hours. When the dish is ready, remove it
from the oven and remove the lid, then remove the vine leaves.

Source: Maria Todorova, Haskovo

Name of the dish: Vegetable caviar

Information: Vegetable caviar is more popular under the name "Kiopoolu". This is a
traditional Bulgarian appetizer, which is prepared from vegetables from the beginning of
autumn.
Ingredients:
3 large eggplants
6 red peppers
¼ tea cup chopped walnuts
1 tablespoon sesame tahan
5 cloves of garlic
1 parsley bunch
The juice of 1 lemon
Salt and oil to taste

Method of preparation:
The eggplants and red peppers are baked and peeled, then cut into small pieces and rubbed
with a wooden spoon. To the resulting paste add tahan, chopped walnuts, pressed garlic,
finely chopped parsley, lemon juice, oil and salt to taste. The mixture is well mixed and
served on toasted slices or as a side dish to a main dish.
Source: Kalina Polionova, Lyubimets

Name of the dish: Dolma from the dock

Information: Dolma is a part of the national cuisine of many European and Asian nations.
Their main feature is stuffing wrapped in leaf. The fillings can be extremely varied (meat
and vegetarian) and the leaves in which they are turned. The Bulgarian cuisine uses mainly
a vine leaf, but in many parts of the country is used lime leaf, dock, lettuce and cabbage leaf.
Ingredients:
2 tea cup rice
1 onion
2 sting gosum
4 tablespoons oil
2 tablespoons lemon juice,
½ tea cup grated lemon peel (zest),
2 dock bunches (30-40 leaves)
1 tea cup water
Salt and pepper to taste
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For the sauce:
2/3 bucket of yogurt
1 carrot
1 clove of garlic
2 sting gosum
salt to taste

Method of preparation:
The dock leaves are washed thoroughly and put in boiling water for a few seconds to soften.
In the hot oil it is necessary to choke a finely chopped onion. When the onion becomes
golden in color, rice is added to it. Pour water and flavor. Once the rice has absorbed the
water, add the lemon juice and bark and the finely chopped gosum. Sprinkle with pepper. In
each leaf dock one tablespoon of the mixture is then rolled tight in a tray. Cover with water,
gently dip and bake in the oven at 180°C.
To prepare the sauce, the carrot needs to be boiled and cut into very thin cubes. Mix with
yoghurt, gosum and garlic. Add salt to taste. With the so-prepared sauce, the dolmas are
poured and served.
Source: Maria Todorova, Haskovo

Name of the dish: Marinated lakerda in Pomorie

Information: The recipe is typical for the table at the Bulgarian Black Sea coast homes and is
prepared from October till November, when fishermen enjoy a rich catch of large belted
bonito - the lakerds. The fish is prepared very easily and quickly, but on the other hand it
becomes extremely delicious.
Ingredients:
1 lakerda (big belted bonito 1.5-2 kg)
1 kg. sea salt
3 tablespoons sugar
For marinade:
500 ml. oil
1 lemon
1 bay leaf
1 sprig of rosemary
1 tablespoons Black pepper grains
1 tablespoons hot crushed red pepper

Method of preparation:
The lakerda is cleaned and cut into 1-finger
thickness of "trihulii" (cutlets, washers). Mix a mixture of sea salt and sugar. In a large bowl,
place on the bottom of the salt, put on the fish washers, then cover with the rest of the
mixture. The fish stays in the mixture for 12 hours, then washed well and dried. The
washers are placed in a jar, placing pieces of lemon between the pieces of fish.
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Marinade is prepared by heating oil and
adding black pepper, bay leaf and rosemary. If desired in the marinade can be put hot
crushed red pepper. When it is cold, the marinade is poured into the jar until the fish is
covered. The jar closes well and leaves in a cool and dark place to stay for at least a week. If
kept in a refrigerator, it can last for several months. The fish thus prepared is extremely
suitable for appetizer, and can be combined for example, with brussets with taram caviar.
Source: Milen Rachev

Name of the dish: Black mussels with lemon sauce

Information: The recipe for mussels with lemon juice is extremely popular on the Bulgarian
Black Sea coast. According to locals, clams are not fished in the months they have in their
name "R". It is advisable to cook fresh mussels.
Ingredients:
1 kg. fresh black mussels with shells
2 tea cup White wine
1 tea cup water
2 bay leaves
½ tablespoons sea salt
2 stalks of dill
a few black peppers
For the sauce:
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1 clove of garlic
1 yolk
lemon zest of ½ lemon
juice of ½ lemon
fresh onion
dill
salt and pepper to taste

Method of preparation:
The mussels are brushed and "mustard" removed, and then placed in a deep saucepan. They
flood with water and wine to cover themselves. Add a bay leaf, pepper, salt and chopped
dill. The mussels are boiled on low heat until they open. If a clam did not open, it is thrown
away.
For the preparation of the sauce, an oil is melted, in which flour is added and continuously
stirred. Added to them 1 tea cup of clam broth. Remove from fire and add yolk, lemon peel
and lemon juice. Garlic is blended and added to the sauce. Season with salt and pepper. The
mussels are served garnished with sauce and finely chopped onion and dill.
Source: Milen Rachev
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Name of the dish: Fish soup

Information: For hundreds of years, offering kurban is related to prayers for health. Usually
the sacrificial animal is a sheep, a calf or a lamb, but in some parts of the country is
prepared kurban from fish. Different regions use different fish - lake, river, sea. The kurban,
usually distributed for Niculden, is prepared from carp. The kurban is necessarily sanctified
and distributed to the poor people.
Ingredients:
1 kg of sea fish - at least 3 species
(turbot, horse mackerel, mackerel,
popcheta, medjit, etc.)
2-3 carrots
1 onion
4-5 potatoes
2 tomato
3-4 pickled cucumbers
½ fresh devisil
3 tablespoons oil
Salt and pepper to taste
About setting up a soup:
1 egg
1 tea cup yoghurt,
1 tablespoon lemon juice

Method of preparation:
The fish is boiled in a deep bowl of cold water and a spoonful of salt, about 15 minutes.
Water is fooled (removing the foam that is released on the surface). When the fish is ready,
it is removed from the fire. He is dripping with a spoonful of water and deboning. The fish
meat is left aside.
The vegetables (carrots, onions, potatoes) are cut into small cubes and cooked in fish broth.
Add a little oil. Tomatoes are peeled and chopped finely. Add to the rest of the vegetables.
Cut the sour cucumbers on small washers and put them in the pot. Add fresh devisil and
pepper to taste. The fish returns into the broth.
About setting up a soup prepare the egg by mixing with a little lemon juice and adding it to
the yogurt. The pot is removed from the fire, and the finished mixture is poured slightly into
the pan while stirring continuously. The fish soup is served with a slice of lemon.
Source: Milen Rachev
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Bratanov Winery

Annex 3
Wine cellars and wine cellars in the cross-border region

Coordinates:
Harmanli, 9 Bulgaria Blvd
+359 889 008 860; +359 887 615 767; +359 88 510 9650
sales@bratanovi.com
www.bratanovi.com
N 41°55'29.9", E 25°55'11.7"
Bratanov is a small, family winery in Harmanli. Its vineyards are situated on an area of 24 ha on the
slopes of the village of Shishmanovo, Harmanli municipality. In the ecologically clean area, the family
grows grapes of the Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay, Merlot, Rubin, Tamyanka and Syrah. Wines are
produced in limited quantities and with minimal technological intervention from the Single Vineyard and
Single Barrel series. Only for connoisseurs, restaurants and specialized stores are bottled and limited lots
of wines, aged only in one barrel. Among the famous wines are white wine Chardonnay Sur Li 2016, red
wine Sira San Barric 2015, red wine 3 Blend Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Rubin 2013, red wine Sira Elitsa
Shishmanovo Vineyards 2012, red wine Merlot and Syra South Sakar Selection 2013, white wine
Chardonnay and Tamyanka Simbioza South Sakar Hills 2016, Rose from Syrah and Merlot Simbioza South
Sakar Hills 2016 and many others. Wine tasting and visit are offered after prior reservation.

Villa Bassarea Winery
Coordinates:
Harmanli, 8 Kosta Andreev Str.
+359 886 052 535; +359 888 887 934
contact@thracianwine.bg
villa@bassarea.bg
https://bassarea.bg/
http://thracianwine.bg/
N 41°55'34.1", E 25°55'17.0"
Villa Bassarea Winery was established in 2014 in the town of Harmanli. It is located close to the
exit for Maritza highway, direction Turkey and Greece. In the winery about 130 tons of grapes
are vinified annually. Wines are produced using classical technology with manual labor, as did
the ancient Thracians.
The wine varieties used for the production of the Villa Bassarea wines are Sira, Cabernet Franc,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Chardonnay, Vionie.
Some of the popular wines are Bassarea Chardonnay 2015, Bassarea Rosé Merlot 2015,
Bassarea Merlot 2014, Bassarea Cabernet Sauvignon 2014, Bassarea Labris Red 2015, Cherry
Single Barrel Red 2015, IMAGE Reserva Red 2014, IMAGE Reserva White 2015, Bassarea Labris
White 2015, Bassarea Syrah 2014 and others. Wine tasting and visit are offered after prior
reservation.
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Ivo Varbanov Winery
Coordinates:
Izvorovo village, Harmanli Municipality
+ 44 7956 377 705
ivo@ivovarbanov.com
www.ivovarbanov.com
The winery bears the name of its creator and owner Ivo Varbanov - a passionate wine admirer
and virtuoso pianist. The vineyards are situated in an area of 150 decares in the village of
Izvorovo (on the road Lyubimets - Topolovgrad), South Sakar, an area with a great potential for
growing good vineyards. The wines are vinified and bottled in the Bratanov Winery.
The Western European market is extremely favorable to the wines with the brand Ivo Varbanov.
Wines are sold in Belgium, England, the Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Poland, as well as in the
United States of America. Production of the winery can also be found in Bulgarian shops in Sofia
and Varna. Among the most famous wines are Open Mood 2013, Syrah & Viognier Arabella,
Syrah Best Barrel Feux d'Artifice, Syrah Feux d'Artifice, The Firebird Syrah, La Puerta del Vino
Syrah, Chardonnay Eusebius and others.
Terra Tangra Winery
Coordinates:
Harmanli, Konluka area
тел. +359 373 825 40/ +359 898 456 894
office@terratangra.com
www.terratangra.com
N 41°56'52'', E 25°54'40''
The Terra Tangra Winery was established in 2000 in the Harmanli area. On over 400 hectares of
own vineyards, over 20 white and red wine varieties are grown - Merlot, Cabernet sauvignon,
Syrah, Cabernet frank, Pti Verdo, Pino noir, Mavrud, Malbek, Rubin, Chardonnay, Sauvignon
Blanc, Vionie and Semiyon. The production process uses 225 and 400-liters barrels of French oak
and roto-vinification system. Terra Tangra produces 2000 tons of grapes and bottles 1 million
bottles per year. In the price range of 7-10 BGN TT and Organic wines are positioned, as well as
popularity Rose's. Premium wines (in the 15-75 BGN category) are represented by the brands
Single Barrel, Roto, Grand Reserve and Yatrus. In 2016 Terra Tangra introduced a new series Black Label, consisting of high quality red wine. The special selection of wines includes Single
Barrel, Grand Reserve and Roto. Among the popular wines are the Yatrus series - Cabernet
Franc & Malbec, Syrah and Sauvignon Blanc. The Black label series has Mavrud, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Malbec, Rubin, and Merlot. The most demanding Terra Tangra series are
Chardonnay, Malbec & Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah and Sauvignon Blanc & Semiyo. Wine tasting
and visit are offered after prior reservation.
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Wine cellar Chateau Kolarovo
Coordinates:
Kolarovo village, Harmanli Municipality
+359 895518688
info@chkolarovo.com
https://chkolarovo.com
N 41°58'04, E 26°01'25
Chateau Kolarovo Winery was founded in 2009 in the village of Kolarovo, near to Harmanli. Its
own vineyards stretch over 20 ha area on the slopes of Southern Sakar, in the land of the village
of Kolarovo. The area is renowned for its fertile soil, thanks to which wine has been known in
these lands for centuries. Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Sierra, Peti Verde and Malbec
are grown, as well as 50 decares of 40-year-old varieties of Merlot, which are part of the famous
Kolarovsky massif - one of the largest and oldest vineyards massifs on the territory of Bulgaria
and the Balkan Peninsula.
The winery is marketed with several wine selections and limited series. The Megalit selection is
entirely of varietal reserves (Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Mavrud, Sira and
Petti Verdo), aged between 12 and 18 months in French barrels, first and second loading. The
variety wines are collected in the Chateau Kolarovo Selection - Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and
Syrah. The wineries are presented in the "Achal" selection and in the special limited edition
"SCS". Annually about 70,000 bottles of wine are produced, spread out in short boutique series.
The wines of Chateau Kolarovo take top spots in various international and national competitions
and exhibitions. Among the award winnes are SKS 2009, SKS 2012, Ahal Red 2011, Megalit
Merlot 2012, SKS Merlot-Syrah-Mavrud-Cabernet Sauvignon 2012, SKS Kolarovo 2009, MegalitMavrud 2012, Special Meals Kolarovo Selection Merlot-Mavrud 2012, Megalit-Syrah 2013 and
others. Wine tasting and visit are offered after prior reservation.
Chateau Kolarovo Winery is one of the organizers of the wine tour "South Sakar 4x4" along with
three other wineries - Villa Bassarea, Bratanov Winery and Little Star. Within one day, a wine
tasting is organized in the four wineries, each with four wines accompanied by local delicacies.
The tour is organized annually in September to mark the beginning of the grape harvest in the
South Sakar region.
Wine Cellar Little Star
Coordinates:
Kolarovo village, Harmanli Municipality
Harmanli, 62 Neofit Rilski Str.
+359 893 392 573
office@malkatazvezda.com
http://malkatazvezda.com/
Facebook.com/MalkataZvezdaWinery
N 41°55'49'', E 25°54'07''
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Wine Cellar The Little Star was established in
2005 and is located in the same name area near the Kolarovo village, at a crossroads of old
Roman roads, one of which is the not the uninformed Via Diagonalis.
The vineyards of 16 hectares are situated on the slopes of South Sakar, which is a prerequisite
for the production of high quality wines. The microclimate, the terroir and wine traditions in
production contribute to the fruitfulness and good tannin structure of wine. Modern vinification
methods are applied, building on traditional technologies.
Among the popular brands are Enigma Cabernet Sauvignon, Enigma Cabernet Franc 2015,
Enigma Mavrud 2015, Enigma Merlot 2015, Enigma Rose 2016, Enigma Sirah 2016, Enigma
Traminer 2016, Enigma Chardonnay 2016.
Among the boutique wines are Enigma Experience 2010, Essence Quattro 2013, Essence
Marselan X Merlot 2013 and Essence Chardonnay Barrique 2016.
Castra Rubra Winery
Coordinates:
Kolarovo village, Harmanli Municipality
+359 2 963 17 73
info@telish.bg
www.telish.bg
N 41°58'10'', E 26°01'20''
Castra Rubra is the new cellar of Telish in the village of Kolarovo, which is a real architectural
jewel, equipped with exceptional modern technologies. The vineyards are located near the
village on an area of 200 hectares. 18 varieties of white and red grapes are grown.
Castra Rubra, which translated Latin means "red fortress", is a fortress founded in 2007 at the
foot of South Sakar, which is named after the winery. Via Diagonalis is the road connecting the
eternal city of Rome with the main city of East - Constantinople. This name is used for the most
successful product of the wine cellar, which is due to the precise blend between the varieties
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Rubin and Mavrud in a ratio of 60% -30% -5% -5%. With its unique
style and superb taste, the blame of this remarkable winery can be confronted by the most
sophisticated wine cellars. Annually, over 2 million bottles are produced.
Among the most appreciated wines are Castra Rubra 2011, Castra Rubra Chardonnay Limited
Edition 2015, Castra Rubra Sauvignon Blanc Limited Edition 2015, Dominant White 2015,
Nimbus Pinot Noir Premium 2013 and many others. Wine tasting and tours are available on
weekdays from 9:00 to 17:30 or after prior reservation.
Wine Cellar Katarzyna Estate
Coordinates:
Mezek village, White earth area, Svilengrad Municipality
+359 893 613 552, +359 2 459 1795, +359 2 491 1732, +359 892 277 206
office@katarzyna.bg
http://www.katarzyna.bg/
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N 41°46'32'', E 26°12'38''
Katarzyna Estate Winary was established in 2003 by
Christophe Trilinski and Nikolay Dalakov, who are
fascinated by the nature near the village of Mezek in
Svilengrad. The vineyards are located in the vicinity of
the village, in one of the most fertile areas for
vineyards in Bulgaria and Europe and occupy an area
of 300 ha. The most modern wine-making practices
are applied for cultivation to achieve maximum grape
quality - green pruning, shoots and attachment of the
shoots, removal of part of the foliage and green grape harvest. The red grape varieties are
merlot, cabernet sauvignon, syrah, cabernet frank, malbek, temprania, carmener, and mavrud.
The white varieties are Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Semiion, Vionet, Muscat Ottonel and
Traminer.
The cellar is rapidly establishing itself as the leader of the wine market in the country and
gradually gaining high marks and awards for prestigious international competitions. In 2011, the
wine Reserve 2007 was rated extremely high by world wine expert Robert Parker. Among the
most recognizable brands of the wine cellar are Question Mark, Encore, Seven Grapes, Les
Fleurs, Les Amandiers, Les Cailloux, Le Carre d'Or, Contemplations, Mezzek, Twins, Der
Traminer, Smaraida and others. Annually, over 2 million bottles are produced. Wine tastings and
tours are available upon prior reservation. In the winery there is an opportunity for organizing
events.
Mezek Winery
Coordinates:
Mezek village, Svilengrad Municipality
+359 888 878 295, +359 888 767 717
info@mezek.eu
http://mezek.eu/
N 41°44'0", E 26°5'0"
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Mezek Winery is located in the village of
Mezek, close to the Turkish and Greek borders. The philosophy of the winery is to produce
ecologically pure wine by the technology closest to the "home" technology.
Individual or group tasting can be done in the winery, with a short talk about the historical
monuments near the village of Mezek (medieval fortress and Thracian tomb), a little history of
the wine and wine cellar and tasting of several wines with homemade appetizers. Each year, 10
tons of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Mavrud (Evmolpia), Syrah, Thracy (mixture of Merlot,
Mavrud, Cabernet, Syrah), Merlot, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Thracy (mixture of Sauvignon
Blanc and Chardonnay).
Tasting guests are accepted daily from 9.30 to 20.00. The tasting includes a short talk about the
historical monuments near the village of Mezek (the medieval fortress and the Thracian tomb),
a little wine history and the winery and several wine tasting.
Yamantievs Winery
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 18 Kapitan Petko voyvoda Str.
+359 32 652 028, +359 32 652 026, +359 885 400 463,
+359 887 417 077
vinivel@dir.bg
www.yamantievs.com
N 41°31'33'', E 26°07'35''
Since 2000, the winery in Ivaylovgrad has been owned by the Yamantievs family, which, after
realization of a project under the SAPARD program of the European Union, completely renovate
the technological capacities and technology in the production of wine.
The winery has its own 70 hectares of vineyards with the variety Cabernet Sauvignon, Syra, Pino
Noir, Merlot, Alcanth Buster, Traminer, Violet, Muscat and Chardonnay. Annually, over 70,000
bottles are produced, offering wines and bag-in-box. The main brands of the wine cellar are Villa
Armira, Yamantiev's, Marble Land, Roses.
The company has won many awards for its wines. Some of the most popular wines are Marble
Land Chardonnay 2010, Marble Land Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot-Syrah, Villa Armira Cabernet
Sauvignon, Villa Armira Merlot, Villa Armira Shiraz. Wine tastings and wine tours are available
on weekdays from 9:00 to 18:00 or upon prior request.
Lozev Winery
Coordinates:
Svilengrad, 10A Stefan Stambolov Str.
+359 888 720 401
lozev_vino@yahoo.com
http://lozevwine.com/index.php
N 41°46'1.2", E 26°12'0"
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The winery was established in 2005,
preserving the old traditions of wine production and selecting the best grapes from the
vineyards in the village of Siva river near to Svilengrad. The vineyards have an area of 185
decares. In addition to the traditional varieties Merlot, Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay
and Vionie, the French Marsalan is growning, which is said to be a high quality grape variety,
both self and mixed.
The wines that are marketed under the Ezegre brand are Merlot and Syra 2009, Marcelan 2013,
Syra 2010, Cabernet Sauvignon 2013, Syra 2013. White wines and roses are also available. Wine
tasting is available in the restaurant "Lozata", Svilengrad.
Villa Lyubimets
Coordinates:
Plovdiv, 154 Maritsa Str., Office A 14
+359 32 65 90 00
office@villalyubimets.com
http://www.villalyubimets.bg/
Villa Lyubimets is the trade name of the winery in
the town of Lyubimets. The vineyards with a total area of nearly 500 ha are situated in the
region of Lyubimets and Hissar. 300 ha of them are on the slopes of Southern Sakar and the
Eastern Rhodopes. The varieties of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Mavrud, Melnik 55 (Early
Melnik Vine), Cabernet Franc, Carmener, Malbec and Rubin are grown. In the region of Hissar
are grown Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Traminer, Riesling and Misket.
Annually, 300,000 bottles of wine from the series Pagane, Insolo, Nexo and Electo are produced.
Among the more popular wines are Roses from Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Sira Electo
Selection 2014, Insolo Gold 2008, Rosso Insolo 2012, Chardonnay Insolo 2013, Chardonnay
Electo Selection 2013 and others. Wine tasting is organized on request.
Stambolovo Winery
Coordinates:
Stambolovo village, Stambolovo Municipality
+359 2 8164 355
office@stambolovo-winery.com
http://stambolovo-winery.com/bg/home
N 41°46'41'', E 25°39'08''
Stambolovo Winery is located in the Thracian Plain. It manages about 400 decares of vineyards
in the region of Stambolovo, Haskovo and Sakar, whose climatic and soil characteristics are
wonderful for growing red varieties of grapes. It is specialized in the production of quality wines
and schnapps from red and white grape varieties - Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Chardonnay,
Sauvignon Blanc, Muscat, Mavrud, Pamid and Dimyat, as well as the region-specific Tamyanka
variety. Annual wine and schnapps production exceeds 3 million liters, with a significant portion
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of the production being exported to over
fifteen countries around the world. The winery is famous because its Merlot, thanks to which it
has won many awards. The series of wines that are produced are Sun, Stambolovo, Chateau
Aida, Nugget, Stambolovo Estate, Stambolovo Reserve, 4 elements, Knights Templar, Merlot
KNP, Enoteca and Bag-in-box.
Domaine Marash Winery
Coordinates:
Straldzha, Industrial Zone, 5 Ivan Rilski Str.
+359 894 627 274, +359 889 886 490
office@marash.bg
www.marash.bg
Facebook.com/wine.cellar.DomainMarash
N 42°35'50'', E 26°41'30''
Marash Winery is a small, boutique wine cellar of a new generation, designed to produce highquality wines and spirits. The name Marash derives from a passage of the same name in the
Balkan Mountains and a place in the immediate vicinity of the cellar. The wines are produced
from 500 decares of own vineyards. Since 2014, the cellar has been offering semi-sweet white,
rosé and red wines of the Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Sirah, Malbec, Petit
Verdo, Chardonnay, Traminer, Muscat D'tonel, Vionie, Semion and Sauvignon Blanc. Part of the
wine is matured in French and American oak barrels. In the production of high-alcohol
beverages Domain Marash strictly follows the classic methods of obtaining high-quality grape
and fruit schnapps and distillates. Annually, 60-70,000 bottles are marketed with the brands
Marash Malbec, Marash Malbeck and Cabernet, Marash Petit Verdo, Marash Syra, Malbec Petit
Verdo and others. Wine tastings and tours are available upon prior reservation.
Dimitrovche Winery
Coordinates:
Dimitrovche village, Svilengrad Municipality
+359 876 423 111
http://www.dwinery.com/
N 41°48'52.2", E 26°15'06.0"
Dimitrovche Winery was established in 2013. The vineyards and the winery are
located near the village of Dimitrovche. The grapes are harvested from nearly
70 decares of their own vineyards. The capacity is about 100 tons.
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From the Dimitrovche Aster series, red,
white and rose-orange wines are available of the Chardonnay, Dimyat, Merlot, Syra variety.
Guests can organize a walk along the massifs in the village of Dimitrovche with a picnic and
tasting.
Dives Estate Winery
Coordinates:
Kableshkovo village, Simeonova Mogila, Pomorie Municipality
+359 882 546 571
winery@divesestate-bg.com
www.divesestate-bg.com
N 42°39'00", E 27°34'01"
DiVes Estate Wine Cellar is located on Simeonova Mogila area, near the town of Pomorie. It
combines the rich history of the region and the wine production. One of the greatest battles in
Bulgarian history took place at the historical site - the battle of Aheloy in 917, when Bulgarian
Tsar Simeon the Great defeated Byzantine troops.
The vineyards of 17 hectares stretch in the vicinity of Simeon Mound, from which reveals a
charming panoramic view filled with grandeur and glory. Muscat, Sauvignon Blanc, Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon and Pamid are grown. Manually harvested grapes are transported at a
distance of no more than 4-5 km and processed immediately. The wines are fresh, fruity, with
genuine naturalness. Annually, 150,000 bottles are produced. The DiVes Estate series of highend wines include Sauvignon Blanc 2016, Sauvignon Blanc 2015, Sauvignon Blanc 2014, Rosette
2015, Rosette 2014, Rosette 2013, Merlot Barric 2013, and Merlot Baric 2013 Grand Reserve.
Among the red wines of Dives Estate are Retro Pamidou 2016, Merlot Barack 2014, Cabernet
Sauvignon Barack 2014 and others. The white wines are Sauvignon blanc 2017, Muscat 2017,
Cuvier Sauvignon Blanc & Muscat 2015, Limit Muscat 2014 series and others. Rose 2017 as well
as sweet Merlot are also produced. The guests of the winery offer a 50-minute historic and wine
tour with tasting of five DiVes wines, two of which are optional
from the Special Selection series.
Black Sea Gold Winery
Coordinates:
Pomorie, Industrial Zone
+359 596 35 701,+ 359 596 32 160
office@bsgold.bg
www.bsgold.bg
N 42°33'53'', E 27°37'32''
Black Sea Gold is a winery situated in the Pomorie area, which boasts a stormy history and
remarkable wine traditions. The winery has over 600 hectares in its own vineyards in Razboina,
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Asparuhovo and Troyanovo of the most
famous varieties - Cabernet Franc, Semiion, Merlot, Colombar, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc,
Muscat, Pinot Gris, Traminer, Vionie and others.
The Salt Hills mixed wine, made up of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Syrah, is
handmade, which brings him a gold medal at the Mundus Vinnie 2013, Germany. The wines of
the "Special Reserve" series with a stamp are Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot and Cabernet
Sauvignon. The other series of wines are Gold Rhythm, Villa Marvela, Villa Ponte, Pentagram, El
Mar, Rakovina. Liqueur wines and aperitifs such as Kagor Blagovest and Almond aperitif are also
produced. Annually, 15,000,000 bottles of wine are produced.
The winery is also known for its schnapps Bourgas 63 - Perlova, Traminer, 12-year old, Barrel
and Special, Bourgas - Muscatova and Grozdova, Pomorie Muscatova and Grozdova and
Alambik - Ultra premium. The winery is also known for its high-quality brandy Black Sea Gold,
the most valued by connoisseurs are 17-year-old and 33-year-old brandy. Also produced are
liqueurs with some of the most popular flavors - coffee and chocolate. Tastings are available
regularly from June to September or upon prior request.
Tohun Winery
Coordinates:
Pomorie, Kosharite locality
+ 359 888 768 464, + 359 888 202 566
office@tohun.bg
http://tohun.bg/
N 42°33'22'', E 27°38'31''
Tohun Winery was established in 2009 in the Pomorie region, famous for its long history of the
most favorable climatic and soil conditions in the Black Sea wine production area. The winery
has 700 decares of its own vineyards, located in the East-Black Sea region, in the immediate
vicinity of the winery. The grape varieties grown are Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Pinot Noir and Semiyon. The processing capacity of the winery is
600 tons of grapes per year. The winery has high-tech German and Italian equipment to produce
a short series of high-quality wines.
Tohun Winery has three series of wines - Soroko, Geaus and Tohun. In addition to bottles, wines
are also available in Bag in Box. Among the products are Sorocco Chardonnay, Sorocco
Sauvignon Blanc, Sorocco Rosé, Sorocco Merlot, Sorocco Cabernet Sauvignon, Greus Merlot,
Tohun Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot and others. Wine tasting and visit are offered after prior
reservation.
Boyar Winery
Coordinates:
Pomorie
+359 596 22420, +359 887 393 847, +359 885 623 770, +359
886 077 132
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boyar@abv.bg
http://vinarskaizba.com/
N 42°33'41.2", E 27°34'21.4"
Boyar Winery was established in 1998 on the outskirts of Pomorie as a revival of the established
in 1922 small winery. 350 acres of vineyards are grown. The wine cellar features modern grape
processing facilities, a classic underground winery with French and California oak barrels, and a
fully automated bottling line.
Boyar's cellar produces dry white and red wines, united in two memorable series - Terra Anhialo
and Avludzena. Pride of the winery are the winners of gold medals from Vinaria – Rose 2015,
Merlot Boyar 2013, Sirah Boyar 2011, and Schnapps of the master Anchialo.
Three types of Anchial schnapps are produced - ordinary, mature and muscled. The newest
products are united in the special series Family Collection - AMARELLE - natural liqueur from
cherries, ANHIALO - aged muscat schnapps and ARISTOCRAT - quality wine brandy.
Wine tours are organized by the technologist who presents the wine cellar, the production
center and the magnificent view of the vineyards. Wine evenings are organized, during which
sommelier offers perfectly combined beverages and foods, most often thematically chosen by
the visitors - for example, a night of Dimyat from different crops in the company of fresh Black
Sea fish, or evening of red wines, matured in a barric accompanied by meat specialties. The
winery also has a hotel part, which can be used with prior request.
Minkov Brothers Winery
Coordinates:
Venets village, Karnobat Municipality
+359 882 151 500
marketing@minkovbrothers.bg
www.minkovbrothers.bg
N 42°38'23'', E 26°48'11''
Minkov Brothers Winery is the successor of the established in 1875 in Karnobat winery from
Ivan Vassil and Nikifor Minkovi, which brought Bulgaria the first gold medal from the
International Exhibition in Brussels in 1894.
For more than 140 years wine traditions have been preserved, combining graceful soils,
appropriate climate and wine passion. The vineyards are situated in the villages of Terziysko,
Ognen and Devetak. In the Karnobat Valley are cultivated both traditional and international
wine varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Pinot Noir, Syrah, Merlot,
Gewurtztraminer, Chardonnay, Vioniet, Muscat Ptyt Greene, Muscat Ottonel, Rhineland
Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc and Hamburg Muscat .
The wine of the Minkov Brothers Winery annually takes prizes at various international
exhibitions and festivals - OAK TREE 2015, MINKOV BROTHERS Cuvée 2016, LE PHOTOGRAPHE
Cabernet Franc 2016, DEJA VU Sauvignon Blanc x Semillon 2017, MINKOV BROTHERS Cabernet
Sauvignon 2016, MINKOV BROTHERS Chardonnay 2017, LE PHOTOGRAPHE Cabernet Franc
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Sauvignon/Syrah/ Cabernet Franc 2016, MINKOV BROTHERS 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon and
many, many others.
The winerry has two museum parts - one dedicated to the wine family and containing authentic
items belonging to the Minkov’s family, and the other tells about the millennial history of wine
production in the region. The guests of the cellar have the opportunity to trace the wine path from grape harvest to aging in oak barrites, placed in underground tunnels. They can enjoy their
favorite wines in front of the fireplace, among the barrels or enjoying the beautiful view from
the height of the tower. The combination of high quality wines, splendid views, coziness and
selected dishes tailored to the characteristics of each wine makes the visit memorable and
leaves a sense of elegance and style.
Zelanos Boutique winery
Coordinates:
Slavyantsi village, Sungurlare Municipality
+359 889 316 290, +359 889 337 422
office@zelanos.bg
http://www.zelanos.bg/
N 42°45'58.7", E 26°44'35.7"
The small boutique winery Zelanos was created in 2013. It is located in the village of Slavyantsi,
part of the wine Rose Valley region, famous all over the world with the best rose oil. This region
is also known as the Muscatel kingdom. Apart from this, on the area of 70 ha own vines are
cultivated the varieties Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gry, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Syrah and Cabernet
Franc.
The winery produces two series wines - ZELANOS and Z. From the ZELANOS series are offered
Sauvignon Blanc 2016, Pinot Gris 2015, Pinot Noir 2016, Chardonnay 2014, Misket 2016, Syra
2015, Pinot Noir 2015. From the Z series are offered Chardonnay 2015, Rosé Cabernet Fran
2016, Cabernet Franc 2014 and Pinot Noir 2015.
The winery produces about 100 tons of wine, which is close to half of its capacity, with white
wines prevailing. Part of the wine is matured in new French barrels, located in an arch-shaped
underground tunnel with a controlled temperature. The cellar also
has its own laboratory, bottling and labeling line, working tasting, as
well as several bedrooms and kitchen. Upon reservation, guests are
invited to visit the winery and wine tastings.
Vinex Slavyantsi Winery
Coordinates:
Slavyantsi village, Pomorie Municipality
+359 5571 4500, +359 5571 4217
office@vinexbg.com, sales@vinexbg.com
http://www.vinexbg.com/
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N 42°45'53'', E 26°43'42''
Vinex Slavyantsi consists of five wineries: Slavyantsi, Sungurlare, Lozarevo, Chernitsa and
Karnobat. Vinex Slavyantsi is one of the most prestigious wine producers in Bulgaria, founded in
1898. The vineyards are about 525 ha and are situated on the southern slopes of the hills in the
Sungurlare Valley. The varieties grown are Misket, Chardonnay, Traminer, Muscat Ottonel,
German Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Noir, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and
Shiraz.
The winery has four modern technological lines for cold sterile bottling of soft and sparkling
wine, vermouth, schnapps and brandy, as well as a 3 to 10-liter bag-in-box packaging line.
Annually about 150 000 hectoliters of wine, vermouth and schnapps are produced.
The wine series are SLAVYANTSI ESTATE, SINGLE VINEYARD and LEVA. The SLAVYANTSI ESTATE
series produces Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Traminer, Muscat Ottonel, Riesling and others.
The SINGLE VINEYARD series produces Raklitza Chardonnay, Oreshaka Merlot and Antimovo
Cabernet Sauvignon. The LEVA series produces Misket & Dimiat & Chardonnay, Chardonnay &
Muscat & Dimiat and Merlot & Cabernet Sauvignon.
White sparkling dry wines from misket and other white grape varieties are produced, such as
Ciociosan Misket Dry and Ciociosan Misket Brut. The famous Sungurlar grape schnapps
combines old traditions and modern production. The vermouths Ciociosan Bianco, Ciociosan
Rosso, Ciociosan Sweet and Ciociosan Dry are produced in 1898 on a strictly preserved recipe.
At international and national competitions and exhibitions Vinex Slavyantsi has won over 200
gold, silver and bronze awards and diplomas.
In 2008, VINEKS SLAVYNTSI created the LEVA Foundation, inspired by the wishes of the winery
to change the status quo in the region and to support its development with "wisdom, patience
and positivism for the future". Every year 50 000 leva of the sales of the brand "LEVA" are spent
on the Foundation's projects.
Villa Yambol Winery
Coordinates:
Yambol, Industrial Zone
+359 46 661 615
office@vinpromyambol.com
http://villayambol.com/
N 42°29'32'', E 26°29'28''
The successor of the established in 1924 winery, Villa Yambol is among the oldest wineries in
southern Bulgaria. Villa Yambol has 900 ha of its own vineyards, located in the Tundzha Valley,
in the region of the Thracian Plain. On the territory of Troyanovo village are grown 200 ha of
white varieties Sauvignon Blanc, Juni Blanc, Vionie, Glera and Muscat Ottonel. The remaining
plantations are located in the lands of the town of Bolyarovo and the village of Tenevo, regions
with traditions in viticulture and a very good combination of soils and climate for the production
of red wine grape varieties with excellent qualities - Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syra. The
vineyards are processed by new, modern equipment meeting all European requirements.
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The winery is now fully modernized, with
modern facilities in Yambol and Straldja. Two new bottling lines with a total capacity of 3000
bottles per hour were installed. White, red, rosé and sparkling wines from the Kabile and Villa
Yambol series, as well as schnapps, are produced. The Kabile series produces Chardonnay &
Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Rose Syrah, Merlot & Cabernet Sauvignon, Mavrud & Cabernet
Sauvignon, Syrah. From the Villa Yambol series are Chardonnay, Muskat, Rose, Merlot, Mavrud,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot Reserve, Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve, Mont Royal. The total
capacity for processing grapes is over 16 million kg, and for storage - over 18 million kg. The
production of the winery is highly appreciated, and evidence for this is the numerous prizes
from wineries and competitions. Among the winning wines are Cabernet Sauvignon 2015,
Mavrud 2014, Mavrud 2015, Merlot 2015.
Villa Yambol is one of the few companies in Bulgaria owning its own barracks. Managers barrels with long experience make new barrels of high quality Bulgarian oak. Old French barrels
are also recycled in the workshop. The company has more than 800 high-quality French barrels
of 225 liters capacity and over 1000 Bulgarian barrels with a capacity of 500 liters and 225 liters.
The barrels are regularly replaced every 3-4 years.
The winery produces one of the best quality schnapps in Bulgaria - Straldzha muskatova rakia,
winner of many national and international awards. The winery's production is exported to more
than 20 countries around the world - Japan, Canada, Great Britain, Holland, Norway, Germany,
Sweden, Finland, Austria, France, Denmark, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, Poland, Russia,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and others.
Winery visitinf and wine tasting are organized every day from
8.30 to 17.30 or after a reservation.
Marvin Winery
Coordinates:
Hadzhidimitrovo village, Tundzha Municipality
+359 889 707 770, +359 44 666 511
office@marvin.bg
www.marvin.bg
Facebook.com/marvin.winery
N 42°31'37'', E 26°24'18''
The winery was founded in 2005 in the land of Hadzhidimitrovo village, 18 km away from Sliven,
in the Valley of the Thracian Kings. The wines are produced from 120 ha of own vineyards,
located in an ecologically clean area. The goal of the owners is to produce small, precisely made
lots of wines for connoisseurs, from a higher price class. The vineyards are located 200 meters
from the winery. Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir, Syrah, Aligote, Muscat Ottonel,
Vionie, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc are grown. The most modern technologies are used in
the production, combined with the good traditions of the Bulgarian winery and the team's
experience. The wines are bottled in compliance with all sterility conditions, with high quality
natural cork stoppers, ensuring the preservation of wines for long aging under appropriate
conditions.
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The product range covers the De Facto, Le
Balloon, Marvinse, Marvin Blush, Merrendera, Pino Grie, Riesling and Traminer series. Among the most
expensive wines are Marvin Cabernet and Merlot and Sira - Grand Cove, Marvin Caberne and Sira Singel
Vineyard, Marvins Chardonne Barrell Fermentand, Marvin Cabernet and Merlot Québec, De Factor
Cabernet & Merlot & Syrah, De Factor Sauvignon Blanc, De Factor Pino Noir, De Facto Rosé, De Fact
Sauvignon Blanc, De Factor Chardonnay & Vionie & Sauvignon Blanc and others. Wine tasting and winery
visit are offered after prior reservation.

Balar Winery
Coordinates:
Skalitsa village, Tundzha Municipality
+359 886 920 664, +359 886 245 524
balar_ad@abv.bg
http://www.wines-balar.com/
N 42°16'01'', E 26°15'17''
Winery Balar was established in 2006. The philosophy of the owners is to stay as close as
possible to the character of the grapes donated by the Thracian land, the wine they create, the
use of sparing practices and reduced yields. That is why the owners choose the name "Balar",
meaning "wise, scientist man" in the Old Bulgarian language.
The winery and vineyard are located in the area of Skalitsa, under the Monastery hills, about 30
km southwest of the town of Yambol. An artificial water basin, surrounded by green meadows
and orchards, reveals the beauty of the area. The winery has 130 decares of its own vineyards
with the varieties of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah and supporting varieties Petit Verdo,
Malbec, Carmener and Tempraniyo. The white varieties are Gewurztraminer and Muscat
ottonel. The processing capacity is 50 tonnes of grapes. French 225L oak barrels are used to
mature wine, then bottled and aged in an underground room with constant temperature and
controlled humidity.
Balar Winery has developed a unique technology for the production of vinified wine - subjected
to long-lasting impact with sound waves so as to alter the structure and spectrum of radiation of
the molecules in the beverage. The wine, sounded in this way, with specially selected classical
music, multiplies its qualities and its positive impact on the human organism. Wine matures
from 3 to 12 months under the sounds of classical music. The method is protected by a utility
model and is in patentability.
The first vintalised wine collection has matured under the sounds of the immortal works of
Ludwig van Beethoven. 320 bottles were produced. Each bottle of this series is numbered and
collectible. The other lines are marked with the year of production - K 2009, K 2010, K 2011, K
2012, etc. From the K 2009 series are wines K1 2009 (Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot), K3 2009
(Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah), K5 2009 (Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah), K7 2009 (Cabernet
Sauvignon and Syrah) and K9 2009 (Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon). From the K 2011 series are
the K1 2011 wines (Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdo), K3 2011 (Cabernet Sauvignon), K5
2011 (Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah) and K9 2011 (Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon), etc. Each
series has limited availability and is quickly exhausted.
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Dairies and farms in the cross-border region

Annex 4

Sigmen Dairy
Coordinates:
Sigmen village, Karnobat Municipality
+359 887 116 670
office@sigmen.bg
http://sigmen.bg/
42.709440, 26.973002
Sigmen Dairy was founded more than 25 years ago (in 1994) in the village of the same name in
Karnobat municipality. It produces dairy products of sheep, cow, goat and buffalo milk of
proven origin, preserving the local traditions typical of the region.
The products offered by the dairy in various cuts and packages are Classic cheese and Hemus
cheese, sheep's and goat's cheese, buffalo cheese, butter and cheese, spicy cheese and cottage
cheese.
The mandra is awarded first place for a price and quality ratio for original Bulgarian cheese at
the Exhibition of the 100 European producers.
Debelt Dairy
Coordinates:
Debelt village, 5 Indje Voyvoda Str.
Sredets Municipality
+359 884 882 983, +359 884 792 799
gana_99@abv.bg
http://mandradebelt.com/
42.398236, 27.265144
Debelt dairy is owned by Ghana 99 OOD, which is marketed with the production of white brined
cheese. It is produced according to a traditional recipe and with established technology, which
gives it and preserves the typical Bulgarian taste, color and consistency. In addition, the dairy
also produces 2%, 3.6% and sour cow's milk and yoghourt sowing, for which production only
Bulgarian starters Lactobacillus bulgaricus and Streptococcus thermophilus are added so to the
raw cow's milk to guarantee the true taste and quality of the final products.
In dairy production, strict quality control is applied from raw cows' milk, throughout the
production process to the dispatch of the finished product.
The company constantly improves and further develops its material and technical base, which in
turn contributes to the enrichment of the assortment sheet. In 2015, after a successful
completion of a European program project, a sour milk cow packing machine and a packing
machine for ayrian were purchased.
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Sakarela Dairy
Coordinates:
Yambol, 333 Preslav Str.
+ 359 46 663557, +359 887 898989
sakarelaood@abv.bg
http://sakarela.com/bg/
42.503319, 26.522632
Sakarela is the trade name of the dairy products produced by Sakarela OOD. The dairy company
was established in 1998 in Yambol and has a modern production and equipment base meeting
all requirements of the Bulgarian and European standards. Swiss machines and equipment for
the production of cheese are used. The company also has a high-tech laboratory, which
performs physico-chemical and microbiological analyzes. The company employs nearly 50 highly
qualified personnel, incl. microbiologists, veterinarians and technologists.
Sakarela dairy's mission is to preserve and enrich the ancient Bulgarian recipes combined with
modern technologies and scientific research. The products of the enterprise are preferred
because of their taste qualities, determined by the high quality raw materials.
The madra produces cheese from cow's milk - Sakarela, Revanski, with olives, with ham, with
Bulgarian spices, Diana cheese, melted yellow cheese, reduced of animal fat cheese Health, cow
brine cheese Grandfather's Cheese, cow cheese Diana, delicate product Sakarela, cow butter
and curd from top quality raw materials.
Kavramovs Farm
Coordinates:
Smirnentsi village, Harmanli Municipality
+359 884 872 135
41.805691, 25.876800
Mini dairy Kavramivi was established in 1991 in the village of Smirnentsi, Harmanli municipality
for processing and production of sheep's milk products. The region is known as Kavram Kehaya.
The Kavramovs family are descendants of livestock breeders and dairy processors. The whole
family is engaged in the process, all of whom are extremely responsive to the production of
delicious and healthy sheep's milk products. The family has raised pastoral sheep in the clean
region of the Eastern Rhodopes and for several years has been producing traditional natural
products without artificial ingredients. Family friends and passing tourists do not miss tasty
Kavramovs’ sheep cheese and take home. Surprised by the incredible nature and clean climate,
people are delighted to come to this place, preserving the Bulgarian traditions and the beauty of
Bulgarian nature.
The Wild Farm
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Coordinates:
Gorno pole village, Madzharovo Municipality
+359 988 989 407, +359 883 511 503
beti_dimitrova@abv.bg
https://bedandbirding-rhodopes.bg/
41.660152, 25.850849
The Wild Farm is a unique complex created by the
Madjarovi family located on the outskirts of the village of
Madzharovo at the foot of the Eastern Rhodopes. The family cultivates 500 heads of cattle cows and bulls from the local breeds Rhodopean short-bred cattle and Bulgarian gray cattle,
living year-round in freedom under the laws of wildlife. Bees, rabbits, Karakachan sheep and
dogs, endangered wild raptors such as hawks and many others, as well as "home" otter bee.
The farm welcomes guests from 2005, which can be accommodated in 15 rooms, as well as in
tents in the yard of the house. Guests can enjoy homemade, old Bulgarian recipes saralii,
guzlemi, crockmatch, stuffed pumpkin with beef, banitsa with burgur, rabbit banitsa, honey
tahana and home-made sesame seeds and others.
The hosts - Madjarovi family offer a rich menu of adventures - cowboy lessons, demonstration
of ancient technologies for producing eco-products, farm activities in the field, horseback riding,
walk with a cart, horse trekking, wild honey gathering and domestication wild bees, knitting a
beehive, extraction of nude gold from the Arda River, ornithological adventure, culinary course
and many, many others.
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Bakeries in the cross-border region

Annex 5

Parapina Bakery
Coordinates:
Svilengrad, 123 Bulgaria Blvd - confectionery
Svilengrad, 82 3rd March - workshop
+359 897 301 717, +359 897 961 566
office@parapina.bg
http://parapina.bg/

41.766127, 26.201405
Established as a family business in 1990 in
Svilengrad for production of unique confectionery products, Parapina Bakery has over 25 years
of experience in confectionery. Today, Parapina is a successful company in which more than 30
master confectioners, with lots of love and imagination, prepare sweet masterpieces.
In addition to a production workshop, the company also has its own confectionery in the center
of Svilengrad, which offers the famous Svilengrad’s malebi. The recipe for it and the origin of the
main raw material are kept in secret. The bakery offers French macaroni, petitfures, ecklers,
muffins, small sweets, cakes, pastries, baklava, revane, tolumb, rolls, pastry kisses, creams and
other sweet temptations.
Harna Bakery
Coordinates:
Burgas, 168 neigh. Slaveykov
Burgas, 68 Slavyanska Str.
+359 884 001 721, +359 897 048 980
https://www.facebook.com/xarnapekarna/
42.587188, 27.439859
42.587188, 27.439859
The chain of bakeries "Harna Bakеry" was founded in 2014 for the production of delicious and
fresh pasta. The bakery team continually improves and updates their recipes and technologies,
and experiments with new ones. The team carefully follows and selects his suppliers and the
raw materials he works with. The chain has bakeries in Bourgas and Pazardzhik, where nearly 50
experienced bakers work. Cakes, loaves, different types of pastry are offered and made, tailored
to customers.
Zia Bakery
Coordinates:
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http://zia.bg/

+359 56 803 280

Burgas, neighb. Lazur, Bl. 165
42.510212, 27.474706
Burgas, neighb. Slaveykov, 44 Razdelitelna Str.
42.517269, 27.458780
Burgas, 47 Stefan Stambolov Blvd.
42.504892, 27.469742
Burgas, neighb. Izgrev, bl. 178
42.523075, 27.461877
Burgas, 14 Tsar Petar Str.
42.492674, 27.471170
Burgas, 70 Hristo Botev Str.
42.501960, 27.467031
Dolno Ezerovo, 75 Zahari Zograf Str.
42.517538, 27.373928
Burgas, 68 Demokratsia Blvd
42.499121, 27.479179
Burgas, Lazur, 27 Koprivshtitsa Str.
42.509495, 27.474145
Burgas, Lazur, 18 Veliko Tarnovo Str.
42.505101, 27.477467
Pomorie, 8 Graf Ignatiev Str.
42.559370, 27.638253
Zia Bakery was established in 2003, and today there is already a chain of 11 bakeries - only in
Burgas there are 10. There is a bakery in Pomorie.
There are freshly baked snacks, cookies and croissants, banitsa, muffins, pizzas, cakes, muffins,
biscuits, cookies, bread, loaves, etc. that enchant with incredible aroma and taste. High-quality
pastry is baked in front of a customer who can’t withstand the smell of butter, sugar, chocolate
and toasted nuts.
Master baker Bakery
Coordinates:
Haskovo, 28 Petko R. Slaveykov Str.
+359 878 253 670

https://www.facebook.com/MasterBakerHaskovo/

41.931654, 25.549647

Master Baker Bakery in Haskovo offers craft bread,
involved with yeast and wild yeast, baguettes, biscuits
and more. The assortment includes milk packets with
cheese, yellow cheese and spicy salami, spellta with
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apricot kernels, whole grain bread of the
Master, white bread with olive oil, bread with olive paste, baguettes with cheese or mozzarella,
pizza, Garash cake, cheesecake, lincer cake, tiramisu and many other delicious.
Home Sweet Home Boutique Bakery and Coffee
Coordinates:
Haskovo, 6 Pirin Str.
+359 899 426 789
https://www.facebook.com/dghome/
41.931547, 25.560192
Home Sweet Home Bakery opens door in 2017 as a result of the owners' love for baking and
home-made cakes. The products that are put in are real and high quality - a perfect combination
of original products, irresistible taste and perfect vision. The assortment of the bakery includes
decorated cookies, muffins, cupcakes, decorated boutique cookies, handmade chocolates, mini
and bigger cakes and beautiful pastries.
French Bakery La Marquise
Coordinates:
Haskovo, 23 Preslav Str.
+359 38 62 22 86, +359 889 453 845
https://goo.gl/GAJc9e
41.931660, 25.555202
French bakery La Marquise was established in
2012 in Plovdiv by connoisseurs of French
gastronomy. The owners are French Yves Ditt and Tanya Nikolova, who lived in France for more
than 20 years. They use deep-freeze technology, which allows the import of quality products
from France, bread and croissants with the highest grade butter. The bread is prepared in small
French studios according to old traditions and after the second rising is frozen on modern
technologies. When bread arrives in Bulgaria, he rises for the third time and bakes himself.
Inside the bakery, pastries are prepared as well as a few simple cream soups, salads, kihes, salty
muffins, sandwiches, French macaroni and many others. Everything is prepared on the spot with
natural products without preservatives and colorants. La Marquise also offers cakes, one of
which is the La Marquise – with chocolate mousse and raspberry puree, and the other is the
Cadiffé - with a chocolate marsh, a mascarpone and black chocolate, a mousse cream mousse
and a buffalo milk jam.
Vienna Stile Bakery
Coordinates:
Yambol, 1 Osvobojdenie Square
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+359 884 985 858
office@vienastyle.com
https://www.facebook.com/vienastyle/
42.483872, 26.505366
Vienna Style Bakery was founded in 1993 in Yambol. The pastry shop is famous for its delicious
and original cakes made to order and can be delivered to a specified address by the customer.
Verona Bakery
Coordinates:

Yambol, 5 Dimitar Blagoev Str.
+359 895 682 994
42.487978, 26.502792
Verona Bakery is located in Yambol and offers mainly pastas, pizzas, sandwiches, long pastries,
cakes and more bakery products.
House of bread Bakery
Coordinates:
Yambol, 1 Strashimir Krinchev Square
+359 899 873 762
mira_hliab1960@abv.bg
http://kushtanahlqba.com/

42.476784, 26.497590
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The bakery has been working under various
forms since 1992. In the first years of its creation, it produced hand-made bread, baked in one
of the oldest ways - in a masonry stone-burning furnace heated by wood. Afterwards, new
equipment is being installed and production of bread is started by the factory, transportation of
the ready-made production is organized to the commercial network of several municipalities.
In 2013 House of Bread begins to produce bread and bread products other than mass industrial
production - loaves, ritual breads, snacks, breakfasts.
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Restaurants in the cross - border region

Annex 6

The Old Sozopol Restaurant
Coordinates:
Sozopol, 25 Morski skali Str.
+359 896 236 299
42.426169, 27.696371
The Old Sozopol Restaurant is situated on the
beach in the old town of Sozopol. The atmosphere
- in times gone by, creates warmth and coziness, and the amazing view revealed by the terrace
is suitable for romantic experiences. The cuisine includes Bulgarian, Mediterranean and
international dishes, with the main focus being on seafood. Desserts are also their own
production. The restaurant is ideal for meeting friends and personal holidays.
The second restaurant of the same name is located on the coastal street, next to the Port.
Tavern The House
Coordinates:
Yambol, 6 P. Parchevich Str.
+359 46 663 292, +359 882 400 082
mehana_kushta7a@abv.bg
42.486317, 26.506649
The tavern has 50 seats, there is a summer garden,
especially preferred during the hot days. Offers traditional
Bulgarian cuisine.
Hotel-restaurant St. St. Constantine and Elena
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 8 Armira Str.
+359 888 128 083, +359 888 128 086
info@hotel-ivaylovgrad.com

http://www.hotel-ivaylovgrad.com/

41.522189, 26.119066
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Hotel-restaurant St. St. Constantine and
Elena is located in Ivaylovgrad, in the new neighborhood "Druzhba" next to the central zone of
the town. The complex offers a variety of package deals including nights, gala dinners and
varieties from different periods of the year.
The restaurant has 80 seats in its main hall and 80 seats in a summer garden. The restaurant
offers to its guests a variety of Bulgarian, European and world cuisine prepared by chefs, while
the qualified and fast service is provided by specially trained staff.
The hotel has 17 double rooms, 6 triple rooms and 2 suites, furnished in a contemporary
designer style, spacious and cozy.
In Love In The Wind Castle
Coordinates:
Ravadinovo village, Sozopol Municipality
+359 700 80058
info@zamaka.bg
https://zamaka.bg/

42.389499, 27.671801

The Castle In love with the wind is the accomplished childhood dream of George Tumpalov architect, designer and builder who started the construction in 1996 and with 24-hour work of
the whole family and workers from the nearby Ravadinovo village build a stone by stone a
magnificent castle.
The style of the castle is like going out of fairy tales. It is built entirely of 20,000 tones of stone,
which is specially extracted from the slopes of the Strandja Mountain. The stone is marbled
limestone and is present everywhere - the fence, the artificial lake, the walls and towers, the
chapel and the winery. It contains traces of micro-diamonds, so the castle changes its color in
the different parts of the day, it is in the morning with pink, daylight is white and full moon shines. What makes the castle even more unique is that it is built in the shape of a cross - a sign
of faith, love and dedication in its construction and development. The Castle In Love in the Wind
is a unique attraction not only for Bulgaria.
At the castle can be seen beautiful park with thousands of exotic trees, plants and flowers, deep
lakes with freshwater fish and waterfowl, a fountain of wishes and magic pavilion, chapel,
winery, art gallery, numerous bronze and marble sculptures, outdoor cinema and zoo corner.
In the castle can make wine tastings and exhibitions, organizing games (Escape - for families
Treasure Hunter – for children and Seven mortal Sins – for adult), weddings, dance
Championship Elite Tango Marathon, puppet shows, concerts and many other events.
The complex has a horse riding base, a restaurant and a café, a souvenir shop, a children's
playground, a retro photo and free parking.
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Restaurants in Burgas region
№
1.

Waterfall Restaurant

Aytos

Contact
information
+359 55 828 080

2.

Pizzeria Shatra

Aytos, Slaveeva River Str.

+359 889 445 173

3.

Restaurant The Old House

Aytos, 12 Hr. Botev Str.

+359 885 646 556

4.

Beerhouse Hawaii

Aytos, 13 Hr. Botev Str.

+359 898 443 202

5.

The Trapping Restaurant

Burgas

+359 56 832 064

6.

Antique Toscana Restaurant

+359 888 123 594

7.

Bistro Walnut

Burgas, Vazrajdane 9 St. Patriarch
Evtimiy Str.
Burgas, 51 Aleko Bogoridi Blvd

8.

Pizzeria Biraria Bulevard

Burgas,60 Aleko Bogoridi Blvd

+359 56 825 555

9.

Restaurant Burgas Nights

Burgas,38 Democracy Blvd.

+359 895 560 006

10.

Indian restaurant Mumbai

+359 884 942 844

11.
12.

La Toscana Restaurant - pizza,
bar and dinner
Restaurant Spaghetti Bar

Burgas, Bratya Miladinovi, 31
Struma Str.
Burgas, Lazur, 156, Kalofer Str.
Burgas,Miladinovi brothers 40-1

+359 878 646 022

13.

Jersey Restaurant

+359 896 687 161

14.

Opera Restaurant

15.

Pizzeria Romance

16.

Restaurant Horemag

17.

Restaurant Randevu

18.

Restaurant Watermill

Burgas, Miladinovi brothers, 27,
Vardar Str.
Bourgas, Vazrazhdane, 2 St.
Kliment Ohridski Str.
Burgas, Vazrazhdane, 37 Knyaz
Boris the First Str.
Burgas, Vazrajdane, 32 Sheinovo
Str.
Burgas, Vazrazhdane, 20, St.
Patriarh Evtimiy Str.
Burgas, promenade by the sea

19.

Romance Restaurant - pub and
pizza
Restaurant Incanto

Burgas,Park Slaveikov to bl.62

+359 700 20 011

Burgas, 4 Baba Ganka Square

+359 56 821 221

Restaurant Incanto Kitchen &
Bar
Dalyana Restaurant

Burgas, 4 Atanas Sirekov Square

+359 898 445 443

Burgas, Port complex , seaport

+359 898 756 308

20.
21.
22.

Name

Address

+359 899 175 032

+359 887 668 577

+359 888 595 866
+359 886 919 157
+359 893 322 833
+359 897 407 078
+359 897 988 334
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GPS coordinates
42.704819,
27.235917
42.715257,
27.269074
42.704924,
27.253891
42.704037,
27.253944
42.508499,
27.483822
42.491618,
27.468765
42.494123,
27.479243
42.494307,
27.480060
42.497421,
27.481410
42.504778,
27.468818
42.509529,
27.469934
42.505184,
27.467918
42.504357,
27.469520
42.144061,
24.750240
42.613293,
23.334497
42.494133,
27.468544
42.132458,
24.750592
42.505532,
27.483321
42.517791,
27.456049
42.512642,
27.454585
42.493868,
27.471749
42.488197,

23.

Pizzeria Jolly Roger

Burgas, Port complex , seaport

+359 895 777 655

24.

Beerhouse Stones

Burgas, 4 Burevecnik Str.

+359 893 918 731

25.

Salini Restaurant

+359 56 812 345

26.

Ethno Restaurant

Burgas, 1 Knyaz Alexander
Batenberg Str.
Burgas, 49 Aleksandovska Str.

27.

Restaurant Romance Pizza

Burgas, 4 Aleksander Veliki Str.

+359 700 20 011

28.

Restaurant Wing or leg

Burgas, 10, Antim I Str.

+359 895 342 222

29.

Adonis Restaurant

Burgas, 32 Antim I Str.

+359 56 841 259

30.

Adonis Restaurant

Burgas, 27 Bulair Str.

+359 883 980 008

31.

Restaurant Yar

Burgas, 6, Geo Milev Str.

+359 885 555 600

32.

Shan Hai Restaurant

Burgas, 61 Knyaz Al. Bogoridi Str.

+359 56 843 105

33.

Golden Anchor Restaurant

Burgas, 64 Knyaz Al. Bogoridi Str.

+359 878 884 277

34.

Force Restaurant

Burgas, 17 Konstantin Fotinov Str. +359 56 828 852

35.

Niagara Restaurant

Burgas, 26 Konstantin Fotinov Str. +359 888 601 105

36.

Chinese Moon Restaurant

Burgas, 27 Konstantin Fotinov Str. +359 56 844 852

37.

Burgas, 28 Konstantin Fotinov Str. +359 889 222 217

38.

The Iron Candlestick
Restaurant
Restaurant The Winery

Burgas, 1-3 Connt Androvali Str.

+359 884 104 513

39.

Restaurant At Shopa

Burgas, 15, Lyuben Karavelov Str.

+359 877 555 247

40.

Bistro Roma Tria

Burgas, 2 Serdika Str.

+359 56 870 800

41.

Restaurant Satsanga

Burgas, 14, Slavyanska Str.

+359 877 040 685

42.

Club-restaurant National

Burgas, 6, Filip Kutev Str.

+359 897 853 777

43.

Ketsi Restaurant

Burgas, 16, Hadji Dimitar Str.

+359 879 085 437

44.

Restaurant Тhe Brewery

Burgas, 6 Han Krum Str.

+359 879 321 333

45.

Golden Fish Restaurant

Burgas, 3 Tsar Simeon I Str.

+359 889 865 555

+359 887 877 966
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27.480816
42.483982,
27.482549
42.558629,
27.516400
42.490504,
27.479757
42.494162,
27.472363
42.522411,
27.462917
42.491999,
27.476504
42.494163,
27.475661
42.492071,
27.478841
42.491969,
27.473819
42.521158,
27.450482
42.494361,
27.480626
42.492927,
27.475591
42.494243,
27.474795
42.494099,
27.475094
42.494271,
27.474798
42.492858,
27.471959
42.499560,
27.469358
42.496567,
27.470229
42.492348,
27.478270
42.491051,
27.476808
42.499741,
27.474528
42.491906,
27.472496
42.492860,

46.

Restaurant La Vie

Burgas, Sea Garden, next to the
Park Hotel
Burgas, Central beach

+359 878 470 787

47.

Neptune Restaurant

48.

Rose Restaurant

+359 885 855 099

Aqua Restaurant

Bourgas, Center, 19 Aleko
Bogoridi Str.
Burgas, Lazur, Democracy Blvd.

49.
50.

Burgas, Northern Industrial Zone,
6 Yanko Komitov Str
Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov blvd. 119

+359 892 443 550

51.

Restaurant Incanto Mall
Galeria
Bravo Restaurant

52.

Mistral Restaurant

Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov blvd. 1a

+359 899 976 434

53.

Restaurant Tenyo’s House

Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov blvd

+359 898 555 996

54.

Grog Restaurant

Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov blvd 135

+359 876 332 988

55.

Tavern Golden Chicken

Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov blvd 168

+359 899 221 295

56.

Chinatown Restaurant

Burgas, Sunrise 160

+359 884 628 464

57.

Burgas, Sunrise 163

+359 878 877 161

58.

Restaurant Americano Burgers
& Grill
Restaurant Reverans

Burgas, Sunrise 144

+359 56 522 686

59.

Restaurant Karisto

Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov bl. 48

+359 56 884 777

60.

Perperikon Restaurant

Burgas, P.R. Slaveykov bl. 85

+359 893 338 880

61.

Burgas, Copper mine 402-3

+359 879 995 560

62.

Restaurant KISH
food.drinks.friends
Restaurant KISH BAR & Dinner

Burgas, Zrnitsa 78

+359 876 995 579

63.

Chili Peppers Restaurant

Bourgas, 59 Stefano Str.

+359 886 961 111

64.

Savoy Club Restaurant

Karnobat, 12, Cooperative Str.

+359 55 922 774

65.

Perla Beerhouse

Karnobat, 7 Kooperativna Str.

66.

Restaurant Karel

Nessebar, 37 Aurelia Str.

+359 899 846 770

67.

Tony Gjiji Restaurant

Nessebar, 19 Izgrev Str.

+359 893 846 016

+359 878 101 788

+359 56 833 540

+359 879 341 777
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27.480164
42.510124,
27.480687
42.492171,
27.481498
42.493636,
27.475021
42.511222,
27.467248
42.512506,
27.454663
42.517297,
27.450028
42.516870,
27.457966
42.517993,
27.455622
42.516152,
27.457020
42.515456,
27.451926
42.522546,
27.46090
42.521980,
27.461035
42.526738,
27.462627
42.520544,
27.450286
42.526396,
27.451962
42.461879,
27.414201
42.520015,
27.466762
42.501714,
27.464318
42.648353,
26.984446
42.647219,
26.983995
42.652467,
27.693441
42.662800,
27.721372

68.

Emona Restaurant

Nessebar, 41 Messembria Str.

+359 893 428 677

42.658030,
27.737100

69.

Sevina Restaurant

Nessebar, 30 Messembria Str.

+359 55 444 873

70.

Old Kavak Restaurant

Nessebar, 8 Tsar Ivan Asen II Str.

+359 899 876 254

71.

Mountain House Restaurant

Pomorie

+359 878 334 045

72.

Restaurant Stella Maris

Primorsko, 2 Georgi Kondolov Str.

+359 885 610 330

73.

Nestinarka Restaurant

Primorsko

+359 897 754 433

74.

Restaurant Il Desiderio

Primorsko, downtown

+359 898 329 969

75.

Hai Wai Tien Restaurant

Primorsko, 7 Ivan Vazov Str.

76.

Aphrodite Restaurant

Primorsko, Slavyanska Str.

+359 885 728 923

77.

Day and Night Restaurant

Primorsko, 68-70 Third March Str.

+359 898 551 490

78.

Restaurant Happy Day

Bourgas Mineral Baths

+359 896 789 356

79.

Restaurant Bells

Saint Vlas, 38 Sveti Vlasi Str.

+359 888 928 016

80.

Gloria Mar Restaurant

+359 895 555 111

81.

Restaurant Gerana

Saint Vlas, Marina Dinevi - yacht
port
Saint Vlas, 5 Han Krum Str.

82.

Apolonia Restaurant

Sozopol

+359 898 609 977

83.

Restaurant Riviera

Sozopol, 48 Milet Str.

+359 886 491 111

84.

Restaurant Trivoli

Sozopol,39 Morski skali Str.

+359 898 698 747

85.

Restaurant Lotos

Sozopol, 14 Odessa Str.

+359 889 627 180

86.

Restaurant Laguna Sozopol

Sozopol, 18 Odessa Str.

+359 896 882 124

87.

Restaurant Odyssey

Sozopol, 53 Republikanska Str.

+359 878 569 933

88.

Sozopol, Ropotamo Str.

+359 898 514 355

89.

Restaurant Rodopski
Specialties
Restaurant Barakuda

Sozopol, 32 Ropotamo Str.

+359 898 515 106

90.

ZOI Restaurant

Sozopol, 1 Kraybrezna Str.

+359 885 917 656

42.658355,
27.736068
42.658924,
27.736358
42.731601,
27.484428
42.266976,
27.756690
42.266911,
27.749263
42.266641,
27.755179
42.266790,
27.757712
42.269072,
27.752248
42.266660,
27.753075
42.611106,
27.393954
42.709459,
27.771142
42.707477,
27.767873
42.713686,
27.758184
42.417994,
27.694466
42.423620,
27.696047
42.426120,
27.698517
42.416161,
27.699399
42.416712,
27.700346
42.412079,
27.699302
42.414539,
27.699296
42.414804,
27.699086
42.425297,
27.694550

+359 888 328 860
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91.

Restaurant Windmill

Sozopol, 27, Morski skali Str.

+359 55 022 844

92.

Restaurant Di Valli

Sozopol, 35, Morski skali Str.

+359 888 982 265

93.

Restaurant Black Bison

Sozopol, 29 Ropotamo Str.

+359 885 966 656

94.

Condros Restaurant

95.

Castle Restaurant

+359 550 722 70
+359 899 840 286
+359 899 802 875

96.

Vromos Restaurant

Chernomoretz, 11 Vazrazhdane
Str.
Chernomoretz, Dimitar Blagoev
Str.
Chernomoretz, 21 Morska Str.

+359 898 497 644
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42.426333,
27.697106
42.424893,
27.694666
42.415039,
27.699184
42.446284,
27.638414
42.445776,
27.640107
42.447348,
27.637594

Restaurants in Haskovo District
№

Name

Address

1.

Hassienda Restaurant

Ivaylovgrad, 1 Bor Str.

2.

Restaurant "St. Konstantin and
Elena"

Ivaylovgrad, 8 Armira Str.

3.

Restaurant "Luxor"

Ivaylovgrad, 9 Armira Str.

4.

Restaurant "Armira"

Ivaylovgrad - 5 minutes walk to the
northwest of the city center

5.

Trakia Restaurant

Ivaylovgrad, 23, Petko Voyvoda Str.

6.

Restaurant "Condor"

Ivaylovgrad, 50 Bulgaria Blvd

7.

Restaurant "Jamura"

Mineral Baths village

8.

Bistro "Yaman"

Mineral Baths village

9.

Tavern "At Kolcho"

10.

Tavern "Banska Kushta"

Mineral Baths village, 13, Vasil Levski
Str.
Mineral Baths village

11.

Tavern "National"

Mineral Baths village

12.

Bistro "Victoria-Gold"

Mineral Baths village, 1, Sportist Str.

13.

Bistro "Juventus"

Mineral Baths village

14.

Restaurant "Pirate's meeting"

Mineral Baths village

15.

Restaurant "Izvorite"

Mineral Baths village

Contact information
+359 3661 8046
+359 888 581 139
bor_hasienda@abv.bg
www.hotelborhasienda.hi
t
+359 888 128 090
info@hotelivaylovgrad.com
www.hotelivaylovgrad.com
+359 887 215 958
luxor-complex@abv.bg
http://luxorcomplex.com/
+359 888 581 139
bor_hasienda@abv.bg
http://hotelarmira.info/
+ 359 3661 6547
+359 889 892 996
+359 888 134 239
trakia.hotel@abv.bg
http://www.trakiahotel.c
om/
+ 359 882 266 667
ppcchh@mail.bg
+359 888 692 977
+359 888 499 104
office@zamacat.eu
www.zamacat.eu
+359 886 704 313
+359 887 670 203
+359 3722 2241
+359 888 587 877
danailovi_min.bani@abv.
bg
+359 888 711 887
tanya.kalinova@dir.bg
www.national.dir.bg
+359 878 886 653
victoria_gold@abv.bg
+359 889 227 076
juventa2000@abv.bg
+359 3722 2381
+359 888 771522
izvorite@kamik.org
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GPS
coordinates
41.528315,
26.121299

41.522169,
26.119072

41.521071,
26.118997
41.528322,
26.121319
41.525999,
26.126363

41.942711,
25.346215
41.938476,
25.347055
41.938556,
25.347305
41.931977,
25.346939
41.935005,
25.348778
41.935350,
25.349777
41.938230,
25.347619
41.940415,
25.345296
41.941208,
25.342595

16.

Restaurant "Park"

Svilengrad, 2, Dragan Tsankov Str.

17.

Amadeus Restaurant

Svilengrad, 95 Bulgaria Blvd.

18.

Tavern Olimpus

Svilengrad, 48, Moskovska Str.

19.

Restaurant "Svilena"

Svilengrad, 1, 5th October

20.

Restaurant "Elite"

Svilengrad, 73 Bulgaria Blvd.

21.

Pavilion Garden "Golden Chicken"

Svilengrad, G.S. Rakovski Str.

22.

Pizza "Verdi"

Svilengrad, 58 Bulgaria Blvd.

23.

Restaurant "Mix"

Svilengrad, 13 G.S. Rakovski Str.

24.

Restaurant "Carolina"

Svilengrad, 124-126 Bulgaria blvd.

25.

Maritsa Restaurant

Svilengrad, 58 Bulgaria Blvd.

26.

Restaurant "By Husha"

Svilengrad, 64 Hristo Botev Str.

27.

Restaurant Casino "Bridge"

Svilengrad, 1, Volgograd Str.

28.

Restaurant The Vineyard

Svilengrad, 10A "Stefan Stambolov"
Str.

29.
30.

Restaurant "The Old House"
Restaurant Summer Garden

Topolovgrad, 1 Gumyurdzhina Str
Harmanli, Town Garden

31.

Restaurant Garden

Harmanli, 46, Benkovska Str

32.

Restaurant "The Tales"

Harmanli

33.

Snack bar "Ralitsa"

Harmanli, The Old Vineyards

34.

Restaurant Tourist

Harmanli, 10 Cooperative Market

35.

Restaurant Alafrangite

Haskovo, 7 Milin Kamak str.

36.

Restaurant "Uno Pio"

Haskovo 10, Dobrudja Str.,

+359 889 677 777
41.764819,
+359 379 88 000
26.209307
restaurant_parka@abv.bg
www.restaurantparka.co
m
+359 379 71 029
41.766370,
26.199376
+359 878 351581
41.767147,
26.202458
+359 379 71 692
41.768613,
26.198178
+359 379 71 018
41.765111,
26.202650
+359 379 71 007
41.765385,
26.203530
+359 379 71 919
41.770009,
26.200041
+359 379 71 107
41.766118,
26.203463
+359 379 4606
41.765399,
26.203316
+359 379 71027
41.765929,
26.201021
+359 889 246 541
41.763082,
26.205457
+359 878 355 000
41.768751,
http://restaurant-casino- 26.191652
mosta.com/bg/
+359 888 720 401
41.766604,
lozev_vino@yahoo.com
26.202551
http://lozevwine.com/
+3594703336
41.928638,
25.907669
+359 373 88 583
41.927382,
25.907285
+359 88 812 7985
41.916879,
kompleksprikazkite@abv. 25.885303
bg
http://prikazkite.payner.b
g/prikazkite.php
+359 373 87054
41.932012,
25.902628
41.931832,
25.903304
+359 886 587 718
41.935366,
alafrangite.h@abv.bg
25.546987
tzvety_lalov@abv.bg
www.alafrangite.com/
+359 38 631 111
41.929813,
+359 886 361 111
25.554259
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37.

Restaurant "Bulgare"

Haskovo, 2 Bulair Str.

38.

Bistro "Clay pots"

Haskovo, park Lom

39.

Restaurant Trakite

Haskovo, 18 Saedinenie Blvd.

40.

Tavern "Schlager"

Haskovo, 2-5 Bulair Str

41.

Restaurant "Grosh"

Haskovo, "P.R. Slaveykov"7

42.

Restaurant The Lakes

Haskovo, 1 Ilinden Str., Hristo Botev
Park

43.

Restaurant History

Haskovo, Kenana Park

44.

Restaurant "Calua"

Haskovo, Kenana Park

45.

Restaurant "Fantasy"

Haskovo, Kenana Park

http://www.unopiubg.co
m/
+359 884 342 672
http://bulgarehaskovo.com
+359 38 628252
http://glinenigarneta.com
+359 897 917 025
+359 877 507 600
+359 895 656 551
+359 887 463 194
+359 38 665 050
+359 898 439 336
+359 888 219 003
+359 895 778 580
http://ezerata.alle.bg/
+ 359 886 111888;
hotel.history@abv.bg
http://hotelrestoranthisto
ry.com/
+359 898 816621
http://calua.eu/
+359 887 046339
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41.933633,
25.558916
41.922300,
25.558963
41.933803,
25.557652
41.936072,
25.558660
41.931459,
25.551367
41.924756,
25.558078
41.944521,
25.540518
41.951355,
25.532057
41.944101,
25.542651

Restaurants in Yambol District
№

Name

Address

Contact information

GPS
coordinates
42.482768,
26.508066
42.484074,
26.510068

1.

Storm Restaurant

Yambol, 18 Targovska Str.

+359 896 010 597

2.

Pizzaria MOMO

Yambol, 11A Georgi S. Rakovski
Square

3.

Pizzaria Castelo

Yambol, 17 Georgi Sava Rakovski
Str.

4.

Alpineum Restaurant

Yambol, 1 Braila Str.

5.

Café-club Brilliantin

Yambol, 6, Bogomil Str.

6.

Stergaloto Restaurant

Yambol, 2, Tsar Osvoboditel Str.

+359 46 622 010
+359 896 622 010
http://momo-foods.com/
+359 46 661 080
+359 988 350 588
https://www.facebook.com
/pizzacasteloqmbol?ref=br_
rs
+359 46 663 633
https://www.facebook.com
/www.alpineumyambol.bg
+359 878 309 532
https://goo.gl/s83Hmj
+359 896 800 519

7.

Dublin Restaurant

Yambol, 2, Tsar Osvoboditel Str.

+359 46 662 492

8.

Strandja Tavern

Yambol, 4, Angel Kanchev Str.

+359 46 661 514

9.

Bolyari Tavern

Yambol, 13, Buzludja Str.,
part of hotel complex Tundja

10.

Tundja Restaurant

Yambol, 13, Buzludja Str.,
part of hotel complex Tundja

11.

Coffee Marbella

Yambol, 7, Doktor Krastev Str.

12.

Thracian village tavern

Yambol, 29 Lyuben Karavelov Str.

+359 46 662 771
+359 4 624 433
hotel.tundzha@gmail.com
http://hoteltundzha.domino.bg/mehan
a.htm
+359 46 662 771
42.484891,
+359 46 624 433
26.503477
hotel.tundzha@gmail.com
http://hoteltundzha.domino.bg/mehan
a.htm
+359 899 702 838
42.476536,
26.499977
+359 898 771 931
42.483720,
https://goo.gl/sqtqHK
26.509084

13.

Golden Horn Restaurant

Yambol, City Park

+359 988 819 559
https://goo.gl/zjqiEf

42.485377,
26.494007

14.

Capri Restaurant

Yambol, 10, Bunar Hissar Str.

42.475257,
26.522103

15.

Harvest coffee and food Restaurant

16.

Restaurant Borovets

Yambol, Golden Horn complex,
Bl. 28, to entry B
Yambol, 100, Borovets Str.

+359 46 669 585
http://www.hotelkapri.com/restorant.php
+359 882 805 351
https://goo.gl/AySsAz
+359 46 663 357
https://goo.gl/SBNHqF
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42.483692,
26.511674

42.482839,
26.507239
42.483269,
26.513939
42.484496,
26.505096
42.484492,
26.505118
42.484544,
26.505096
42.484891,
26.503477

42.482118,
26.49287
42.489566,
26.524283

17.

Snack Bar Nadezhda

Yambol, 266 Graf Ignatiev Str.

18.

Restaurant The Green House - Elter

Yambol, 161 Graf Ignatiev Str.

19.

Vega Tavern

Yambol, 12, Yambolen Str.

20.

Coffee-restaurant At Joro

Yambol, Diana 67

21.

Yambol, Industrialna

Caprice Restaurant

+359 896 852 467
https://goo.gl/LixJ6R
+359 46 669 299
https://goo.gl/5JNdga

42.470234,
26.521597
42.471198,
26.523535

+359 894 049 595
https://goo.gl/UCzRqL
+359 885 270 073
https://goo.gl/cRWBT3
+359 888 698 299
https://goo.gl/3ukc9S
+359 898 683 084
https://www.facebook.com
/durvoto
+359 899 804 779

42.485649,
26.488479
42.469391,
26.528439
42.486841,
26.484686
42.501931,
26.529090

22.

The Tree Restaurant

Yambol, Georgi Benkovski

23.

Amadeus Restaurant

24.

Ekaterina Restaurant

Yambol, Hale 65, between bl.2
and bl.14
Veselinovo village

25.

Strandja Bar and Restaurant

Bolyarovo village, 6 Deveti
Septemvri Str.

26.

Bozhura Restaurant

27.

Restaurant Terminal Card

Bozhura locality, near the town of
Sredets, part of Strandja tourist
complex
Boyanovo village

28.

Breakfast Bonn-Bonn

Elhovo, 3, Vasil Levski Str.

+359 896 655 148
office@ekaterina.bg
http://ekaterina.bg/
+359 887 664 602
https://www.facebook.com
/barstrandja
+359 899 877 939
motel_bojura@abv.bg
http://www.bojura.bg/
+359 878 526 280
+359 878 526 294
+359 478 82476

29.

Rainbow Restaurant

Elhovo, 71 Cherno More Str.

+359 478 88460

30.

Bistro Sani

Elhovo, 64 Zhelyazko Petkov Str.

31.

Pizzaria Panorama

Elhovo, 76 Targovska Str.

+359 478 88317
+359 887 633 419
+359 478 83040

32.

Oasis Restaurant

Elhovo, 3, Yancho Bakalov Str.

33.

Coffee-aperitif Lazur

Elhovo, 33 B Chattalja Str.

34.

Restaurant The House

Elhovo, 7 Indzhe Voyvoda Str.

35.

Coffee-aperitif Crystal

Elhovo, 71 Targovska Str.

36.

Bistro Krasi

Elhovo, 18, Pobeda Str.

37.

Caprice Restaurant

Elhovo, 25 Angel Angel Str.

+359 478 86666
+359 877 500 567
ksemerdzhiev@abv.bg
+359 887 798 340

38.

Coffee-aperitif The Bells – Bar &

Elhovo, 16 Targovska Str.

+359 478 88238

+359 478 85465
+359 879 589 491
r-toazis@mail.bg
+359 889 993 883
vani.krasimirova@abv.bg
+359 887 916 595
+359 877 922 200
mihaylov_62@abv.bg
+359 884 239 900
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42.474233,
26.528433
42.523155,
26.531976
42.149017,
26.808163
42.296660,
27.159116
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,

kitchen
39.

Guest House The barrel

Elhovo, 2, Tsar Simeon Str.

40.

Restaurant Banya

Elhovo, 14, 3 March Str.

41.

Beerhouse Bazaar

Elhovo, 33 Targovska Str.

+359 878 912 215
mail@kambanite.com
www.kambanite.com
+359 478 814 07
m.minchev73@abv.bg
+359 478 81450
+359 478 81451
+359 899 149 582
booking.banyata@mail.bg
www.hotelbanyata.com
+359 887 370 309

42.

Royal Restaurant

Straldzha, 14А Hemus Str.

+359 887 471 909

43.

Hemus Restaurant

Straldzha, 14, Hemus str.

+359 89 471 1580

44.

Soldier Field Bar Grill

Straldzha

+359 88 513 5550

45.

Restaurant Grill House Lazur

Petolachka

+359 889 436 324

46.

Golden Lion Restaurant

Petolachka

+359 888 280 236

47.

Petolachka Restaurant

Petolachka

+359 895 086 787
https://goo.gl/yFA8r4

rd
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26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617
42.168110,
26.559617

42.168110,
26.559617
42.600237,
26.689713
42.595521,
26.692083
42.646813,
26.671002
42.646691,
26.668357
42.646591,
26.668912
42.648044,
26.669263

Hotels in the cross-border region

Annex 7

Complex Luxor
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 9 Armira str
+359 876 995 472, +359 887 215 958, +359 876 995 472
luxor.complex@gmail.com, luxor_complex@abv.bg
http://luxor-complex.com/
41.520876, 26.119289
Luxor Spa Complex in Ivaylovgrad is a trademark in the Eastern Rhodopes for a pleasant
experience, enjoyment of life and new adventures, made up of a special selection of nature,
history and hospitality. The complex revives the traditions of rest from antiquity and returns to
the tranquility and romance of the Eastern Rhodopes.
The hotel is located 5 km from the Greek border and 135 km from the shores of the Aegean Sea
to Alexandroupolis. It offers accommodation in standard and deluxe rooms and suites, a pool
with bar, a restaurant for events and celebrations with local culinary delights, a spa and fitness
center, a place for seminars and trainings, children's facilities with a games and entertainment
hall, convenient parking and wireless internet on the territory of the complex.
The hotel part of the Luxor spa complex has 27 rooms and suites, furnished with contemporary
design furniture, in bright and pleasant tones of decoration, facing the Rhodopes hills or the
hotel's pool.
The complex offers attractive options for active tourism - a one-day bike tour with a picnic in
Likana, a tour to Villa Armira, a tour to the Lutitsa fortress, a tour "Return to the roots", a
pedestrian tour to the protected area of Dupkata, a one-day adventure with wheels, wild horses
and homemade cheese, sport fishing at the Ivaylovgrad dam and many others.
Throughout the centuries, Ivailovgrad was a destination for rest and vacantion of the Romans
and Thracians, as well as the path of cultures with Byzantine and Eastern influences. The region,
with its microclimate and its proximity to the seashore of the Aegean Sea, has determined the
culinary traditions: breakfast begins with katmi, mekitsi and yoghurt, fresh fruit and juices, lunch
takes place in meat delights of roasted lamb and fish cloth with catfish, carp and trout with
spices from the region - oregano, mint and thyme, and follow the desserts with rachell,
homemade cake and sesame tahan. Ivaylovgrad organizes culinary festivals of wine, sesame and
Thracian dishes. Sesame tahana, butter bread and wild almonds and walnuts are also part of the
region's traditional proposals.
The Luxor Restaurant has 120 seats and offers a rich à la carte menu with traditional dishes and
gourmet delights from the region. The restaurant's priority is to preserve the authenticity of
food preparation and the use of local, environmentally friendly vegetables, fruits and meat. Preordering and preparation of lamb or veal barbecue is organized according to the season and the
animals are grown in local farms, free, in an ecological way among the nature of the Eastern
Rhodopes.
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Casa del Mare Hotel
Coordinates:
Sozopol, 36 Kiril i Metodiy Str.
+359 550 22300, +359 550 22216, +359 877
999 913
info@hotelcasadelmare.com
www.hotelcasadelmare.com
42.424171, 27.695929
Casa del Mare Hotel is the newest pearl in the crown of ancient Sozopol. Situated on the
beachfront, the complex is home to the incredible combination of discreet luxury and warm
home coziness. Casa del Mare is built in a unique location in the Old Town. On one side is the
seaside, and on the other - the old houses and the cobblestone streets. Immediately next to the
hotel are towers the ruins of the Southern Fortress wall and embrace the coastline with the
mystique of a long past.
The hotel offers its guests entertainment as underwater downhill and boat rides around the city
and to the island of St. Ivan.
The hotel has 19 deluxe double rooms, one triple, 2 family suites and one Presidential suite.
For guests there is a sophisticated Green Line Restaurant - Casa del Mare with a capacity of 100
seats and a 90-seat terrace with unique view to the waves and the perfect cuisine with plenty of
traditional Bulgarian and Mediterranean specialties - fresh fish and seafood specialties, original
starters and hors d'oeuvres, BBQ and stakes, pizzas and Italian specialties, satisfies the desires
of the most discerning connoisseurs. The restaurant traditionally offers a special "green" menu,
including meals with carefully calculated calories and indisputable flavors.
The wine list includes selected wines from around the world. Among the top offers are the New
Green Line white and red wine produced and bottled in the Piedmont region of Northern Italy,
as well as the New Green Line table wine, which has a beneficial effect on health.
Riverside Hotel
Coordinates:
Yambol, 24 Nikolay Petrini Str.
+359 46 661 730, +359 46 661 731, +359 885 570 720
office@riverside-hotel.eu
www.riverside-hotel.eu/bg/
42.482858, 26.501482
Riverside Hotel Complex is situated on the banks of the river
Tundja, in the central city part of Yambol. The building has interesting architecture and modern
interior. The hotel has 12 rooms, of which 2 are studios and one maisonette. Rooms are air-
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conditioned and soundproofed and include
cable TV, free Wi-Fi and free parking. The complex has a lobby bar, a restaurant and a winery.
The Riverside Hotel's restaurant is located on the ground floor of the building. It has 50 seats
and a small hall with 15 seats, as well as a summer garden. The elegant restaurant serves
Bulgarian cuisine as well as international dishes prepared with local products.
In the newly opened Riverside winery, guests have the opportunity to relax from the hectic
everyday life, immerse themselves in a unique home-made setting and enjoy a selection of
wines and beverages combined with delicious Bulgarian dishes and delicate platters.
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Hotels in Burgas District
№ Name

Address

1

Aytos
+359 55 826 558
60 Parkova +359 885 620 876
Str.
https://www.facebook.com/EtnografskiKompleksGenger/

2

Genger
Hotel
Comple
x
Avenue
hotel

3

Aqua
Bourgas
hotel

4

Alexa
hotel

5

Diamon
d Beach
Apartho
tel
Atagen
family
hotel

6

7

Babilon
Hotel

8

Bakardji
evi
Family
Hotel
Jewel
Family
hotel

9

1
0

Boryana
hotel

Contact Information

Burgas
Izgrev
Square, 6,
Transportn
a Str.
Burgas
Demokrats
ia Blvd.,
Lazur
Complex
Burgas
Sarafovo,
4,
Bratsigovo
Str.
Burgas
Sarafovo,
2 Laguna
Str.
Burgas
San
Stefano
129
Burgas
Sunny
Beach
Burgas
8 Sarafovo
Str.
Burgas
39
Rakovski
Str.
Burgas
Kraymorie,
8 Lorna
Str.

GPS
coordinates
42.708202,
27.258817

+359 886 643 333
office@hotelavenue.bg
https://www.hotelavenue.bg/bg

42.5286420
27.4542599

+359 56 833 535
+359 885 288 599
+359 56 833 551
burgas@aquahotels.com
http://burgas.aquahotels.com/
+359 56 872 735
+359 887 610 727
alexatour@abv.bg

42.511067
27.46738

diamondbeach_reservations@artstroy.eu
http://dbeach.artstroy.eu/index_bg.html

42.5595101
27.5247421

+359 56 812 218
hotel_atagen@abv.bg
http://www.hotelatagen.com/

42.503414,
27.473310

+359 55 440 060

42.685346,
27.707788

+359 888 357 958
+359 888 514 497
http://www.sarafovobg.com/sub_en/Private_bakardjievi.htm
+359 56 81 92 92
+359 56 81 92 92
reservation.hbiju@gmail.com
http://hotelbiju.com
+359 888 788 094
kraimorskibriag@abv.bg
http://www.burgas-kraimorie.com/

42.559909,
27.516322
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42.559681,
27.523275

42.4971246
27.4637380
42.4455288
27.4875487

1
1

Briz
Hotel

1
2

Briz
Hotel

1
3

hotel
Bulair

1
4

Burgas
Hotel

Bourgas
Han Krum
5 Street

1
5

The
Buhlev’s
Water
Mill
hotel
Bulgaria
hotel

Burgas
5th
kilometer

1
6

Burgas
Sarafovo,
3
Capannska
Str.
Burgas
Sarafovo,
26 Odesa
Str.
Burgas
7 Bulair
Str.

Burgas
21
Aleksandr
ovska Str.
Burgas
42, Batak
Str

1
8

White
Rose
Villa

1
9

Vatashki Burgas
Family
Sarafovo,
hotel
34,
Komsomol
ska Str.
Velevi
Burgas
guestho Kraymorie,
use
17a Hristo
Arnaudov
Str.
Georgie Burgas
vi
Sarafovo
Family
hotel
Gran
Bourgas
Via
Democrats
hotel
ia Blvd 54

2
0

2
1
2
2

https://www.booking.com/hotel/bg/briz-bourgassarafovo.bg.html#policies

42.556323,
27.515321

+359 55 02 25 86
+359 886 40 72 96
+359 55 02 24 93
hotelbriz@abv.bg
+359 56 844 389
+359 875 205 655
bulair@abv.bg
http://hotelbulair.com/
+359 56 816 666
+359 878 726 666
info@hotelburgas.com
https://www.hotelburgas.com/bg/
+359 878 56 29 14
http://www.buhlevatavodenica.com

42.5565529
27.5159396

+359 56 842610
+359 888 646463
info@bulgaria-hotel.com
http://www.bulgaria-hotel.com/
+359 878 103 638
+359 878 103 639
whiterosse@abv.bg
http://whiterosse.com/
+359 56522 799
+359 888 928 000
vatashka@abv.bg

42.4929237
27.4732117

+359 888 779 987
hotel_velevi@abv.bg
http://velevi-bg.book.direct/

42.4458457
27.4880192

+359 889 946 839

42.5624673
27.5248405

+359 56 821 919
+359 895 149 393
granvia.bg@gmail.com

42.4978739
27.4799813
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42.4914259
27.4766322
42.50479259
27.4626361000
00054
42.5327401
27.4596471

42.5100675
27.4700637
42.5603025
27.5237885

2
3

Dom
Dimovi
Hotell

2
4

Doro
Hotel

2
5

Drama
hotel

2
6

ELSOR
hotel

2
7

ZORA
family
hotel

2
8

Californi
a hotel

2
9

Cedar
hotel

3
0

Clara
hotel

3
1

Kosmos
hotel

3
2

Guest
House
Bogoevi

Burgas,
Kraymorie,
19
Valolom
Str.
Burgas
28 Sredna
gora Str.
Burgas
Bratya
Miladinovi
10A
Drama Str.
Burgas
38 Ekzarh
Josif Str.
Burgas
Sarafovo,
20, Radhi
Nikolov
Str.
Burgas
36, Ljuben
Karavelov
Str
Burgas
Sarafovo,
16, Angel
Dimitrov
str.
Burgas
Sarafovo,
78 Angel
Dimitrov
Str.
Burgas
Stefan
Stambolov
Str.
Bourgas
Sarafovo,
21 Emona
Str.

http://granvia-bg.com/about-the-hotel/#!pp[g2]/6/
+359 887 875 703
dom_dimovi@abv.bg
http://domdimovi.com/bg/%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%87%D
0%B0%D0%BB%D0%BE/

42.4471658
27.4878862

+359 56 82 08 08
+359 886 62 86 32
+359 56 82 07 70
info@hoteldoro.com
http://www.hoteldoro.com/
+359 56 801 617
+359 886 401 016
hoteldrama@abv.bg
http://www.hoteldrama.com/bg/

42.4983058
27.4786529

+359 886 931 369

42.4969606
27.4791764

+359 56872 362
+359 877 574 707
imotizora@abv.bg
http://zora-sarafovo.com/

42.5621366
27.5266501

+359 56 531 000
+359 885 578 000
+359 56 533 500
reservations@burgashotel.com
http://www.burgashotel.com/
+359 56872 395
+359 895 777 846
kedarahotel@abv.bg
http://kedara-hotel.com/bg/

42.498798,
27.466604

+359 56872 047
info@theclarahotelbulgaria.com
http://www.theclarahotelbulgaria.com/

42.5631125
27.5275133

+359 56 813 400
office@hotelcosmos.com
http://www.hotelcosmos.com/

42.509918,
27.467762

+359 879 348 897
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42.5024401
27.4655531

42.5603470
27.5215450

42.5596105
27.5166968

3
3

Laguna
hotel

Burgas
Kraimorie
9B Hristo
Arnaudov
Str.

3
4

Luxor
family
hotel

Burgas
27 Bulair
Str.

3
5
3
6

Mida
hotel
MIKAD
O
guestho
use
Milan
guestho
use

Sunny
Beach
Burgas
184
Slaveykov
Str.
Burgas
30 Zornica
Quarter

3
7

3
8

3
9

4
0

4
1
4
2

4

Mirage
hotel

Burgas
Quarter,
93
Slaveykov
Str.
Mirana
Burgas
Family
Sarafovo,
hotel
10
Bratsigovo
Str.
Seahors Burgas
e
Sarafovo
guestho Quarter,
use
38
October
Str
Comple Burgas
x
6, Philip
National Kurtev Str
Neranza Burgas
hotel
Sarafovo,
18
Burevestni
k Str
Neranza Burgas

+359 56 89 05 00
+359 887 262 259
LagunaHotel@abv.bg
http://www.lagunahotel.eu/
www.kraimoriebeach.com
bg.com
+359 56847 670
+359 884 255 526
+359 56 847 671
luxor_bs@yahoo.com
http://luxor-bs.com/
+359 887 511 669

42.4451926
27.4860415
www.kraimorie-

+359 89 565 8610
hotelmikadoburgas@gmail.com
http://hotelmikado.com/index.php
+359 877 370 209
info@hotelmilano.bg
hotelmilano@abv.bg
hotel.milano@yahoo.com
http://www.hotelmilano.bg/index.html
+359 56 880 888
reservation@mirage-bs.com
http://www.mirage-bs.com/

42.4920714
27.4788170

42.699098,
27.710727
42,5194
27,4484
42.5072316
27.4802184

42.5047925999
9999
27.4626361000
00054

+359 56 872 770
+359 888 284 441
+359 56 872 986
mirana@tourism.bg
http://www.sarafovo-bg.com/sub/hot
+359 56500 580
+359 885 117 705
e-mail: seahorse@mail.bg
http://morskokonche.com/

42.5599098
27.5229803

+359 897 853 777
nationalks@abv.bg
https://www.facebook.com/kompleksnational
+359 888 625 578
neranza_hotel@abv.bg
http://www.hotel-neranza.com/

42.491014,
27.476800

+359 888 625 578

42.560701,
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42.5625090
27.5218402

42.560185
27.5189232

3

hotel

4
4

Opera
hotel

4
5

Palma
hotel

4
6

Perla
family
hotel

4
7

Pilchevi
guestho
use

4
8

Prestige
hotel

4
9

Primore
tz
Grand
Hotel &
Spa
Retrobu
tik hotel

5
0
5
1
5
2

5
3

Samuel
Apartho
tel
Santa
Maria
Guestho
use
Saint
George
hotel

Sarafovo,
18
Burevestni
k Str
Burgas
36 Lyuben
Karavelov
Str
Burgas
Sarafovo
5,
Komsomos
ka Str.
Burgas
184
Slaveykov
str
Burgas
17, Angel
Dimitrov
Str
Burgas
41,
Perushtits
a Str.
Burgas
2
Alexander
Batenberg
Str
Burgas
Metropolit
an Simeon
13
Burgas
46 Tsar
Samuil Str
Burgas
Sarafovo,
58, Angel
Dimitrov
Str.
Burgas
Sarafovo,
5,
Remsova
Str.

info@hotel-neranza.com
http://www.hotel-neranza.com

27.519741

+359 56 53 1000
+359 56 53 35 00
reservations@burgashotel.com
www.burgashotel.com
+359 898 30 78 12
+359 55 02 24 93
hotelpalma@mail.bg
http://www.hotelpalma.info/

42.4987374
27.4666045

+359 895 658 610

42.5600466
27.5224399

42.5194428
27.4483279

+359 88 726 623
villa_pilchevy@hotmail.com
http://vilapilchevy.bgfree.com/

42.558558,
27.517609

+359 56 83 73 10
+359 889 59 32 95
hotelprestige@abv.bg
http://www.hotelprestige.info/
+359 56 8 12345
info@hotelprimoretz.bg
https://hotelprimoretz.bg

42.5104167
27.4724233

+359 876 559 827
retrobutik@abv.bg

42.5652706
27.5160872999
9998
42.49271
27.4745237

+359 892 229 111
stoianov@gmail.com
http://www.hotelsamuil.com/
+359 56999 899
+359 893 319 619
santa_maria@mail.bg
http://www.santamariahotel.eu/

42.5006299
27.4660085

+359 56 873 256
http://web.hit.bg/vacation-bg/index_sv.george.html

42.557560,
27.515415
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42.5630849
27.5301374

5
4

St. Elias
hotel

5
5

Seasons
South
Burgas
hotel
Sun
Family
hotel

5
6

Burgas
15
Perushtits
a Str.
Burgas,
79B Iv.
Vazov Str.

+359 56 838 284

42.508778,
27.474513

+359 56 841 703
hotel_sezoni@abv.bg
http://sezoniburgas.com/

42.490929,
27.463491

Burgas
Lazur bl.
113

+359 56 816 567
+359 899 914 387
hotelsun.bourgas@gmail.com
http://www.hotelsunburgas.com/
+359 878 481 601

42.5105484
27.4749497

+359 56 86 64 10
+359 886 507 289
+359 56 86 64 12
office@hotel-favorite.com
http://www.hotel-favorit.com/
+359 56 828 852
+359 885 915 355
hotel.fors@gmail.com
office@hotelfors-bg.com
http://hotelfors-bg.com/
+359 878 974 703
reservations@hotelfotinov.com
http://hotelfotinov.com/

42.5047925
27.4626361

+359 878 836 565
info@centralbourgas.com
http://www.centralbourgas.com/
+359 55 422 750

42.496712,
27.464129

+359 55 922 622
+359 884 857 315
hotel_park@abv.bg
https://www.spahotelpark.com/
+359 55 036 849
+359 886 700 388
http://chiplakoff.com/home/
+359 886 368488
+359 887 605758
alexboro@abv.bg
http://akris.webnode.com/

42.653319,
26.986981

5
7

Todorov
i family
hotel

5
8

Favorite
guestho
use

5
9

hotel
Force

Burgas
17,
Konstantin
Fotinov Str

6
0

Fotinov
family
hotel

6
1

Central
family
hotel
Yantra
family
hotel
Hotel
Park

Burgas
22,
Konstantin
Fotinov Str
Burgas
60, Ivaylo
Str
Sunny
Beach

6
2
6
3
6
4
6
5

hotel
Chiplak
off
Akris
hotel

Burgas
7 Trakiec
Str.,
Kraimorie
Burgas,
Zornitsa,
panoramic
road

Karnobat
Park
Karnobat
Kiten
Primorska
2 Str
Obzor
25, Dunav
Str.
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42.4444654
27.4859408

42.4929606
27.4753860

42.4938891
27.4748741

42.685313,
27.706829

42.236411,
27.778491
42.822243,
27.875462

6
6

Bisser
hotel

Obzor
46, Vasil
Levski Str

6
7

Denitsa
hotel

6
8

July
Mornin
g hotel

6
9

Obzor
City
Hotel

Obzor
14, Vasil
Levski Str
Obzor
28,
Chernomo
rska Str.
Obzor
26, Ivan
Vazov Str

7
0

Paraizo
beach
hotel

7
1

Apollis
Family
hotel

7
2

Santa
Marina
Holiday
Village

7
3

Casa del
Mare
hotel

7
4

Selena
Beach
hotel

7
5

Phoenix
hotel

7
6

Hermes
Alexand
ria Club
Hotel

Obzor
16,
Chernomo
rska Str.
Sozopol
6, Tsar
Svetoslav
Terter Str.
Sozopol

Sozopol
36 Kiril i
Metodiy
Str.
Sozopol
Budjaka
area, 31
Via
Pontica
str.
Sozopol
Boudjaka,
55
Republika
nska Str.
Tsarevo
zone
North

+359 55 632 151
+359 899 478 587
bisserhotel@yahoo.com
http://www.hotel-bisser.net/bg/
+359 55 633 057

42.2466532
27.7505512

+359 889 522 822

42.8189654
27.8814144

+359 886 906 569
+359 556 33 101
office@obzorcityhotel.com
http://www.obzorcityhotel.com/
+359 556 33 290
+359 556 33 295
paraizo_beach@abv.bg
http://www.paraizo.journey.bg/bg/info.php?itype=306
+359 55 022 611
info@hotel-apolis.com
http://www.hotel-apolis.com/index.php

42.817716,
27.882346

+ 359 550 20 200
+359 886 85 09 59
+ 359 550 20 202
reservations@santamarina.bg
https://www.santamarina.bg
+359 877 999 913
casasozopol@gmail.com
http://hotelcasadelmare.com/web/za-xotela.php

42.409020,
27.677555

+359 550 242 37
+359 550 242 36
selena_beach@abv.bg
www.selenabeach.com

42.407834,
27.706455

+359 894 339 179
info@hotel-elena-sozopol.com
http://hotel-elena-sozopol.com/

42.412070,
27.699793

+359 700 18 308
+359 298 19 413
office@alexandriatravel.bg
http://www.hermesresort.com/bg/home.html

42.173829,
27.847907
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42.817510,
27.881028

42.817997,
27.884724
42.24398
27.42011

42.424142
27.695925

7
7
7
8
7
9
8
0

Sunny
Hills
guestho
use
Star
holiday
Village
Nanev
hotel
guestho
use
Tropica
na

Bryastovet
s village

+359 56 828 922
bulgarianvillarenters@gmail.com
http://www.bulgarianvillarenters.com/

42.673772,
27.468039

Sudievo
village

+359 877 680 777
marketing@hotelzvezda.net
http://hotelzvezda.net/
+359 888 440 545
nanevhotel@abv.bg
http://hotelnanev.com/
+359 888066612
bgtropicana@yahoo.com
http://www.hoteltropicanaravda.com/

42.6667341
27.3191247

Obzor, 10,
Mladejka
Str
Ravda, 13
Izgrev Str
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42.818377,
27.877928
42.645670,
27.679943

Hotels in Haskovo district
№
1.

Name
Armira Family Hotel

Address
Ivaylovgrad, 2 Bor Str.

2.

Family Hotel Bor

Ivaylovgrad, 2 Bor Str.

3.

Hotel Luxor

Ivaylovgrad, Drujba, 9
Armira str.

4.

Light Castle Complex

Ivaylovgrad,
20 G.S . Rakovski Str.

5.

Hotel-Restaurant St. St.
Konstantin and Elena

Ivaylovgrad, Drujba, 8
Armira Str.

6.

Guest House "Ahrida"

7.

Hotel "Trakia"

Ivaylovgrad, in the
downtown
Ivaylovgrad, 23,
Kapitan Petko Str.

8.

ECO HOME "Darina"

9.

ECO HOME
"Balabanov's House”

10.

Hotel "Rai"

Madzharovo, 48,
D.Madjarov Str

11.

Hotel complex
"Bulgaria"

Mineral Baths village,
2, Prostor Str.

12.

Family hotel "Jamura"

Mineral Baths village,
11, Vitosha Str

13.

Family Hotel "The
Castle"

Mineral Baths village,
11, Vitosha Str

14.

Family Hotel "Eilin"

Mineral Baths village,
8 Lyuben Karavelov Str

Ivaylovgrad, 19
Saedinenie Str.
Ivaylovgrad 31, Armira
Str.

Contact information
+ 359 3661 8046, + 359 888
581139
bor_hasienda@abv.bg
http://hotelarmira.info/
+359 888 581139;
bor_hasienda@abv.bg
www.hotelborhasienda.hit.bg
+359 886 995472;
luxor-complex@abv.bg
http://www.luxor-complex.com/
+359 898 628653;
lightcastle@abv.bg
http://castle.light.bg/bg/hotel
www.hotel-ivaylovgrad.com
+359 888 128083
info@hotel-ivaylovgrad.com
+359 898 628653;
ahrida@abv.bg
+359 888 134237;
+359 888 134 239
trakia.hotel@abv.bg
+359 887 357084;
ekodomdarina2005@abv.bg
+359 899 195 024
http://www.visit.bg/hoteli/balab
anovata-kashta-kardjali-796
+359 3720 2230; +359 889
614198
hotelrai_bg@abv.bg
http://www.hotelraibg.com/
+359 3722 2405;
hotel_bulgaria@abv.bg
http://www.hotel-bulgaria.com
+359 888 692977;
+359 888 499104
www.djamura.com
+359 888 692977;
office@zamacat.eu
http://www.zamacat.eu/
+359 3722 2078; +359 886
758098;
info@hotelaylin.net
www.hotelaylin.com

This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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GPS coordinates
41.528282,
26.121266
41.528402,
26.121224
41.518608,
26.118667
41.528962,
26.127373
41.518566,
26.118692
41.470944,
25.652580
41.526264,
26.126353
41.512876,
26.112619
41.518612,
26.118689
41.635283,
25.856338
41.936246,
25.353878
41.942797,
25.346257
41.942797,
25.346257
41.937468,
25.346989

№
15.
16.

Name
Guest Rooms Angel
Troilov - Town Hall
Guest House "Arpha"

Address
Mineral Baths village,
Mladost 4 str
Mineral Baths village,
4 Bor Str.

17.

Arizona Family Hotel

18.

Belisima Guest House

19.
20.

Family Hotel Victoria
Gold
Guest House "Diana"

21.

Hotel Ioniko Thermal

Mineral Baths village,
9, Hristo Botev Blvd
Mineralni Baths
village, Sharapanite
area
Mineralni baths
village, 1 Sportist Str
Mineralni baths
village, 9, Stanil Filev
str
Mineralni baths village

22.

Guest rooms "National"

Mineralni baths
village, 14, Stanil Filev
str

23.

Olympic Complex Guest
Rooms

24.

Guest Rooms
"Shastlivelz"

25.

Family Hotel Yaman

26.

Guest Rooms Atanas
Byalkov

27.

Guest Rooms "Baldju"

28.

Family Hotel "Viama"

29.

Guest Rooms Elenka
Prodanova

30.

Hotel "Izvorite"

Mineralni baths
village, Renovated
central park
Mineralni baths
village, 13, Vasil Levski
Str
Mineralni baths
village, 12, Vasil Levski
blvd
Mineralni baths
village, ул. Панайот
Волов 7
Mineralni baths
village, 1 Yuri Gagarin
Str.
с Mineralni baths
village, 14, Oborishte
str
Mineralni baths
village, 2 Panayot
Volov Str
Mineralni baths
village, 23, Ivan Vazov
Str

Contact information
+359 3722 20 38; +359 885 391
091
+359 878 496177; +359 888 505
332
arfa_turs@abv.bg
+359 878 203852
+359 898 408683
contact@vilabellissima.com
www.vilabellissima.com/
+359 878 886653
victoria_gold@abv.bg
+359 886 887963
+359 886 704313
ioniko_termal@abv.bg
+359 888 711887
tanya.kalinova@dir.bg
http://national.dir.bg/_wm/diary
/?df=46&dflid=3
+359 889 916 797

GPS coordinates

41.933519,
25.349327
41.915811,
25.325811
41.935372,
25.349798

41.935116,
25.348724

+359 898 961 075

41.934685,
25.349659

+359 886 704 313

41.938600,
25.347020

+359 3722 2663
+359 896 490 502

41.943693,
25.343951

+359 3722 2471
+359 888 902 572
+359 888 771 522
izvorite@kamik.org
www.izvorite.kamik.org
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41.941310,
25.342641

№
31.

Name
Guest rooms "Kolcho"

Address
Mineralni baths
village, 12, Vasil Levski
Str
Mineralni baths
village, 1 Panayot
Volov str.
Mineralni baths
village, 14, Liuben
Karavelov Str
Mineralni baths
village, 6, Panayot
Volov Str
Mineralni baths
village, 18A Vasil
Levski Str
Mineralni baths
village, 12, Panayot
Volov Str
Bryastovo village,
Mineralni bani
municipality
Bryastovo village,
Mineralni bani
municipality
Svilengrad,
1 Kamchia Str

32.

Guest House "Stavrevi"

33.

Guest Rooms Stanko
Yankov

34.

Ego Guest House

35.

Guest Rooms "Tihiat
kat"

36.

Guest Rooms Tsonka
Kireva

37.

Guest House
"Chirkolova House"

38.

Chalet "Aida"

39.

Hotel "Paris"

40.

Romantika Princess
Hotel

Svilengrad, 4, Dragan
Tsankov Str

41.

Hotel "Svilena"

Svilengrad, 1, 5th
October Square

42.

Hotel "Victoria"

Svilengrad, 4 Rila Str

43.

Hotel Galaxy

Svilengrad, 8 Edirne
Str

44.

Hotel "Waterfall"

Svilengrad, Dr
Strashimir Dochkov
Str. (Hospital)

Contact information
+359 887 670203

GPS coordinates
41.938799,
25.347347

+359 3722 2244
+359 886 838 002
+359 887 474 469
reservation@centre-ego.info
http://kg.centre-ego.info/
+359 886 711 035

41.936417,
25.350433

+359 878 532 209
+ 359 898 348 861; +359 899 884
326
hminkov@abv.bg
+359 899 907495;
hubendobrev@abv.bg

41.925027,
25.319449

+359 379 90 000; +359 888 357
272
hotel.parish@gmail.com
http://hotelparish.bg/
+359 379 77777; +359 379 70707
info@romanticaprincess.com
http://hotelromantica.eu
+359379 71689; +359379 71695
reception@hotelsvilena.com
http://hotelsvilena.com
+ 359 886 212 162; +359 886 612
060; + 359 379 66765
hotelviktoria@abv.bg
http://www.hotel-viktoriasvilengrad.com
+359 379 71942; +359 878 842
028
http://kompleksgalaxy.com/
+359 379 63009; +359 879 887
829; +359 879 887 828
nikoil@abv.bg

41.763369,
26.213475
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41.904298,
25.299039

41.764867,
26.210352
41.768646,
26.198193
41.774280,
26.204454

41.758704,
26.210348
42.206033,
25.323222

№

Name

45.

Hotel "Pontos"

Svilengrad 8 Ivan
Mangafov Str

46.

Hotel George

Svilengrad, 2
Septemvriytsi Str

47.

Royal Hotel

Svilengrad, 18,
September 6th

48.

Hotel Sakar

Topolovgrad - villa
zone

49.

Family Hotel and Tavern
"The Old House"

Topolovgrad, 1
Gyumyurdzhina Str

50.

Hotel „Rai“

51.

Hotel Imperial

52.

Family Hotel "Algera"

53.

Separate rooms
"Venice"
Motel "The Spring of
the Belonoga"

Topolovgrad, 1
Targovska Str.
Topolovgrad - Center
23 Sergey Rumyantsev
str
Harmanli, 9A Georgi
Zhechev str
Harmanli, 24, A.
Konstantinov Str
International Road E80 (Gergana Locality),
Harmanli Municipality
Harmanli, 114,
Stamboliyski Str

54.

Address

55.

Family Hotel "Olympia"

56.

The Fairytale Complex

Harmanl,i to the valley
of the Harmila River

57.

Prima Hotel

58.

Prince Hotel

Harmanli, 83 Bulgaria
Blvd.
Harmanli, 7
Vazrajdane Square

Contact information
http://www.complexvodopada.eu/
+ 359 888448830;
hotel_pontos@abv.bg
http://hotelrestaurantpontos.co
m/
+359 887810544
george1949@abv.bg
http://www.hotelgeorge.net/
+359 379 71173;
hotel_royal@abv.bg
http://www.hotelroyalsvilengrad.com/
+359 892488966;
hotel_sakar@abv.bg
http://hotel-sakar.weebly.com/
+359 879 684 683
ilko_terziev@abv.bg
https://staratakashta.wordpress.
com/
+359 470 52236

GPS coordinates
41.767573,
26.207539
41.766717,
26.199798
41.770282,
26.203836
42.073273,
26.330736
42.086723,
26.333895

+359 470 54666; + 359 878 110
562

42.084189,
26.336002

+ 359 373 85193

41.926400,
25.913344
41.927524,
25.902256
41.913413,
25.937220

+359 886 862 520
+ 359 373 83591
+359 3738 2223; +359 887 819
977
hotel.olympia@abv.bg
http://hotelolympia.org/
+359 888 127985; +359 373
86095
kompleksprikazkite@abv.bg
http://prikazkite.payner.bg/prika
zkite.php
+ 359 373 82216
+ 359 373 88981
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41.922073,
25.916595
41.916898,
25.885300

41.923798,
25.917648

№
59.

Name
Family hotel "Ralitsa"

Address
Harmanli, Old
Vineyards
Harmanli, 76,
Benkovski Str.
Harmanli, 7
Vazrajdane Square
Haskovo, 20 Vassil
Drumev Str.

60.

Rooms Spartak

61.

Family Hotel "Hebros"

62.

Hotel "Haskovo"

63.

Hotel Retro

Haskovo, 7
Osvobojdenie Blvd

64.

Hotel Diamond Plaza

Haskovo, 81 Bulgaria
Blvd

65.

Hotel Rodopi

Haskovo, 39 Bulgaria
Blvd

66.

Hotel Europa

Haskovo, Kenana Park

67.

Hotel Fantasy

Haskovo, Kenana Park

68.

Hotel complex
"Druzhba"

Haskovo, Kenana Park

69.

Hotel "Tsar Simeon"

Haskovo, 9 Vasil Levski
blvd

70.

Hotel "Trakia"

Haskovo, 18,
Saedinenie Blvd.

71.

History Hotel

Haskovo, Kenana Park

72.

Hotel "Calua"

Haskovo, Kenana Park

Contact information
+ 359 373 87054
+ 359 897 812466
+ 359 373 85086; +359 373
88427
+359 38 602525;
hotel_haskovo@abv.bg
http://www.hotel-haskovo.com
+ 359 38 666201;
info@hotelretro.bg
http://www.hotelretro.bg/bg
+ 359 38605500, + 359 605509;
reception@hotel-diamondplaza.com
http://www.hotel-diamondplaza.com/
+ 359 882609660
hotel_rodopi2002@abv.bg
http://www.hotel-rodopi.com
+ 359 0884 606606
contact@parkhoteleurope.com
http://www.parkhoteleurope.co
m
+359 38 624600; + 359 887
046339; +359 38624700
fantazia_h@abv.bg
+359 878 66 15 60
hoteldrugba@abv.bg
http://www.hoteldrugba.com
+359 38 620 854
info@hotel-tsarsimeon.com
http://hotel-tsarsimeon.com
+ 359 38 602560, + 359 38
602580
hoteltrakia@abv.bg
www.hoteltrakia.com
+ 359 889 111999;
hotel.history@abv.bg
http://hotelrestoranthistory.com
/
+ 359 898816621;
info@calua.eu
http://calua.eu
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GPS coordinates
41.923874,
25.917594

41.932865,
25.554803
41.928160,
25.558270
41.930325,
25.559088

41.934443,
25.550387
41.945518,
25.542048
41.944129,
25.542658
41.956992,
25.512276
41.928172,
25.572169
41.933784,
25.557689
41.944467,
25.540506
41.951312,
25.532053

№
73.

Name
Hotel "Central"

Address
Haskovo, 1 Varna Str

74.

Hotel "Alpineum"

Haskovo, 8, Rojen Str

Contact information
+359 885 872 291, +359 38 660
333
glazne@escom.bg
http://www.hotel-centralhaskovo.com
+ 359 895 416 753; +359 877 78
0030
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GPS coordinates
41.931835,
25.556669

41.926684,
25.557750

Hotels in Yambol District
№ Name

Address

Contact information

1. Motel
Burgoil

Bolyarovo

2. Hotel
Elhovo, 2
Smokin Indje
ia
Voyvoda
Str
3. Family Elhovo,
Hotel
10, Yanko
Surpris Bakalov
Str
e
4. Hostel Elhovo,
Puldin Krum
Street 9A

+359 478 886 18

5. Hotel
Diana

Elhovo,
12, Rila
Str

+359 878 167 001
hoteldiana_77@abv.bg
http://www.hoteldiana-77.com

6. Guest
house
in
Elhovo
7. Hotel
City

Elhovo, 1
Sakar Str

+359 887 419936
niki@newestate.biz
http://www.slavchevbg.com

Elhovo, 56
Targovska
Str

+359 895 922 622
stildom7@gmail.com

8. Guest
House
Banya

Elhovo,
13, Terti
March Str

+359 478 81 450,+359 889 706 777
booking.banyata@mail.bg
http://hotelbanyata.com/

9. Apart
ment
Sunrise

General
Inzovo
village

+359 884 246 940
johnwoodthorpe@aol.com
http://www.johnandlindaonlineinbg.com

10. Villa
Orchar
d

General
Inzovo
village

+359 141 337 2428
c.mccloy@onetel.net
http://www.uk2bg.com/Karina/0100/0100.html

11. Hotel

Village of

+359 884 864510

+359 885 188635
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GPS
coordin
ates
42.145
928,
26.798
763
42.171
293,
26.565
759
42.174
418,
26.569
715
42.173
718,
26.570
402
42.172
351,
26.569
367
42.167
952,
26.559
550
42.172
219,
26.569
894
42.173
697,
26.566
230
42.323
613,
26.434
118
42.322
845,
26.433
711
42.118

Lapi

Mamarch
evo, 9
Septemvri
Str
Ruzhitsa,
Bolyarovo

+359 884 866034
pawskennels@gmail.com
http://www.paws-kennels.com

852,
26.779
658

+359 4749 313
diane@dianekerry.wanadoo.co.uk

13. Guest
House
Kakaro
vata
kashta
14. The
Decova
House
Hostel
15. Guest
House
Loven
nook
16. Hotel
Royal

Lalkovo
village

+359 898 202 056
+359 4724 540
maria4@mail.bg
http://www.kakarovi.com/

42.152
484,
26.878
350
42.076
071,
26.719
087

Lalkovo
village

+359 (0)887 021499
mail@dekovata.com
http://www.dekovata.com

Melnitsa
village

+359 (0)889 428304
dani121270@abv.bg
http://melnitsa.eu

Straldzha

+359 (0)885 885478
etfokus@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/royalvd

17. Hotel
Central

Ovchi
Kladenets
village

+359 878 348421, +359 889 355955; +359 887 100385
Hcustomers@hotmail.com
http://www.Hcentral.eu

18. Chiflik
Skalits
a

Skalitsa, 6
Ivan
Glazkov
str
Miladinov
ci village,
16, Pirin
str
Kirilovo
village, 9
Georgi S.
Rakovski
Str.
Yambol,
100,
Borovets
Str

+359 6664 055, +359 885 679 071
slivatree@yahoo.co.uk
http://skalitsafarmhouse.weebly.com

12. Hostel
Ruzhits
a

19. Hotel
South
Cross
20. Campi
ng
Kirilov
o
21. Hotel
Borove
ts

+359 47 74 524; +359 885 724 479
aussiebulg@gmail.com
http://www.southern-cross-bulgaria.com/
+359 877 433 094

+359 46 663 357
+359 46 662 244
+359 46 663 357
contacts@borovetz-yambol.com
http://www.borovetz-yambol.com/
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42.076
103,
26.719
109
42.047
075,
26.565
638
42.600
329,
26.689
659
42.244
176,
26.209
072
42.267
020,
26.254
202
42.261
722,
26.339
741
42.224
347,
26.616
667
42.489
755,
26.524
183

22. Hotel
Yambol,
Mercur 68, Indzhe
Voyvoda
y
str
23. Hotel
Yambol, 2,
Diana
Ivan
Palace Vazov Str

+359 46 642 92
+359 46 629 01
http://www.discoverbulgaria.com/hotel.php3?id=80
+359 46 664 807
+359 46 664 809
diana_palace@mail.bg
http://www.hoteldianapalace.com/
http://www.ourbulgarianworld.com//index.php?option=com_albe
rghi&task=detail&Itemid=409&id=2

24. Hostel
Han
Tervel

Yambol,
31, Han
Tervel Str

25. Catheri
ne
Compl
ex

Yambol, 2
km away

+359 896 655 130
komplex_ekaterina@abv.bg
http://www.complexekaterina-yambol.hit.bg

26. Hotel
Kabile

Yambol,
35
Targovska
Str
Yambol,
Central
Park, Sea
Club

+359 46 680 000
office@hotelkabile.com
http://hotelkabile.com/

27. Park
Hotel
Yambo
l

+359 895 557 585
parkhotelyambol@mail.bg
http://www.hotelyambol.com/
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42.474
340,
26.503
269
42.482
895,
26.505
970
42.481
350,
26.508
206
42.523
654,
26.531
845
42.481
880,
26.512
832
42.486
734,
26.492
339

Markets in Haskovo District

Markets in the cross-border region

Annex 8

Central vegetable market
Coordinates:
Haskovo, 17 Bulgaria Blvd
It works every day, except Sundays.
Farm Market
Coordinates:
Haskovo, Sq. Municipal
https://www.facebook.com/haskovofp/
It is organized every Friday from 16 to 19 am. There are bread and cereal products, fruits,
vegetables, herbs, spices, honey and bee products, dairy and meat products, etc.
Babin Market
Coordinates:
Dimitrovgrad, Elin Pelin Str.
+359 391 660 96
Specialized market for fruit and vegetables. Works every day.
Sunday industrial market
Coordinates:
Dimitrovgrad, between Stefan Stambolov Blvd., Ivaylo Str. and the railway line
Goods are traded in nine major sectors. In the central part there are tables for sale of fruits and
vegetables. It works every Sunday.
Sunday market
Coordinates:
Lyubimets, between Strandja Str. and Tsarkovna Str.
Every Sunday on the market there are fruit trees, fruit and vegetable seedlings, food products,
industrial goods.
Municipal Market
Coordinates:
Svilengrad, between Tundzha Str. and Komuna Str.
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Specialized market for fruit and vegetables,
nuts, milk and dairy products, honey and bee products. Works every day.
Market Stadium
Coordinates:
Topolovgrad
The market is organized every Friday. It offers agricultural goods, live animals, fruits, vegetables,
seedlings and fruit trees, olives and other food products.
Municipal Market
Coordinates:
Harmanli, behind the District Court
+359 37 382 864
The market, besides vegetables and fruits, also sells industrial goods. Visitors can taste freshly
prepared meats and other pastry in place. The market is running daily.
Markets in Yambol District
Cargonski market
Coordinates:
Yambol, Cargona neighborhood
The market is located in Cargona neighborhood and is therefore popular in the city like the
Cargona Market. It is divided into two parts - a cooperative market offering fruit and vegetables,
milk and dairy products, honey and bee products, fruit trees and seedlings, and a market for
household goods. There are also many small shops for electrical materials, plumbing equipment,
groceries, household goods, agricultural goods and inventory, agricultural pharmacy and others.
Central municipal market
Coordinates:
Yambol, 55 Targovska Str.
+359 46 663 289
https://goo.gl/UtqNPg
The market is open daily. Fruit and vegetables are available.
Animal Market
Coordinates:
Yambol, 19 Golden Horn blv. (The Russian Market)
+359 886 394 857
karasanov@abv.bg
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Every month a fair-market for decorative
and exotic birds and animals is organized in Yambol. On the market can be seen pigeons,
parrots, hens, canaries, peacocks, pheasants, rabbits, dogs, cats, ornamental fish and much
more. The market is held every last Sunday of the month from 7.00 am.
Vegetable market
Coordinates:
Elhovo
http://elhovo.org/pazar/
The market is open daily. Fruit and vegetables are available.
Domestic Market
Coordinates:
Elhovo
http://elhovo.org/bitak/
Industrial goods are available.
Animal market
Coordinates:
Elhovo, to the industrial market
The market is built according to modern European standards. The market area is surrounded by
a solid fence, there is a entrance for the vehicles with an equipped disinfection area, separate
sectors by animal species, equipped with a sunshade and ties. Only animals that have passed
the veterinary examination and are accompanied by the required documents are allowed on the
market.
Cooperative Market
Coordinates:
Straldzha
The covered cooperative market has 30 commercial outlets for sale of agricultural produce and
industrial goods and warehouses.
Markets in Burgas District
Slaveikov’s market
Coordinates:
Bourgas, between Petko Karavelov Str. And Tsar Simeon I Str.
Every Sunday, from 11.00 to 16.00 in Burgas, a farm market is organized, offering pure, natural,
bio-products directly from the producers. The farm market is organized with the cooperation of
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Sustainable Society Association, Hrankoop
Sofia, Hrankoop Plovdiv in partnership with Burgas Municipality and Bourgas Markets Ltd.
Krasnodar Market
Coordinates:
Bourgas, 34 Tsarigradska Str
The indoor market offers daily a most diverse commodity - fruits and vegetables, nuts, milk and
dairy products, honey and bee products, seedlings.
Veleka Market
Coordinates:
Burgas, Sunrise neighborhood, bl.109
42.524978, 27.464544
The specialized fish market has ten store cells, an area of 304 sq.m. and six tables for fruit and
vegetables. The market offers daily fresh fruit and vegetables, fresh fish, seafood and meat.
Municipal Market
Coordinates:
Aytos, to the Bus Station
42.702090, 27.255680
On the vegetable market in Aitos there are predominantly own products. Industrial goods are
also sold.
Farmer's Exchange
Coordinates:
Kameno village, near the motorway of Thrace
The agricultural stock exchange is intended for local farmers to sell their produce.
Covered market
Coordinates:
Karnobat
The market has 27 stands for agricultural production and a total of 14 electrified and watersupplied pavilions. Works daily.
Municipal covered market
Coordinates:
Small Tarnovo
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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The market occupies an area of 4800 sq.m.
It consists of 26 one-storey pavilions, some of which are built in Strandjan architecture.
Market fruit and vegetables
Coordinates:
Nessebar
The market always offers fresh fruit and vegetables.
Hrancoop
In August, in three cities - Pomorie, Bourgas and Nessebar are held summer farm markets
Hrankoop. Farmers from all over the country offer from fruits and vegetables to honey and bee
products, from sweet and jam to meat and dairy products.
Vegetable market
Coordinates:
Pomorie, between Tsar Petar Str. And Tsar Ivan Asen Str.
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Tourist information centers in the cross-border region
Tourist Information Centers in Haskovo District
District Tourist Information Center Haskovo
Coordinates:
Haskovo, 1А Rakovski Blvd.
+359 38 666 444
tourism.haskovo@gmail.com, info@haskovo-bulgaria.com
www.haskovo-bulgaria.com
41.933603, 25.555372
Tourist Information Center Dimitrovgrad
Coordinates:
Dimitrovgrad, 9 Dimitar Blagoev Blvd, entrance A
42.055891, 25.592800
Tourist Information Center Ivaylovgrad
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 1 Orphey Str.
+359 3661 60 39
tic_ivaylovgrad@abv.bg
ticivaylovgrad@gmail.com
http://ivaylovgradtravel.com
41.527535, 26.123663
Tourist Information Center Madzharovo
Coordinates:
Madzharovo, 1 Petar Angelov Str.
+359 3720 220, int.24
tic_madgarovo@abv.bg, bspb_madjarovo@yahoo.com
41.633275, 25.860345
Art Gallery and Tourist Information Center Svilengrad
Coordinates:
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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Svilengrad, 11 Krayrechna Str.
+359 889 044 016, +359 886 000 726, +359 379 710 97
muzeis@abv.bg
41.767384, 26.195159
Tourist Information Center Mezek
Coordinates:
Mezek village, Svilengrad Municipality
+359 889 044 016; +359 886 000 726
muzeis@abv.bg
41.737724, 26.083698
Tourist Information Centers in Yambol District
Cultural and Information Center Bezisten, Yambol
Coordinates:
Yambol, 1 Osvobojdenie Square
+359 46 610 066
bezisten.yambol@gmail.com
http://www.bezistena.com
42.483176, 26.505846
Tourist Information Center Elhovo
Coordinates:
Elhovo, 23 Targovska Str.
+ 359 478 81073
info@elhovo.org
http://www.elhovo.org/
Tourist Information Centers in Brgas District
Tourist Information Center Burgas
Coordinates:
Burgas, Hristo Botev Str.
+359 56 825 772, +359 56 841 542
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info@gotoburgas.com
www.gotoburgas.com
42.494664, 27.470403
Tourist Information Center Nessebar
Coordinates:
Nessebar, 10, Messambria Str.
+359 554 42 611; +359 554 29 346
visitnessebar@abv.bg
42.658444, 27.733988
Tourist Information Center Обзор
Coordinates:
Obzor, 2, Ivan Vazov Str.
+359 556 35124
obzor_info@mail.bg, tic.obzor@gmail.com
http://obzorcity.com/za-obzor/informatsionen-tsentar/
42.820223, 27.880234
Tourist Information Center Pomorie
Coordinates:
Pomorie, 1 Tsar Asen Str.
+359 596 2 22 78
tourism@pomorie.org
42.556339, 27.641921
Tourist Information Center Malko Tarnovo
Coordinates:
Malko Tarnovo, Preobrajenie square
+359 5952 30 17, +359 886 647 201
tic_mtarnovo@mail.bg
www.malkotarnovo.org, www.malkotarnovo.yes.bg
41.980517, 27.525044
Information Center of Strandja Nature Park
Coordinates:

Gramatikovo village, in the center of the village
+359 5952 36 35, +359 5952 31 60
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http://www.strandja.bg/
42.062931, 27.655053
Online Tourist Information Center BulgarTourist
Coordinates:
+359 887 322367, +359 32 990920
bulgartourist@gmail.com
http://www.bulgartourist.com
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Annex 10
Proposal for new tourist routes for culinary and wine tourism in the cross-border region
One-day excursion to Mezek – Ivaylovgrad route

Starting point: At the tour operator's proposal
Route: Mezek village - Siva river village - Malko gradishte village - Dabovets village - Kamilski dol
village - Lambhuh village - Huhla village - Ivaylovgrad
Endpoint: Upon preposition of the tour operator
Program:
This project is co-funded by the European Union through the
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9.30 am
Arriving in front of Katarzyna
Estate Winery (GPS 41.74669, 26.13939)
9.30 am – 10.15 am Tour of the Winery, wine tasting and buying wine
10.15 am – 10.45 am Tour of the Medieval fortress Mezek (GPS 41.73494, 26.08008)
10.45 am – 11.30 am Visit to Mezek Winery (GPS 41.73687, 26.08969), tour of the Winery,
wine tasting and buying wine
11.30 am – 12.30 am Tour of the Thracian domed tomb (GPS 41.73518, 26.10178)
12.30 am – 1.30 pm Traveling to Ivaylovgrad
1.30 pm – 2.30 pm Lunch in hotel-restaurant St.St. Constantine and Elena (GPS 41.52213,
26.11907)
2.30 pm – 3.30 pm Tour of the Ancient Villa Armira (GPS 41.49914, 26.10649)
3.30 pm – 4.30 pm Visiting the Yamanyevs Winery (GPS 41.52674, 26.13106), wine tasting
and buying wine
4.30 pm – 6.30 pm Visit to the "Traditional Culinary Heritage" Festival, in the central square
of Ivaylovgrad (GPS 41.52669, 26.12427) - only during the first weekend
of September
6.30 pm
Departure from Ivaylovgrad
Places to visit:
А. Wine Cellar Katarzyna Estate
Coordinates:
Mezek village, White earth area, Svilengrad
Municipality
+359 893 613 552, +359 2 459 1795, +359 2 491
1732, +359 892 277 206
office@katarzyna.bg
http://www.katarzyna.bg/
41.74669, 26.13939
Katarzyna Estate Winary was established in 2003 by Christophe Trilinski and Nikolay Dalakov,
who are fascinated by the nature near the village of Mezek in Svilengrad. The vineyards are
located in the vicinity of the village, in one of the most fertile areas for vineyards in Bulgaria and
Europe and occupy an area of 300 ha. The most modern wine-making practices are applied for
cultivation to achieve maximum grape quality - green pruning, shoots and attachment of the
shoots, removal of part of the foliage and green grape harvest. The red grape varieties are
merlot, cabernet sauvignon, syrah, cabernet frank, malbek, temprania, carmener, and mavrud.
The white varieties are Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Semiion, Vionet, Muscat Ottonel and
Traminer.
The cellar is rapidly establishing itself as the leader of the wine market in the country and
gradually gaining high marks and awards for prestigious international competitions. In 2011, the
wine Reserve 2007 was rated extremely high by world wine expert Robert Parker. Among the
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most recognizable brands of the wine cellar
are Question Mark, Encore, Seven Grapes, Les Fleurs, Les Amandiers, Les Cailloux, Le Carre d'Or,
Contemplations, Mezzek, Twins, Der Traminer, Smaraida and others. Annually, over 2 million
bottles are produced. Wine tastings and tours are available upon prior reservation. In the
winery there is an opportunity for organizing events.
В. Medieval fortress
Coordinates:
Mezek village, Svilengrad Municipality
Tourist Information Center – Svilengrad
+359 889 044 016; +359 886 000 726
muzeis@abv.bg
41.73494, 26.08008
The fortress near by Mezek village, the
municipality of Svilengrad, is one of the best preserved in its original form fortresses on our
lands. It dates back to XI century, the time of the Byzantine Emperor Alexius I Komnin (10811117). The fortress had the functions of a border guard fortress. It protected the territories
between the rivers Arda and Maritsa.
The fortress was built on the site of older settlements from the Early Iron Age and the late Iron
Age. It occupies an area of 7 acres, which is a quadrangle of dimensions 110 x 60 m. Its walls are
made of stones, bonded with white mortar and decorated with three brick belts on the outside.
Its defense is reinforced by nine towers over 10 meters high. Until 1900, the castle's cobbles
were preserved. The main entrance is located on the western wall. Another small entrance has
a tower on the eastern wall. Besides the view of the village and the surrounding area, in clear
weather from the towers of the fortress there is a panorama to the Aegean Sea.
С. Mezek Winery
Coordinates:
Mezek village, Svilengrad Municipality
+359 888 878 295, +359 888 767 717
info@mezek.eu
http://mezek.eu/
41.73687, 26.08969
Mezek Winery is located in the village of Mezek, close to the Turkish and Greek borders. The
philosophy of the winery is to produce ecologically pure wine by the technology closest to the
"home" technology.
Individual or group tasting can be done in the winery, with a short talk about the historical
monuments near the village of Mezek (medieval fortress and Thracian tomb), a little history of
the wine and wine cellar and tasting of several wines with homemade appetizers. Each year, 10
tons of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Mavrud (Evmolpia), Syrah, Thracy (mixture of Merlot,
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Mavrud,
Cabernet,
Syrah),
Merlot,
Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Thracy (mixture of Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay).
Tasting guests are accepted daily from 9.30 to 20.00. The tasting includes a short talk about the
historical monuments near the village of Mezek (the medieval fortress and the Thracian tomb),
a little wine history and the winery and several wine tasting.
D. Thracian domed tomb
Coordinates:
Mezek village, Svilengrad Municipality
Tourist Information Center – Svilengrad
+359 889 044 016; +359 886 000 726
muzeis@abv.bg
41.737724, 26.083698
The tomb in Mezek village, Svilengrad municipality is the most monumental tomb of the
Mycenae type found on the Bulgarian lands. In 1908 a villager discovered an accidentally bronze
figure of a wild boar, in natural size, weighing 177 kilograms. Later, in 1931 local inhabitants
discovered the tomb itself, which is covered with an impressive mound embankment with a
height of 14-15 m and a diameter at the base of 90 m. The tomb is made of cut stone blocks
connected in places with iron braces. The tomb enters through a 20 m long corridor (dromos).
Two rectangular anteros are followed, then followed by a circular burial chamber with a beetle
dome. The total length of the facility is about 31 meters. A large number of objects of gold,
bronze, iron, glass and ceramics are found in the tomb, which are exhibited in the museums in
Sofia and Haskovo. The sculpture of a boar is located in the archaeological museum of Istanbul,
because since in 1908 this area was still within Turkey's borders. There is a plaster cast of the
original in the museum in Haskovo.
The Tourist Information Center offers a tour of the tomb with a tour guide after a preliminary
request.
Е. Hotel-restaurant St. St. Constantine and Elena
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 8 Armira Str.
+359 888 128 083, +359 888 128 086
info@hotel-ivaylovgrad.com
http://www.hotel-ivaylovgrad.com/
41.522189, 26.119066
Hotel-restaurant St. St. Constantine and Elena is located
in Ivaylovgrad, in the new neighborhood "Druzhba" next to the central zone of the town. The
complex offers a variety of package deals including nights, gala dinners and varieties from
different periods of the year.
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The restaurant has 80 seats in its main hall
and 80 seats in a summer garden. The restaurant offers to its guests a variety of Bulgarian,
European and world cuisine prepared by chefs, while the qualified and fast service is provided
by specially trained staff.
The hotel has 17 double rooms, 6 triple rooms and 2 suites, furnished in a contemporary
designer style, spacious and cozy.
F. Villa Armira
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 1 Orphey Str.
Tourist Information Center
+359 3661 60 39
tic_ivaylovgrad@abv.bg
ticivaylovgrad@gmail.com
http://ivaylovgradtravel.com
41.49914, 26.10649
Villa Armira was opened in 1964 during the construction of a dam, 1.5 km southwest of "Ludja"
quarter in Ivaylovgrad. The name comes from the nearby river Armira, a right tributary of the
Arda river. The suburban villa dates back to the I-IV century, the period of Roman rule in our
lands. It is an impressive complex including a large courtyard surrounded by a covered
colonnade and a pool in the middle. Around it are living quarters. The villa is richly decorated
with mosaics, marble sculptures and tiling. Its construction began at the time of Emperor Adrian
(117-138). It was destroyed at the time of the Gothic invasion in 378. It is the most impressively
decorated private house (palace) of the Roman era, discovered in the Bulgarian lands. The villa
was the center of a landowner, founded by a rich Thracian aristocratic family.
G. Yamantievs Winery
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, 18 Kapitan Petko voyvoda Str.
+359 32 652 028, +359 32 652 026, +359 885 400 463,
+359 887 417 077
vinivel@dir.bg
www.yamantievs.com
41.52674, 26.13106
Since 2000, the winery in Ivaylovgrad has been owned by the Yamantievs family, which, after
realization of a project under the SAPARD program of the European Union, completely renovate
the technological capacities and technology in the production of wine.
The winery has its own 70 hectares of vineyards with the variety Cabernet Sauvignon, Syra, Pino
Noir, Merlot, Alcanth Buster, Traminer, Violet, Muscat and Chardonnay. Annually, over 70,000
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bottles are produced, offering wines and
bag-in-box. The main brands of the wine cellar are Villa Armira, Yamantiev's, Marble Land,
Roses.
The company has won many awards for its wines.
Some of the most popular wines are Marble Land
Chardonnay 2010, Marble Land Cabernet
Sauvignon-Merlot-Syrah, Villa Armira Cabernet
Sauvignon, Villa Armira Merlot, Villa Armira Shiraz.
Wine tastings and wine tours are available on
weekdays from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm or upon prior
request.
H. The culinary heritage of Thrace
Coordinates:
Ivaylovgrad, the square in front of the Municipality
https://goo.gl/kZfSRk
September
41.52669, 26.12427
From 2012, on the first weekend of September, Ivailovgrad hosts an international festival of
traditional food, livelihood and crafts "The culinary heritage of Thrace". Organizers are
Ivaylovgrad Municipality and Community centre "Probuda-1914". The festival includes
producers of sweet, herbs, spices, fruits, vegetables, bee products, tahana, wine, schnapps,
pastry products and typical dishes from the region of Ivaylovgrad as well as regions of France,
Greece, Turkey. Many craftsmen, sculptors, artists and others also participate in the festival.
One-day excursion to Ravadinovo - Pomorie route
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Starting point: At the tour operator's proposal
Route: Ravadinovo village – Sozopol – Chernomorets – Burgas – Sarafovo - Pomorie
Endpoint: Upon preposition of the tour operator
Program:
9.30 am
9.30 am – 11.15 am
11.15 am – 11.30 am
11.30 am – 12.00 am
12.00 am – 12.30 am
12.30 am – 1.30 pm
1.30 pm – 2.00 pm
2.00 pm – 3.00 pm
3.00 pm – 4.00 pm

Arriving in front of The Castle In love with the wind, Ravadinovo village
(GPS 42.38925, 27.67181)
Viewing the Castle
Traveling to Sozopol
Tour of the Archaelogical Museum (GPS 42.42181, 27.69276)
Tour of the Art Gallery (GPS 42.42528, 27.69937)
Lunch in the Old Sozopol Restaurant (GPS 42.42611, 27.69637)
Tour of the Marina Port Sozopol (GPS 42.41922, 27.69001)
Traveling to Pomorie
Visit to Tohoun Winery (GPS 42.5607, 27.55448), wine tasting and buying
wine
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4.00 pm – 5.00 pm Visit to Boyar wine
cellar (GPS 42.56264, 27.57291), wine tasting and buying wine
5.00 pm – 6.00 pm Visit to Black Sea Gold Winery (GPS 42.5584,
27.63917), wine tasting and buying wine
6.00 pm
Departure from Pomorie
A. In Love In The Wind Castle
Coordinates:
Ravadinovo village, Sozopol Municipality
+359 700 80058
info@zamaka.bg
https://zamaka.bg/
42.389499, 27.671801
The Castle In love with the wind is the accomplished childhood dream of George Tumpalov architect, designer and builder who started the construction in 1996 and with 24-hour work of
the whole family and workers from the nearby Ravadinovo village build a stone by stone a
magnificent castle.
The style of the castle is like going out of fairy tales. It is built entirely of 20,000 tones of stone,
which is specially extracted from the slopes of the Strandja Mountain. The stone is marbled
limestone and is present everywhere - the fence, the artificial lake, the walls and towers, the
chapel and the winery. It contains traces of micro-diamonds, so the castle changes its color in
the different parts of the day, it is in the morning with pink, daylight is white and full moon shines. What makes the castle even more unique is that it is built in the shape of a cross - a sign
of faith, love and dedication in its construction and development. The Castle In Love in the Wind
is a unique attraction not only for Bulgaria.
At the castle can be seen beautiful park with thousands of exotic trees, plants and flowers, deep
lakes with freshwater fish and waterfowl, a fountain of wishes and magic pavilion, chapel,
winery, art gallery, numerous bronze and marble sculptures, outdoor cinema and zoo corner.
In the castle can make wine tastings and exhibitions, organizing games (Escape - for families
Treasure Hunter – for children and Seven mortal Sins – for adult), weddings, dance
Championship Elite Tango Marathon, puppet shows, concerts and many other events.
The complex has a horse riding base, a restaurant and a café, a souvenir shop, a children's
playground, a retro photo and free parking.
B. The Archaeological Museum
Coordinates:
Sozopol, 2, Khan Krum Str.
+359 55 022 226
42.42181, 27.69276
The Archaeological Museum is housed in the building of
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the temple "St. Cyril and Methodius" in
Sozopol, which was given to the Municipality by the Holy Synod. The museum has many unique
archaeological finds as the largest collection of painted antique pottery in Bulgaria since the end
of VI-II century BC. and the largest collection of Ionic ceramics and plastic arts, pottery XII - XV.
There are also a number of documents, maps, photographs and drawings. In the archaeological
museum is found the Alabaster chest, in which was the relics of St. John the Baptist, together
with a box with inscription, which tells about the way of the relics to Sozopol. This is one of the
most significant discoveries made in 2010 on the island of St. Ivan. Some of the exhibits of the
Archaeological Museum are exhibited in some of the most famous museums in the world, such
as the Hermitage and the Louvre.
The museum can be visited every day from 9.00 am to 6.00 pm, in the season from November
to March - from 8.00 am to 5.30 pm.
C. The Art Gallery
Coordinates:
Sozopol, 63 Kiril and Metodi Str.
+359 55 022 202
42.42528, 27.69937
The Art Gallery of Sozopol was established in 1991. It is
housed in the building of the old school "St. St. Cyril and
Methodius" on the same street at the end of the old
town. The building was built more than a century in a Renaissance style and was declared a
monument of culture. The gallery has been one of the hosts of Bulgarian and foreign artists
since its inauguration during the annual Festival of culture and arts Apollonia. The Permanent
Exhibition of the Art Gallery includes 287 works of painting and graphics, including works
donated by participants in the International Mariners 'Artists' Works. These include works by
the famous Sozopol painters Jani Chrisopoulos and Petar Katerkov, the loved in Sozopol
Alexander Mutafov - one of the first Bulgarian painters, as well as Georgi Bozhilov-the Elephant,
G. Baev, M. Maslarova, Elsa and Vlado Goevi. The permanent exposition of the Art Gallery of
Sozopol includes about 40 sculptures made of marble, granite, bronze, chamotte, gobro and
wood-plastic. Among them are works by Nikolay Shmirgela, Georgi Gonev, V. Simeonov, P.
Petrov.
The Art Gallery of Sozopol is open from Monday to Friday, from 10.00 am to 9.00 pm.
D. The Old Sozopol Restaurant
Coordinates:
Sozopol, 25 Morski skali Str.
+359 896 236 299
42.426169, 27.696371
The Old Sozopol Restaurant is situated on the
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beach in the old town of Sozopol. The
atmosphere - in times gone by, creates warmth and coziness, and the amazing view revealed by
the terrace is suitable for romantic experiences. The cuisine includes Bulgarian, Mediterranean
and international dishes, with the main focus being on seafood. Desserts are also their own
production. The restaurant is ideal for meeting friends and personal holidays.
The second restaurant of the same name is located on the coastal street, next to the Port.
E. Marina Port Sozopol
Coordinates:
Sozopol, Yacht port
+359 55 024 033, +359
884 254 444
info@marinasozopol.com
www.marinasozopol.com
42.41922, 27.69001

885

546 882,

+359

Marina Port Sozopol is a yacht port, which has
everything the experienced yachtman dreams of. The harbor has 243 anchorages for vessels up
to 25 meters, equipped with electricity and drinking water. Onshore facilities offer everything
you need - whether it's a new boat or a complete engine repair, a self-service laundry or a 24hour refueling, specialty stores or a hot shower.
F. Tohun Winery
Coordinates:
Pomorie, Kosharite locality
+ 359 888 768 464, + 359 888 202 566
office@tohun.bg
http://tohun.bg/
42.5607, 27.55448
Tohun Winery was established in 2009 in the
Pomorie region, famous for its long history of
the most favorable climatic and soil conditions in the Black Sea wine production area. The
winery has 700 decares of its own vineyards, located in the East-Black Sea region, in the
immediate vicinity of the winery. The grape varieties grown are Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc,
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Pinot Noir and Semiyon. The processing capacity of the
winery is 600 tons of grapes per year. The winery has high-tech German and Italian equipment
to produce a short series of high-quality wines.
Tohun Winery has three series of wines - Soroko, Geaus and Tohun. In addition to bottles, wines
are also available in Bag in Box. Among the products are Sorocco Chardonnay, Sorocco
Sauvignon Blanc, Sorocco Rosé, Sorocco Merlot, Sorocco Cabernet Sauvignon, Greus Merlot,
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Tohun Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot and
others. Wine tasting and visit are offered after prior reservation.
G. Boyar Winery
Coordinates:
Pomorie
+359 596 22420, +359 887 393 847, +359 885
623 770, +359 886 077 132
boyar@abv.bg
http://vinarskaizba.com/
42.56264, 27.57291
Boyar Winery was established in 1998 on the outskirts of Pomorie as a revival of the established
in 1922 small winery. 350 acres of vineyards are grown. The wine cellar features modern grape
processing facilities, a classic underground winery with French and California oak barrels, and a
fully automated bottling line.
Boyar's cellar produces dry white and red wines, united in two memorable series - Terra Anhialo
and Avludzena. Pride of the winery are the winners of gold medals from Vinaria – Rose 2015,
Merlot Boyar 2013, Sirah Boyar 2011, and Schnapps of the master Anchialo.
Three types of Anchial schnapps are produced - ordinary, mature and muscled. The newest
products are united in the special series Family Collection - AMARELLE - natural liqueur from
cherries, ANHIALO - aged muscat schnapps and ARISTOCRAT - quality wine brandy.
Wine tours are organized by the technologist who presents the wine cellar, the production
center and the magnificent view of the vineyards. Wine evenings are organized, during which
sommelier offers perfectly combined beverages and foods, most often thematically chosen by
the visitors - for example, a night of Dimyat from different crops in the company of fresh Black
Sea fish, or evening of red wines, matured in a barric accompanied by meat specialties. The
winery also has a hotel part, which can be used with prior request.
H. Black Sea Gold Winery
Coordinates:
Pomorie, Industrial Zone
+359 596 35 701,+ 359 596 32 160
office@bsgold.bg
www.bsgold.bg
42.5584, 27.63917
Black Sea Gold is a winery situated in the Pomorie area,
which boasts a stormy history and remarkable wine
traditions. The winery has over 600 hectares in its own vineyards in Razboina, Asparuhovo and
Troyanovo of the most famous varieties - Cabernet Franc, Semiion, Merlot, Colombar,
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Muscat, Pinot Gris, Traminer, Vionie and others.
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The Salt Hills mixed wine, made up of
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Syrah, is handmade, which brings him a gold
medal at the Mundus Vinnie 2013, Germany. The wines of the "Special Reserve" series with a
stamp are Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. The other series of wines are
Gold Rhythm, Villa Marvela, Villa Ponte, Pentagram, El Mar, Rakovina. Liqueur wines and
aperitifs such as Kagor Blagovest and Almond aperitif are also produced. Annually, 15,000,000
bottles of wine are produced.
The winery is also known for its schnapps Bourgas 63 - Perlova, Traminer, 12-year old, Barrel
and Special, Bourgas - Muscatova and Grozdova, Pomorie Muscatova and Grozdova and
Alambik - Ultra premium. The winery is also known for its high-quality brandy Black Sea Gold,
the most valued by connoisseurs are 17-year-old and 33-year-old brandy. Also produced are
liqueurs with some of the most popular flavors - coffee and chocolate. Tastings are available
regularly from June to September or upon prior request.
One-day excursion to Kabile – Skalitsa route
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Starting point: At the tour operator's proposal
Route: Kabile village – Yambol - Rosa village - Botevo village - Meden kladenets village – Skalitsa
village
Endpoint: Upon preposition of the tour operator
Program:
9.30 am
9.30 am – 10.30 am
10.30 am – 11.30 am
11.30 am – 12.30 am

Arriving in front of the Antique town of Kabile (GPS 42.52921, 26.47891)
Explore the ancient city
Visiting the Kabile Monastery (GPS 42.51741, 26.46939)
Visit to Villa Yambol Winery (GPS 42.49671, 26.47655), wine tasting and
buying wine
12.30 am – 1.30 pm Lunch in Tavern The House (GPS 42.48618, 26.50669)
1.30 pm – 2.30 pm Visit the bakery House of Bread (GPS 42.47668, 26.49759)
2.30 pm – 3.30 pm Visit Sakarella Dairy (GPS 42.50333, 26.52263)
3.30 pm – 4.30 pm Traveling to Skalitsa village
4.30 pm – 5.30 pm Visit to Balar Winery (GPS 42.27062, 26.26122), wine tasting and buying
wine
5.30 pm
Departure from Skalitsa village
A. Antique town of Kabile
Coordinates:
Yambol, 2 Byalo more Str.
Regional History Museum - Yambol
+359 46 66 34 03
museum@mail.bg
yambolmuseum.com/new
42.52921, 26.47891

The Thracian and ancient city of Kabile is located 8 km northwest of Yambol. Archaeological
studies show that Kabile was one of the largest and most significant cities in ancient Thrace. The
earliest traces of habitation at the site of the ancient city of Kabyle were discovered at the
Roman barracks. Archeological studies show that there was a mound of the chalcolithic age (II
millennium BC), which was destroyed in antiquity. In 342 BC Philip of Macedonia conquered
Kabile during his march in Thrace. The town is built and a military garrison is housed in it. After
the middle of the 5th century, due to the frequent barbaric invasions, civilian population settled
in the military camp. An additional fortress wall was built - Proteicism. Kabile was destroyed in
the 6th century during the avar’s raids in the provinces of the Roman Empire.
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The Thracian and Antique City of Kabile is
open every day from 8.00 am to 6.00 pm. Tourists can walk freely in it and enjoy the remains of
basilicas and churches, fortress walls and public
buildings with an area of over 600 decares.
B. Kabile monastery
Coordinates:
Kabile village
+359 4712 583
42.51741, 26.46939
Kabile Monastery " Christmas of Virgin Mary" is located
nearby, 1 km away, to the village of Kabile. It was built between 1919 and 1944, on the site of a
small chapel. The greatest contribution to the construction of the monastery had Georgi Nikolov
from the General Inzovo village, who traveled for years from village to village and collected
donations for the construction. The monastery is famous for its healing spring, which was
discovered in 1918 by an elderly woman from Sliven after a prophetic dream. The nunnery
Minnora and four more nuns are taking care of the monastery. The Kabile Monastery can
accommodate
up
to
50
guests
for
overnight
stays.
C. Villa Yambol Winery
Coordinates:
Yambol, Industrial Zone
+359 46 661 615
office@vinpromyambol.com
http://villayambol.com/
42.49671, 26.47655
The successor of the established in 1924 winery, Villa
Yambol is among the oldest wineries in southern
Bulgaria. Villa Yambol has 900 ha of its own vineyards, located in the Tundzha Valley, in the
region of the Thracian Plain. On the territory of Troyanovo village are grown 200 ha of white
varieties Sauvignon Blanc, Juni Blanc, Vionie, Glera and Muscat Ottonel. The remaining
plantations are located in the lands of the town of Bolyarovo and the village of Tenevo, regions
with traditions in viticulture and a very good combination of soils and climate for the production
of red wine grape varieties with excellent qualities - Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syra. The
vineyards are processed by new, modern equipment meeting all European requirements.
The winery is now fully modernized, with modern facilities in Yambol and Straldja. Two new
bottling lines with a total capacity of 3000 bottles per hour were installed. White, red, rosé and
sparkling wines from the Kabile and Villa Yambol series, as well as schnapps, are produced. The
Kabile series produces Chardonnay & Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Rose Syrah, Merlot &
Cabernet Sauvignon, Mavrud & Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah. From the Villa Yambol series are
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Chardonnay, Muskat, Rose, Merlot, Mavrud,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot Reserve, Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve, Mont Royal. The total
capacity for processing grapes is over 16 million kg, and for storage - over 18 million kg. The
production of the winery is highly appreciated, and evidence for this is the numerous prizes
from wineries and competitions. Among the winning wines are Cabernet Sauvignon 2015,
Mavrud 2014, Mavrud 2015, Merlot 2015.
Villa Yambol is one of the few companies in Bulgaria owning its own barracks. Managers barrels with long experience make new barrels of high quality Bulgarian oak. Old French barrels
are also recycled in the workshop. The company has more than 800 high-quality French barrels
of 225 liters capacity and over 1000 Bulgarian barrels with a capacity of 500 liters and 225 liters.
The barrels are regularly replaced every 3-4 years.
The winery produces one of the best quality schnapps in Bulgaria - Straldzha muskatova rakia,
winner of many national and international awards. The winery's production is exported to more
than 20 countries around the world - Japan, Canada, Great Britain, Holland, Norway, Germany,
Sweden, Finland, Austria, France, Denmark, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, Poland, Russia,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and others.
Winery visitinf and wine tasting are organized every day from 8.30 to 17.30 or after a
reservation.
D. Tavern The House
Coordinates:
Yambol, 6 P. Parchevich Str.
+359 46 663 292, +359 882 400 082
mehana_kushta7a@abv.bg
42.486317, 26.506649
The tavern has 50 seats, there is a summer garden, especially
preferred during the hot days. Offers traditional Bulgarian cuisine.
E. House of bread Bakery
Coordinates:
Yambol, 1 Strashimir Krinchev Square
+359 899 873 762
mira_hliab1960@abv.bg
http://kushtanahlqba.com/
42.476784, 26.497590
The bakery has been working under various forms since 1992.
In the first years of its creation, it produced hand-made bread,
baked in one of the oldest ways - in a masonry stone-burning
furnace heated by wood. Afterwards, new equipment is being
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installed and production of bread is started
by the factory, transportation of the ready-made production is organized to the commercial
network of several municipalities.
In 2013 House of Bread begins to produce bread and bread products other than mass industrial
production - loaves, ritual breads, snacks, breakfasts.
F. Sakarela Dairy
Coordinates:
Yambol, 333 Preslav Str.
+ 359 46 663557, +359 887 898989
sakarelaood@abv.bg
http://sakarela.com/bg/
42.503319, 26.522632
Sakarela is the trade name of the dairy products
produced by Sakarela OOD. The dairy company was established in 1998 in Yambol and has a
modern production and equipment base meeting all requirements of the Bulgarian and
European standards. Swiss machines and equipment for the production of cheese are used. The
company also has a high-tech laboratory, which performs physico-chemical and microbiological
analyzes. The company employs nearly 50 highly qualified personnel, incl. microbiologists,
veterinarians and technologists.
Sakarela dairy's mission is to preserve and enrich the ancient Bulgarian recipes combined with
modern technologies and scientific research. The products of the enterprise are preferred
because of their taste qualities, determined by the high quality raw materials.
The madra produces cheese from cow's milk - Sakarela, Revanski, with olives, with ham, with
Bulgarian spices, Diana cheese, melted yellow cheese, reduced of animal fat cheese Health, cow
brine cheese Grandfather's Cheese, cow cheese Diana, delicate product Sakarela, cow butter
and curd from top quality raw materials.
G. Balar Winery
Coordinates:
Skalitsa village, Tundzha Municipality
+359 886 920 664, +359 886 245 524
balar_ad@abv.bg
http://www.wines-balar.com/
42.27062, 26.26122
Winery Balar was established in 2006. The philosophy of the owners is to stay as close as
possible to the character of the grapes donated by the Thracian land, the wine they create, the
use of sparing practices and reduced yields. That is why the owners choose the name "Balar",
meaning "wise, scientist man" in the Old Bulgarian language.
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The winery and vineyard are located in the
area of Skalitsa, under the Monastery hills, about 30 km southwest of the town of Yambol. An
artificial water basin, surrounded by green meadows and orchards, reveals the beauty of the
area. The winery has 130 decares of its own vineyards with the varieties of Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot, Syrah and supporting varieties Petit Verdo, Malbec, Carmener and Tempraniyo. The
white varieties are Gewurztraminer and Muscat ottonel. The processing capacity is 50 tonnes of
grapes. French 225L oak barrels are used to mature wine, then bottled and aged in an
underground room with constant temperature and controlled humidity.
Balar Winery has developed a unique technology for the production of vinified wine - subjected
to long-lasting impact with sound waves so as to alter the structure and spectrum of radiation of
the molecules in the beverage. The wine, sounded in this way, with specially selected classical
music, multiplies its qualities and its positive impact on the human organism. Wine matures
from 3 to 12 months under the sounds of classical music. The method is protected by a utility
model and is in patentability.
The first vintalised wine collection has matured under the sounds of the immortal works of
Ludwig van Beethoven. 320 bottles were produced. Each bottle of this series is numbered and
collectible. The other lines are marked with the year of production - K 2009, K 2010, K 2011, K
2012, etc. From the K 2009 series are wines K1 2009 (Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot), K3 2009
(Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah), K5 2009 (Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah), K7 2009 (Cabernet
Sauvignon and Syrah) and K9 2009 (Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon). From the K 2011 series are
the K1 2011 wines (Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdo), K3 2011 (Cabernet Sauvignon), K5
2011 (Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah) and K9 2011 (Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon), etc. Each
series has limited availability and is quickly exhausted.
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Pictures
Culinary festivals and events in the cross-border region
Feast of homemade sausage in Kosharitsa

Trifon Zarezan in Sungurlare

Carnival of wine in Veselinovo village

Feast of the young wine in Gyulyovtsa

Feast of wine in Skalitsa
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Holiday „For Our Bread ...“ in Simeonovo

Assembly in Shiroka Polyana
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"Together of Gergyovden" in Gorski Izvor

Assembly in Tsareva Polyana

Summer Niculden in Zdravets village
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Festival of the greenflower in Strandja

Bread Festival in Orisare

Bourgas Wine Festival
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Festival "In Malko Tarnovo way - From the source of Strandja"

Festival of Manna Honey in Tsarevo
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Feast of the watermelon in Zavoi

Farmer's Day in Tankovo

Fertility Festival in Krum Fertility Festival in Krum
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Honey Festival in Nessebar

Fish fest in Tsarevo
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Feast "Banitsa is rolling, two times rolling" in Elhovo
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„The culinary heritage of Thrace “ in Ivailovgrad

Autumn Fair in Simeonovgrad
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Fisheries Festival "Autumn Passages"

Niculden in Burgas
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Niculden in Simeonovgrad

Niculden in Primorsko
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Recipes of traditional Bulgarian dishes from the cross-border region
Kartalatsi

Guzlemi
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Katmi

Zelnik

Bulgurrena winding banitsa

Sweet banitsa with walnuts
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Dolma from the dock

Black mussels with lemon sauce
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Wine cellars and wine cellars in the cross-border region
Bratanov Winery

Villa Bassarea Winery

Ivo Varbanov Winery

Terra Tangra Winery

Wine cellar Chateau Kolarovo

Wine Cellar Little Star
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Castra Rubra Winery

Mezek Winery

Wine Cellar Katarzyna Estate

Yamantievs Winery

Lozev Winery

Villa Lyubimets

Stambolovo Winery

Domaine Marash Winery
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Dimitrovche Winery

Black Sea Gold Winery

Boyar Winery

Zelanos Boutique winery

Dives Estate Winery

Tohun Winery

Minkov Brothers Winery

Vinex Slavyantsi Winery
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Villa Yambol Winery

Marvin Winery

Balar Winery

Dairies and farms in the cross-border region
Sigmen Dairy

Debelt Dairy
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Sakarela Dairy

Kavramovs Farm

The Wild Farm

Bakeries in the cross-border region
Parapina Bakery

Harna Bakery

Zia Bakery
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Master baker Bakery

Home Sweet Home Boutique Bakery and Coffee

French Bakery La Marquise

Vienna Stile Bakery

House of bread Bakery

Restaurants in the cross - border region
The Old Sozopol Restaurant
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Tavern The House

Hotel-restaurant St. St. Constantine and Elena

In Love In The Wind Castle
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Complex Luxor

Hotels in the cross-border region
Casa del Mare Hotel
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Riverside Hotel
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